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previous page, img. 
01  —  Gunter Demnig, 
Stolperstein, Rome. Photo: 
Michela Bassanelli.

Beyond Memorialization

 æ  Michela Bassanelli

The transformations recorded in the evolution of the memorialization’s 
forms, after WWII to the present, characterize the starting point of the 
European Research Project REcall—European Conflict Archaeological 
Landscape Reappropriation. Today, it seems that monuments and memo-
rials have given way to parks and museums more closely linked to the 
territory and local communities. The reasons for this evolution lie in the 
change of objectives in the forms of memorialization: the shift from the 
will to perpetuate a memory ad infinitum, to the necessity of processing 
grief and promoting reconciliatory action. Monuments and memorials 
seem to lose their effectiveness over time, and to become empty simulacri 
of a remembrance and a memory that they are no longer able to reactivate 
or keep alive. This point is affirmed—among others—by Elena Pirazzoli1, 
who explains that

the monuments/memorials fall into a crisis, being much less significant than 
what remains: the reaction to this radical questioning was an attempt to 
transform the model, to make it appropriate at this time, at the current mo-
dality of commemorating. But in essence has always tried to respond to the 
crisis by articulating new formal possibilities, which broadened the meaning 
of the monument in memory: memorials, museums but also installations, 
surveys, movies. (2010, 207)

The rituals, repeated on the occasion of anniversaries, emphasize the 
failure of these structures rather than represent a time of recovery and 
reactivation. 
For this reason, and on the initiative of individual authors, architects and/
or artists, experimental explorations of new commemorative forms came 

1 Elena Pirazzoli is PhD in the History of Art; her research field lies between Memorial Studies and 
Visual Studies, directing attention towards the theme of memorial sites and forms—interweaving an 
historical approach with the analysis of the artistic and architectural practices which act in relation both 
with the events’ traces and with the constitution of new signs for commemoration.
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into being over the last decade. An example of this new memorial ty-
pology is represented by “counter-monuments”2: an artistic practice op-
posed to classical monuments, which focused on some key issues such as 
the role of the visitor and his/her interaction with the work. One of the 
most representative results, and probably even the first of this kind, is 
The Monument Against Fascism (1986) in Hamburg by Esther and Jochen 
Gerz—created to disappear in the ground of the spot it was erected. The 
artists speak about “public authorships” where the production activity of 
the artist is transformed into a shared process. They erected a twelve-
metre high stela with a lead coating on a pedestrian bridge in Hamburg’s 
harbour. The object, referred to as a “Monument against Fascism and 
War”, is at first sight distantly reminiscent of a traditional monument on 
account of its column-like character. However, the artists invited passers-
by to write personal or political remarks on the surface. 

In this sense, counter and anti-monuments are always memorials, not in a 
celebrative or commemorative sense, but in the sense of the activation of 
memory processes, which involve in themselves also the fractures, the con-
flicts of non-conventional points of view on the past or on the way to narrate 
it. (Grechi 2013, 329-330) 

Over the course of the following years, the monument was successively 
lowered and in 1993 it disappeared from the surface entirely and can 
now only be seen through a window. The monument, says Gerz, can-
not take away the responsibility of adult citizens to foster an active and 
critical political awareness, since, “in the long run, nothing can rise up 
against injustice in our stead,” as can be read on a slab next to the sunken 
monument. The artists used this concept to create a succinct image of the 
disappearing monument. The counter-monuments represent 

a new mnemonic practice rather than an innovative vehicle, focusing on 
meanings and concepts, on the effort which is necessary in order to make 
a ‘step further’ to internalize the tragedies of the past, without rejecting or 
denying them. (Borello 2004) 

Other international artists have been trying to critically and creatively 
address Borello’s point since the 1990s, presenting concepts that aim to 
provide alternative ways of thinking about history but strongly involving 
public space. Many of these approaches focus on the idea of dispensing 
with a traditional, grand type of monument, dispersing “remembrance 
prompts” in public places instead, which are as inconspicuous as they are 
surprising. Some examples are the Stolpersteine project (1995) by Gunter 
Demnig3 , the Places of Remembrance (1993) by Renata Stih and Frieder 

2 The definition of this term was coined by James E. Young, Professor of English and Judaic Studies at 
the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Further important texts include: “The Counter-Monument: 
Memory against Itself in Germany Today,” in Critical Inquiry, Vol. 18, No. 2, 1992, pp. 267-296. Young is also 
the author of At Memory’s Edge: After-images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and Architecture (Yale 
University Press, 2000); The Texture of Memory (Yale University Press, 1993); and Writing and Rewriting 
the Holocaust (Indiana University Press, 1988).

3  Started in 1995, the work is an open process, consisting of re-placing typical urban paving with bronze 
stones: the new objects are placed just in front of doorways of places where people who were deported 
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img. 02  — Dani Karavan, 
Memorial to the Sinti and Rom 
of Europe Murdered under 
the National Socialist Regime, 
Berlin, 2013. Photo: Gennaro 
Postiglione.

Schnock in Berlin4, and The Missing House (1990) by Christian Bol tanski 
in Berlin-Mitte5. In particular, in the mid-1990s, the debates about how 
to remember appropriately provided some of the key leitmotifs in the 
context of the 50th anniversary of the liberation of the concentration 
camps and the end of the War. The questions posed also raised further 
issues of whether it is possible to develop concepts for monuments which 
can avoid the danger of having a limited historical perspective and can 
achieve more than merely the expression of a finished and possibly even 
ideologically biased interpretation of history. 
The criticality towards traditional monuments issues from one of James 
Young’s basic ideas, which he used to substantiate alternative concepts 
of monuments. Young’s provocative idea was based on the observation 
that many monuments, rather than prompting reflection on complex his-
torical situations, are an expression of a conclusive and sometimes one-
dimensional interpretation process. 

and never returned, used to live. Nowadays, there are several thousands of these objects spread around 
Europe. Paving stones bearing the names of people who were deported during the Nazi era are laid in 
front of buildings where they lived to recall their fate.

4 A project with a similar basic intention was realized by the two Berlin artists Renata Stih and Frieder 
Schnock in 1993 in Berlin’s Bavarian Quarter in Schöneberg as a monument against anti-Semitism. 
Stih and Schnock had eighty coloured double signs put up at the roadside. At first sight, they look like 
ordinary advertisements. Only when one takes a closer look does it become apparent that there are pic-
tograms on the front of the signs that refer to texts on the back, taken from Nazi decrees and laws that 
successively excluded Jewish citizens. The concept brings together a pictogram of a bench, for example, 
with the text of a decree prohibiting Jewish citizens to using benches specifically labelled as being for 
their use.

5 The Missing house is a project by the French artist Christian Boltanski, which he realized in Berlin-
Mitte in 1990. Boltanski’s work focusses on an empty site in Grosse Hamburger Strasse left by a house de-
stroyed in the war. The area had a large proportion of Jewish residents until the 1930s. The artist carried 
out archival research on the building’s former residents and discovered that the Jewish inhabitants had 
been expelled or deported by the Nazis. Plaques were attached to the fire-wall of the adjacent building 
bearing their names, occupations and the dates they lived in the house. The gap left by the destroyed 
house is thus linked with references to its former residents, who are thus no longer anonymous.
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Is putting up a monument about recording interpreted history? Or 
should not monuments rather act as a prompt for ongoing reflection? 
Can the significance of the object of remembrance be expressed by means 
of traditional grand iconography-monumentality, marble, concrete and 
bronze? Can a traditional representative monument be the starting point 
for individual commemoration at all? What significance should the “au-
thentic places of the perpetrators” have in the context of the new monu-
ments which have been put up, such as the memorial sites already existing 
in the concentration camps, but also the so-called Topography of Terror on 
the former site of the Gestapo’s headquarters in Berlin? (Sigel 2008)
Some contemporary examples show a new perspective on the past and the 
need to re-tell the story in new ways, activating people in the commemo-
rative process. In particular three strategies seem to be able to represent 
new formal and typological models of commemoration, which seem to 
overcome more traditional modes. The first typology is represented by 
the “temporary monument”, such as installation or performance, in pub-
lic space and landscape—able to re-enact, through evocative processes, 
the memory of a traumatic event for a limited period. One example is 
a cathartic event that reactivates collective memory, as in the case of the 
“red river” formed by the chairs in the city of Sarajevo (2012)6, and in The 
Fallen project (2013) who reactivated the coast of the Normandy land-
ings only for a day7. 
But there are also new forms including more permanent characters, and 
related to landscape and urban interventions. The Lady Diana memo-
rial in London (2004)8, or the Gardens of Righteous Worldwide (2001-) 
that are taking place around the world, represent examples of permanent 
intervention in the landscape. In these instances, it appears to be the 
recovery of a typology gone into disuse; the latter engages the parks of 
Remembrance, gardens typical of the memorials of heroes of the WWI. 
Nature and landscape seem to be used as tools and media for handling 
difficult heritage and memory—able to negotiate the difficult topic via 
their beauty and the life they embody. 
Finally, the third typology acts directly on the public space to engage 
people, places and memories. In the Triangular Pink Pench (1989) by 

6 In the city of Sarajevo to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the siege of the capital when it 
was built a temporary installation in the main street of the city. The 11,541 empty chairs correspond to 
the exact number of victims of the attack on the Bosnian capital. The chairs were neatly arranged in the 
road with the help of the population—a collective celebration that re-enacts the memory and enters in a 
strong way in the urban everyday life.

7 In Normandy, along the beach of the landing, in relation to the International Day of Peace (21 Sep-
tember 2013), British artists, Jamie Wardley and Andy Moss, realized an installation by drawing on the 
beach, with the help of volunteers, the silhouettes of 9,000 men in position of death. The project, called 
The Fallen, is a tribute to the civilians, to the German forces and Allied forces who lost their lives during 
Operation Neptune, which took place on 6 June 1944.

8    This project, although not related to a conflict memory, represents an interesting way of converting 
memorial space into a place accessible, not rhetorical and welcoming everyday life. The memorial by 
Gustafson Porter concerns the construction of a very accessible place, dominated by a free use of the 
space and the fountain by the passer. The visitors do not consider it not as a place of commemoration 
but a place of interaction, where drama and life can exchange continuously the role. 
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img. 03  — Dani Karavan, 
Memorial to the Sinti and 
Rom of Europe Murdered 
under the National Socialist 
Regime, Berlin, 2013. Photo: 
Gennaro Postiglione.

img. 04  — Andy Moss, 
Jamie Wardley, The Fallen 
9000, Normandy beach, 
September 21 2013. 
Courtesy of the artists.

img. 05  — Andy Moss, 
Jamie Wardley, The Fallen 
9000, Normandy beach, 
September 21 2013. 
Courtesy of the artists.
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img. 06  — Haris Pašović, 
Sarajevo Red Line, Sarajevo, 
April 6 2012. Courtesy of the 
artists.

Corrado Levi9, and in the National 9/11 Memorial (2011)10, the com-
memorative act is performed without contemplation and without using 
the dramaturgy of the trauma as a communicative tool—it is a different 
mode of storytelling. 

 æ REcall: Project description and goals

What all these last examples presented share in common is that they 
attempt to detach remembrance work and the resulting moral position 
taken up by individuals from the traditional, grand type of monument. 
Historical tracks should rather be anchored in the everyday world, ap-
pealing to passers-by to think for themselves and pointing to the need for 
every individual to take critical responsibility in daily life. And this is pre-
cisely what we have identified as REcall project main goals. A research-
action founded by EC Culture 2007-13 Programme, REcall focused 
on the possible roles which the next-monument could play in dealing 
with difficult heritage11, such as that of conflict and war; while envi-
sioning new ways of handling painful places and stories—going beyond 
the traditional monumental approach. The main action exploited by the 
project has been the investigation, by means of interdisciplinary design 
proposals, developed by ten international and interdisciplinary working 
teams who have worked on the two assigned sites: the Falstad Centre in 
Norway (an ex-concentration and execution camp) and five locations of 

9 This was realized in 1989 by the Italian artist and architect Corrado Levi, to remember homosexual 
victims in Nazi concentration camps. Set in a public space in the city of Turin, the object becomes part of 
everyday urban life while at the same time friendly acting also as a commemorative monument.

10 The National Memorial to Ground Zero by Michael Arad and Peter Walker represents a possibility 
to work with the traces and the strong memory inside the city. Visitors will leave the everyday life and 
enter into a special public area defined by a dense forest of 416 oak trees and by two fountains following 
the perimeter of the old towers. Using a language similar to Michael Heizer’s North, East, South, West 
(1967/2002), the voids render absence visible. In this way, the overwhelming losses of 11 September 2001 
are given permanent presence but while a new public space is donated to the big and dense metropolis.

11 See Logan, William and Keir Reeves. 2009. Places of pain and shame: dealing with ‘difficult heritage’. 
London: Routledge; and Macdonald, Sharon. 2009. Difficult heritage: Negotiating the Nazi Past in Nurem-
berg and Beyond. London: Routledge.
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img. 07  — Haris Pašović, 
Sarajevo Red Line, Sarajevo, 
April 6 2012. Courtesy of the 
artists.

Italian Resistance in Rome during the last year of the War. The project 
proposes a “research by design” approach that joins a merely cognitive 
activity—the traditional theoretical research—and a purely operational 
one—the design practice. 
The purpose of such an unconventional approach is that of knowing what 
“doing” means by doing (Van Ouwerkerk and Rosemann 2001, Postigli-
one 2011). A “thinking laboratory” can thus be established with no pre-
established method: each author defines the scope of his/her practice 
independently. In order to succeed in this intent, the programme resorts 
to two methodological principles: inter-disciplinarity and complementa-
rity. The combination of these factors defines a meta-cultural model that 
aims at integrating contributions from different disciplines in the field of 
Humanities. 
On that account, the research will benefit from the conjoined action of 
a Consortium of six partners: POLIMI (Italy, acting as co-ordinator), 
NTNU (Norway), UNEW (Great Britain), AAU (Denmark), Falstad 
Centre (Norway) and Museo Diffuso della Resistenza (Italy). The Con-
sortium’s fields of expertise respectively cover museography, archaeology, 
fine arts, architecture, human rights and world war history—disciplines 
in which all institutes have already performed high quality multidiscipli-
nary work. In order to exploit the potential of the interdisciplinary ap-
proach and of the “research by design” methodology, the programme has 
been implemented through two international Workshops open to young 
practitioners under thirty-five from different educational backgrounds. 
The workshops produced operative proposals for the reappropriation of 
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the memorial landscape in Falstad (Norway) and of the minor histories 
of civil resistance in Rome (Italy). The workshops—made up of partici-
pants selected by a call for proposals—were organized in Norway and in 
Italy to allow site visits, and were followed by a post-production phase 
and an intensive closing week. In both places we chose to work on five 
stories that marked, in a dramatic way, the memory of the site.
This proposal embodies our aim as it weaves memory and imagination 
together: we believe in action, reuse and reappropriation, as a therapy to 
overcome the unresolved trauma of difficult heritage. In our approach, the 
military ideology of boundary and control attached to war remains takes 
on a different meaning through a process of re-semantization. By turning 
borders into occasions for exchange, we open up our heritage to the reali-
ty of the current European territory, where national boundaries disappear 
and permeability is both geographical and political. Indeed, “borders are 
not just dividing lines [any more], places where differences assert them-
selves; they can also be places of exchanges and enrichment, places where 
plural identities are formed” (Warschawksi 2004, 5). Conflict heritage 
thus becomes evidence for a recent history that has changed the power 
relations among European countries. In this context, it is therefore clear 
that the great challenge of twenty-first century museography will be cen-
tred on the reappropriation of our tangible and intangible patrimony to 
integrate the past in our life and encourage intergenerational exchange. 
After the time of monuments and memorials, which mark a first action 
of fixing memory in established forms, today a new time has come, where 
actions imply a re-possession of places, of memories, and of stories, in 
order to elaborate the trauma. Places, with or without war traces, enable 
a direct relationship with a memory that is triggered by the emotions felt 
when walking through these sites. This is what our envisioned interaction 
between cultural heritage and contemporary art/design forms aims at. 
Finally, within a framework of “Europeanness” (which is the result of 
an encounter among many identities and cultures), the proposal also 
recognizes intercultural dialogue as fundamental to keep the multifac-
eted identity of Europe alive. This is the reason why the outlook of the 
research goes beyond local, regional or even national interests: only by 
developing synergies at a European level a transnational network will be 
created that will have the potential to share narratives of places unified by 
a common yet differentiated historical memory. Therefore, memory must 
be defined as an evolutionary and continuous process that connects past, 
present and future; and the museum, which was once a “national crypt 
and a commemorative cemetery,” is now, “a migratory network of traces 
and memories” (Chambers 2012, 7).
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Recalling The Past: through an 
Interdisciplinary and Problem Based 
Learning Environment 

 æ tenna doktor olsen tvedebrink, Anna Marie Fisker 

 æ A day in Venice—Past and Present 

We stand in Piazza San Marco, for many the most vibrant place in the 
city of Venice. Groups of travellers from all over the world are scattered 
around us awestruck by the way in which the narrow stone walkways and 
extravagant palazzos rise, in a majestic manner, from the sea and streets 
of water. Here the sky is clear and bright blue, with the sun touching our 
skin with a warm and loving gesture. Still, a cold breeze and a dense mist 
blur the horizon, creating a mysterious and fascinating scenery long for-
gotten in any modern asphalt city. In Venice, time is experienced through 
the silent, floating movement of the water in the lagoon and the shiny 
gondola’s narrow passage on the water. The city of Venice thus represents 
with its scale and reduced pace a unique sensuous confrontation and ex-
perience found nowhere else (Fisker and Frier 2012, Fisker and Harder 
2012). It is this unique sensuous and highly poetic experience of the past 
that we hunt. 
Historical and physically, by the nature of its geography and its fate, 
few of the world’s ancient cities have changed less than Venice. Despite 
its time as a republic and in war—such as the Italian wars, WWI and 
WWII—Venice stands still. In the book, Venice (1993), historian and 
travel-writer Jan Morris reports that Venice was the very first city on 
both the German and Allied lists of places that could not be harmed, 
which meant that it sustained virtually no bomb damage and even the 
most precious of the buildings—churches, galleries and museums—went 
untouched throughout WWII. previous page, img. 01  —   

The interdisciplinary team 
architects, archaeologists, 
artists and museographers. 
2012.
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img. 02 - The Nazi calle 
Arrow at the Campo Santa 
Margherita in Venice. 2012.

Recalling the past, and in our search for insights on new architectural 
methodologies, we have travelled to Venice—following the footsteps 
of famous poets, artist and literary scholars, who, since the middle ages, 
have written passionately about the wonderful, mystery and romantic 
sentiment that lay above this magic city. The Danish poet Hans Chris-
tian Anderson was one, as well as the English art critic John Ruskin, 
French author Marcel Proust, Americans writers Henry James and Edith 
Warton, and others. Here, in this beautiful spot, between Venice’s history 
and allegories, those grand thinkers collected the inspiration for what is 
considered today as important theories in art and architecture. But, they 
also made valuable contributions to the discussion on the role of artists 
and architects in society. In continuation thereof, the French modernist 
and imagist-writer Paul Morand (1971), who favoured precision of im-
agery and clear, sharp language, has said that Venice did not withstand 
characters like Attila, Bonaparte, the Hapsburgs, or Eisenhower: “she had 
something more important to do: survive. They all believed they were 
building upon rock; she (Venice) sided with the poets and decided to be 
built on water” (Morand 1971, 37). And what has Venice not survived? 
During the period of 1933-1945, major parts of Europe underwent a 
series of radical changes as a result of extreme political lines and dicta-
torships performed for instance by Hitler and his Nazi regime. Hitler 
achieved supreme power, and the history of his rule includes not only the 
building of several roads, railway stations, war shelters, concentrations 
camps and civic monumental buildings (Mallgrave and Contandriopou-
los 2008), but also a series of physical traces left from war damage all 
over Europe that, today, represent unpleasant memories. One of these 
war traces is a small sign that can still be found in a narrow pedestrian 
street near Campo Santa Margherita in Venice. 
Here, an arrow painted on the building facade, shows the way to what was 
known as the Platzkommandantur—the Nazi command located in Piazza 
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San Marco from 1943-45 (Faccio et al. 2013). What today is called Nazi 
calle Arrow is one of the very last physical traces of the Nazi orientation 
system remaining in Venice. Yet, slowly the collective memories and his-
tory linked to spaces and places like the Nazi calle Arrow are fading away, 
as the material evidence vanishes.
As time moves on, history and cultural heritage become merely fictive 
if nothing is done to preserve it. Here, we think not only of the remain-
ing material evidence, but also of the memory of actions that took place 
relative to those architectural environments and physical traces still left. 
However, the difficult question is not only what should be preserved in 
these cultural landscapes, but perhaps more: what should be remem-
bered? As emphasized by Rossington and Whitehead (2007), we can-
not ignore that memory and remembrance are also closely related to 
forgetting and imagining. There is a challenge in both re-appropriating 
unpleasant memories, while also finding a decent, proper way of telling 
them in the future. So, to be able to begin answering that question, we 
need to begin with another one: what is the purpose of preserving history 
and difficult cultural heritage?
Many of the physical traces—as the above mentioned Nazi calle Ar-
row—carry material evidence of the war, but also hold valuable knowl-
edge rooted in the stories and collective memories linked to the cultural 
landscapes around them. As mentioned in Tvedebrink et al., 

Since ancient times the development of memorial sites and monuments have 
been used as a national inquiry fostering collective remembrance and rep-
resenting national self-understanding (Tietz 2008). Particularly during the 
late nineteenth century and forth an entire branch of war museums, war 
monuments and memorial sites evolved, where architects created architec-
tural environments as material manifestations and symbolic marks on the 
difficult cultural heritage. Museum exhibitions, monuments and memorial 
sites were used to present historical evidence and facts, as well as even seduce 
the public in celebrating national values and honouring heroic acts. Today 
these cultural landscapes have developed into popular tourist attractions of-
ten inviting the audiences to relive the difficult cultural heritage through 
archival photos, videos and soundtracks of war actions taking place. The ar-
chitectural environment of such cultural landscapes become not only frames 
for the communication of the specific war events, the historical evidence 
and fact, but also a stage inviting you to recall the sad memories and conflict 
emotions relating to the different actions. In that way communicating valu-
able moral and ethical knowledge to future generations, but also in a very 
static way preserving the difficult cultural heritage. (2013, 5)

The point is that, today, much of cultural landscape still carries traces of 
WWII which have not yet been turned into memorial sites or monumen-
tal tourist attractions. With the risk of misjudging the architectural value 
of contemporary memorial sites, monuments and war museums, we find 
that perhaps the answer of how to deal with difficult heritage should not 
only be found in the traditional “historicization” of past events. Perhaps 
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instead, the decent and proper answer could be found somewhere else…
The EU Cultural Project REcall seeks to reformulate the role of architec-
tural environments related to difficult cultural heritage, based on vigor-
ous research within the cultural landscapes of WWI and WWII. This 
aim is motivated by the conjoined action of the consortium established 
by the four main partners: Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI) with Mu-
seography; Trondheim University (NTNU) with Conflict Archaeology; 
Newcastle University (UNEW) with Fine Arts; and Aalborg University 
(AAU) with Architecture. The purpose is to bring together diverse theo-
retical, methodological, and operative contributions on the interpretation 
of difficult cultural heritage. Inherent to the REcall project is therefore an 
interdisciplinary approach that joins traditional theoretical research from 
the four disciplines with creative design practice. This interdisciplinary 
approach was tested in three workshops in Venice in September 2012, 
Falstad in June 2013, and Rome in October 2013. Here Masters students 
and young practitioners from all four disciplines were invited to work in 
project teams comprising one architect, one archaeologist, one museogra-
pher, and one artist—each team questioning the role of architectural en-
vironments when dealing with difficult cultural heritage. In that way, the 
REcall project aimed at opening up a new perspective capable of turning 
the difficult cultural heritage of war conflict into a future resource for 
European identity construction (REcall 2013, Tvedebrink et al. 2013). 
The aim of our text is therefore, to discuss how history and memory that 
deals with difficult war heritage can be reinterpreted through an interdis-
ciplinary approach, joining art, architecture, archaeology and museology. 
We also hope to explore how this interdisciplinary approach can be used 
to move beyond traditional “historicization” and critical local contexts 
into general social constructs which foster meaningful knowledge on war 
heritage with caution and decency.
Our overall thesis is that new, interdisciplinary actions recalling war 
memories in the architectural environment might prevent knowledge 
from being forgotten. However, we also think that in order to communi-
cate meaningful knowledge about the past with caution and decency, we 
must explore how this recalling, based on the practical interdisciplinary 
process, can be used to interpret and reconstruct history, facts, form and 
fiction. Hence, an approach—we find—draws very much on traditional 
design thinking and design methodology across the four disciplines, but 
connected to and through a problem-based learning environment.

 æ dealing with difficult Cultural heritage—the lesson of Venice

In that same vein, we believe there are a series of lessons to be learned 
from the magical, historical city of Venice, not only for the development 
of future urban environments, but also when redeveloping our under-
standing of how to deal with difficult cultural heritage. Based on the 
interdisciplinary workshop carried out in Venice in Autumn 2012, we 
asked the Masters students to employ an interdisciplinary and problem-
based approach, together with a series of creative tools when questioning 
the role of architects and the creation of architectural environments in 
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dealing with war heritage. This method is based on the belief that there 
is a link between collective memories and cultural identities, as well as 
how these influence the essence of architectural thinking and practice. 
Since the mid-eighteenth century, architects have assumed that architec-
tural environments seduce us emotionally and move us beyond place and 
time (Tvedebrink et al. 2013). Furthermore, as architects we are trained 
to “read” drawings, maps, plans, sections, elevations and buildings, with 
an ability to feel empathy with the represented design. It is therefore 
our proposition that design methodology and problem-based learning 
are eminent first steps for challenging traditional understandings of the 
cultural landscape which carries traces of WWII. 

 æ An interdisciplinary and Problem-Based learning Environment

In recent years, new interdisciplinary Masters education programmes 
such as Art & Technology, Media Technology, Architecture & Design, 
and Integrated Food Studies, have emerged at Aalborg University in 
Denmark. Underlining each of these interdisciplinary programmes is a 
problem-based learning environment focussing on group work, as well 
as an inherent “designerly” way of thinking—encouraging entrepreneur-
ship and innovation within scientific and technical professions. The “de-
signerly” way of thinking can be defined as a creative process, moving 
from analysing “things-as-they-are”, to imagining and dreaming about 
“things-as-they-could-be”. In that way, and in addition to the traditional 
research methods rooted in disciplines like archeology, the hermeneutic-
interpretative method, and what designers refer to as “mapping”, become 
crucial for how we describe, analyse and explain the various cultural con-
texts. But also using creative tools such as “brainstorming”, “moodboard” 
and “storyboard” to help us move from describing, analysing and explain-
ing to intentionally “predicting” the future. The point is that the design 
thinking with its creative approach, theories, methodologies and tools 
can contribute to increase project value—not only in architecture and 
design, but across numerous disciplines.
An array of literature exists on working interdisciplinary. Examples in-
clude: Nordahl and Kofoed (2012), Kolmos et al. (2004), Mackay (2004), 
as well as Adamczyk and Twindale (2007). Here problem-based learning 
(PBL) is often defined by the group members involved, who choose a 
given problem to work with, after which they “design” and implement a 
solution addressing that problem (Nordahl and Kofoed 2012). However, 
as emphasized by Nordahl and Kofoed: “many interdisciplinary educa-
tions are merely a combined effort of different competences from several 
faculty members put together” (Nordahl and Kofoed 2012, 4). Therefore, 
the authors stress the importance of considering the meaning of terms 
like “interdisciplinary” compared to, for instance, “cross-disciplinary”, 
“multidisciplinary” or “trans-disciplinary”, when trying to understand 
how to combine disciplines within new perspectives. The authors point 
out that cross-disciplinarity is characterized as studies in which one dis-
cipline is viewed from the perspective of another; multidisciplinarity is 
characterized by disciplines offering their own viewpoint, but not nec-
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essarily any integration; interdisciplinarity attempts to integrate several 
disciplines when solving a particular problem; and finally trans-discipli-
narity—as the highest possible level of integration—goes beyond disci-
plines, as they start with the problem at hand using that to define and 
decide which knowledge to bring to the project, and thereby also what 
different disciplines become part of the solution (Nordahl and Kofoed 
2012, 4, with reference to Meeth 1978). Relative hereto, the American-
based design firm, IDEO, is famous for its method of innovation based 
on intense interdisciplinary project work, practised by the development 
of a certain kind of talent management which they themselves refer to as 
“T-shaped people” (Hansen 2010). 
According to IDEO CEO, Tim Brown, “T-shaped people” can be char-
acterized by 1) an in-depth skill from any field—such as artist, architect, 
archaeologist or museographer—that allows the person to contribute to 
a creative process; and 2) the collaboration across disciplines. This sec-
ond ability is largely dependent on a practitioner’s empathy and ability to 
engage in the theory, method and practice of other disciplines (Hansen 
2010). Brown emphasizes in an interview with Hansen (2010) that the 
talent of “T-shaped people” hinges upon the ability to collaborate and 
participate in group work, but most importantly also during such project 
work to listen actively and build on top of each other’s ideas—instead of 
representing strictly individually disciplinary viewpoints (Hansen 2010). 
However, Brown also states that developing “T-shaped” competencies 
is very complex, but can be achieved if you are willing to collaborate by 
sharing ideas and communicate your thoughts, as well as to contribute in 
different places and act in an open-minded way (Hansen 2010, 1). 
In addition to the characteristics of “T-shaped people”, the PBL approach 
facilitates a situation where people maintain an in-depth focus on single 
disciplines, while simultaneously integrating a variety of disciplines or 
multiple perspectives into the process of solving real problems (Nordahl 
and Kofoed 2012, 5). According to Nordahl and Kofoed (2012), the chal-
lenge is therefore to find the balance of the “T” related to the goal, while 
also understanding what knowledge is needed as part of the “T-shape”. 
Their point is that people have to be aware both of their special and broad 
expertise (Nordahl and Kofoed 2012). By adding processual knowledge, 
the PBL approach has a great potential to support the development of a 
“T-shaped” profile, because it ensures that students develop a profound 
understanding and in-depth knowledge about the problem area, but also 
in practice, this approach engenders an interdisciplinary learning envi-
ronment as part of the problem-solving. In practice, this means that the 
interdisciplinary groups perform a problem analysis—understanding the 
given context through a registration of the site: describing and analysing 
topography, users, flow, functions and similar conditions, as well as cur-
rent trends or what we could call “state-of-the-art”. The aim of such a 
framework is to make the group understand the background and context 
of the problem at hand. With the formulated problem as a starting point, 
the students can use this analysis to synthesize and develop new solu-
tions/proposals (Nordahl & Kofoed 2012). 
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In the following section, we focus on how the Masters students used 
interdisciplinary aspects in their study of Venice’s difficult cultural her-
itage, and how they practically carried out and combined the different 
disciplines within their projects. Relative hereto, the goal with the inter-
disciplinary group work has been to join the theory, methodology and 
practice of art, architecture, archaeology and museology, as, until recently, 
those fields of knowledge, skills and competencies have been kept apart 
by what we could perhaps call conventional educational standards. 

 æ Recalling the Past—an Example

As mentioned, the Nazi calle Arrow is one of the very last physical traces 
of the Nazi orientation system remaining in Venice today. The story still 
existing among Venetian citizens tells that many prisoners had to pass by 
the sign to reach the Nazi headquarters on the way from the railway sta-
tion to the central square (Faccio et al. 2012). Today, just a few steps away 
from the Nazi calle Arrow, a series of new yellow signs suggest different 
pathways to reach the railway station or central square. Nevertheless, the 
traces of the Nazi arrow remain, almost illegible, on the old building as 
a fading memory (Faccio et al. 2012). But the sign is in poor condition, 
and the way it has deteriorated suggests that someone has intently tried 
to damage it. Still, the sign clearly shows evidence of how it has also 
deliberately been preserved—the façade has been painted, but the spot 
around the sign was never covered up (Faccio et al. 2012). As one of the 
few visible remains of WWII, the arrow is seemingly important in that 
it is a preserved reminder of a difficult period of time, contributing to 
Venice as it stands before us today. Thereby the sign also holds a valuable 
knowledge and potential for a collective learning experience. 
In the specific example of Nazi calle Arrow, the project team started out, 
methodologically quite traditionally with gathering information, site 
registration and analysis, researching libraries, museums and cultural cen-
tres, as well as talking to several Venetian residents of the area. Through 
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these talks, the stories about the arrow started to accumulate. But little 
information was gained, and the team soon realized that collecting and 
distributing historical information in the traditional way would be a vast 
task, not suited for answering the overall question of how to preserve dif-
ficult cultural heritage (Faccio et al. 2012). However, the problem of their 
investigations seemed to be more a problem of the research approach 
chosen to develop an answer that would be applicable to other such ob-
jects visualizing a vast amount of collective memory. The team, therefore, 
decided that their answer to the question of how to deal with difficult 
cultural heritage was to bring the collected knowledge and memories 
onto a more abstract level. Instead, they focused on telling the stories of 
the arrow based on what the sign itself could tell them today and what 
questions it raised.

These stories were issued from information gathered subjectively—not 
verified or established by historical facts (Faccio et al. 2012), and as 
such, moving from traditional archeology into more artistic methods, 
where the stories could only be characterized as fictive. This approach 
also served to highlight the dilemma that if nothing is done to preserve 
cultural heritage, the knowledge and memories related to the material 
objects and visual literacies in our cultural landscapes might be twisted 
or disappear entirely. Thereby, the team’s proposal was a “restored” version 
of the arrow, sprayed on the pavement with water. With the water vapor-
izing in the warm air, a sped-up version of the disappearance of the sign 
on the wall was illustrated. 
The team’s proposal became a metaphor for the stories rooted in collec-
tive memory, which disappear over time. The true story might never be 
known but, based on the above argumentation, we find that this team’s 
approach is an example of a decent solution that activates a thinking 
process about difficult cultural heritage in the public, rather than stand-
ing merely as a static tourist attraction. The project thereby also initiated 
a discussion of whether this would be a way to preserve difficult heritage: 
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can an artistic metaphor, when merged interdisciplinary knowledge, keep 
the stories alive? 

 æ Future Perspectives

Against the backdrop of our experiences within the REcall project, we 
believe that recalling the past is an act dealing with collective and indi-
vidual memory. And because, the memory of a dream is no different than 
the memory of a real event, according to French writer Marcel Proust 
(Fisker and Frier 2012), we consider that in future, the interesting aspect 
about recalling the past will not so much be in the direct communica-
tion of history—the use of monuments, museums and memorial sites, 
inviting people to reconstruct and remember the past in details through 
historical fact and material evidence. Rather, in our opinion, the results of 
the REcall project indicate the huge potential of communicating conflict 
memories through more artistic means, which allow individual imagina-
tion to develop the stories that connect to a broad range of experiences 
and emotions. Following this line of thought, we must emphasize that it 
is not our intention to aestheticize the past, or to turn violent war-related 
actions into “beautiful” objects. On the contrary, our aim is to question 
the contemporary ways of handling difficult cultural heritage and con-
flicting memories as static “facts” and “evidence”. With the example of 
Nazi calle Arrow in mind, we can emphasize that history is complicated 
and that difficult cultural heritage usually has more than one layer. The 
theory, method and practice of the four disciplines—archaeology, art, 
architecture and museology, approach cultural heritage differently. They 
describe, analyse, and explain these layers of cultural landscape very dif-
ferently (Tvedebrink et al. 2013, 8). Using this interdisciplinary approach 
and a problem-based learning environment the REcall project examined 
the options and possibilities to be found within the mix of these varied 
fields.
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The interdisciplinary approach merges different perspectives, shares 
knowledge, combines methodologies; encouraging collaboration, discus-
sion and debate. In that way, we find the REcall project established a good 
forum for discussing ethical approaches and creative processes, as well 
as becoming a place in which new layers of cultural heritage were un-
folded and a different version of how to communicate history emerged. 
The interdisciplinary approach and problem-based learning environment 
thereby initiated a re-evaluation of the role of deeply-rooted intuition, 
imagination, sensitivity, and at the same time, brought new values to the 
transmission of knowledge (Tvedebrink et al. 2013, 8). With these ex-
aminations and the knowledge gained from REcall, we regard cultural 
heritage as a dynamic process, involving the declaration of our memory 
of past events and actions that have been refashioned for present day 
purposes such as identity, community, legalisation of power and authority. 
On the background of the work done with Nazi calle Arrow, we would 
therefore like to suggest that such interdisciplinary collaborations can be 
used to investigate new contexts in which problem-based learning fosters 
a transformative approach, capable of re-interpreting the past rather than 
creating monumental architecture that preserves it in a static way. 
Venice gave us a chance to recall the past. Today, back at the Piazza San 
Marco—even after a thousand years—the sun still goes down over the 
majestic city. If we listen carefully, we can hear the echo of Paul Morand’s 
words: “You deny the past, you reject the present, you are hurtling to-
wards a future that [you] will not see” (Morand 1971, 35). Looking back, 
that is the most important thing to remember.
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Archaeology, REcall and Re-enacting 
the Painful Past of Europe 

 æ Marek E. Jasinski

 æ introduction

In 2011 the EU Culture Programme accepted an application to provide 
financial support to the international REcall project in order to facilitate 
an interdisciplinary approach to the study of war and conflict heritage 
with the goal of advancing the process of European integration and crea-
tion of a join European identity. The acronym for REcall is: Re-appropri-
ation, Conflict, Archaeology and Landscapes. The disciplines involved in 
include archaeology, architecture, fine arts and museography.
As an archaeologist of the contemporary past whose recent focus has 
been “painful heritage”—the legacies and heritage of twentieth centu-
ry wars and conflicts—this project presented a unique opportunity to 
broaden my perspectives on the heritage of conflicts as well as integrate 
my area of speciality with other disciplines that I have not worked closely 
with before: architecture and fine arts.
In this paper I will present my archaeological approach to re-appropria-
tion of legacies, and the material heritage of the brutal conflicts of twen-
tieth century Europe. This study includes my experiences and observa-
tions while working on this project.

 æ Archaeology—studying Past for the Present

Archaeology is based on the belief that the material culture of all so-
cieties contains within it important information and data regardless of 
chronology. For prehistoric periods, the role of archaeology is more eas-
ily understood. In the context of contemporary history, the materiality 
of surrounding worlds is also an important source of data (Buchli and 
Lucas 2001, 3-9). The theoretical and methodological development of 
material culture studies, beginning in the 1980s, demonstrates that social 
worlds are as much constituted by materiality as materiality influences 
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social constructs. According to Daniel Miller, this framework allows for 
a variety of approaches to materiality varying from material culture being 
analogues with text (1998, 3). Material culture can describe social aspects 
that are overlooked in written sources and vice versa. Material culture 
plays an especially important role in the politics of memory, hegemonic 
narratives, and the formation of local, regional, national and international 
identities (Van Dyke and Alcock 2003; Jones 2007; Steward 2004). 
For studies of prehistory, the value of archaeological investigation into 
events and cultural phenomena is readily apparent. For later historical 
periods that include written information, material culture, i.e., archaeo-
logical material can provide crucial data that serves to further illuminate 
the historical context. Material culture provides information on aspects 
of past reality which written sources seldom mention or completely over-
look. Material culture also provides physical evidence to support and test 
the reliability of historical information presented in in written form. 
Ian Hodder posits that, “all archaeology deals with contemporary past” 
(2001, 189). In my view, Hodder’s observation is supported by recent 
trends in contemporary archaeological research, which provides an ev-
idence-based mechanism to understand the politics of the past as con-
structed for the present.
The relatively new sub-discipline of historical archaeology—the “archae-
ology of contemporary past” (or “archaeology of us”: Wilkie 2001, 108; 
Hodder 2001, 189-191) is evolving as important field of research and one 
attractive not only for archaeologists, but also for social scientists, histori-
ans, architects and artists (Gonzáles-Ruibal 2008, 247). Gonzáles-Ruibal 
observed that the boundaries between the archaeology of contemporary 
past and those of anthropology, sociology, contemporary history, art his-
tory, history of architecture, material-cultural studies and technology 
studies increasingly overlap, representing an emergence of interdiscipli-
nary cooperation that will shed new light on the events of recent history. 
In my view, the current interdisciplinary approach to the archaeology of 
us can further benefit from the contribution of political studies, the study 
of memory, psychology and psychiatry, particularly within the sub-field 
of conflict archaeology.

 æ Why Archaeology of Contemporary past?

Ian Hodder’s observation that all archaeology deals with the contem-
porary past is borne out by the manner in which archaeological research 
is often employed in politics of the past as constructed for the present, 
according to my understanding of Hodder (2001, 189). The inception 
of the sub-discipline of the archaeology of contemporary past found its 
roots in the legendary Garbage Project, founded and directed by William 
Rathje in Tuscon, Arizona (Rathje 2001—with further literature there). 
From its beginning in 1973, the Garbage Project demonstrated how stud-
ies of the material culture of contemporary societies can unearth data 
not previously revealed by written sources or interviews. Rathje’s classic 
research correlating interviews about alcohol consumption in a particu-
lar neighbourhood with data from garbage collections within the same 
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neighbourhood continues to be relevant in contemporary archaeological 
research. William Rathje famously noted:

When the Garbage Project began in 1973, I believed—as most social scien-
tists have come to understand, whether they admit or not—that what people 
report they do/or what they themselves believe they do is often very differ-
ent from their actual behaviour. Twenty-five years of Garbage Project studies 
strongly suggest that this belief is correct. For example, Garbage Project com-
parisons of interview-survey reports and alcohol containers in respondents 
refuse (sorting done with discarders` permission) quickly determined that 
responders underreport the amount of alcohol they drink by 40 to 60 per-
cent. (2001, 64)

Rathje’s research shows that voluntary information provided as a result 
of interviews on sensitive topics often differs greatly from both past and 
present reality.
This disconnect between history presented through the prism of oral in-
terviews, testimony and documentary evidence and the undeniable real-
ity of material archaeological evidence is striking. Recollections of the 
contemporary past based on oral and written sources alone give often 
a distorted view of reality. The painful aspects of modern time wars and 
its attendant brutalities, atrocities, and genocide—must necessarily col-
our the perceptions of the individuals who lived through the experiences 
about which they are being interviewed. Added to these perceptions is 
the tailoring of individual memory in the retelling of these painful expe-
riences to the constructed collective memory of the past responding to 
the political realities of the present. 
Repetition of stale written information by historians can sometimes con-
tribute to contemporary misperceptions about a place and a history con-
nected to that place. Archaeological evidence can, and often does, con-
flict with comfortable, time-honoured historical myths. For example, the 
seventeenth century Dutch whaling station, Smeerenburg, in the High 
Arctic Archipelago of Spitsbergen was described in the historiography as 
recently as the 1980s as a “pulsating” seasonal town of several thousand 
inhabitants, with streets, churches, restaurants and even brothels. It was, 
in other words, a national symbol of Dutch power and represented Dutch 
influence and hegemony in the North, nearly on the level of Batavia (i.e. 
Djakarta) in the South. The historical reality of Smeerenburg as revealed 
by archaeological excavations (directed by Lauwrence Hacquebord in 
1984) unequivocally disproved the story. In fact, the material evidence 
showed that Smeerenburg was no more than a seasonal whaling station. 
The settled population amounted to no more than 210 individuals living 
and working on land during summer months, expanded from time to 
time in those months by visiting crews from the whaleboats common to 
that era. The only structures that could be called permanent amounted to 
seven ovens to render the whale blubber, a few dwellings, warehouses, and 
a cemetery ( Jasinski 1997). 
The story of the Smeerenburg whaling station as described in historical 
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publications did not match the reality presented through archaeological 
exploration of the same site. The study of the contemporary past based 
solely on oral and written sources can further distort views already influ-
enced by national pride, propaganda, and the desire to present a nation-
state in the light more favourable than reality would suggest. History 
as viewed through the prism of national pride can distort it from any 
fact-based reality. This phenomenon was observed by Noam Chomsky, 
writing on Necessary Illusions and History Engineering (1989). The ma-
nipulation of reality to suit national interests was further illustrated in 
influential book, Manufacturing Consent (Herman and Chomsky, 1988) 
and in the later documentary of the same name.
Both the Garbage Project and the whaling station at Smeerenburg il-
lustrate the fact that archaeology as study of material culture is a criti-
cally important tool in rectifying inaccurate narratives and historiography 
coloured by national pride, the desire to build on past achievements, or 
the creation or over inflation of a glorious past that would later evolve 
into the collective memory of a nation. The same argument works in re-
verse: interpreting and describing the contemporary past based solely on 
material remains can lead to misinterpretation of actual events. The use 
of archaeological (material) records in political propaganda is a familiar 
means of exploiting material evidence by providing a fictional narrative 
to accompany the artefact or object. For archaeologists who specialize in 
prehistoric periods, the absence of oral and written sources means that 
the archaeological evidence available is subject to multiple interpretations 
and historical speculation Historians that tend draw conclusions to the 
exclusion of archaeological evidence risk inaccurate or even erroneous 
interpretations where there is scant documentary evidence to support an 
historical viewpoint. 

 æ Conflict Archaeology

The sub-field of archaeology of contemporary past, also known as con-
flict archaeology, focuses on the armed conflicts of the twentieth century 
Europe: WWI, WWII, the Cold War, Balkan Wars in 1990s, civil wars 
within European nations as, for example, the October Revolution and 
ensuing civil war in Soviet Russia, or the civil wars that are part of the 
history of Spain, Greece or Poland. Conflict archaeology also includes 
uprisings against Communist regimes in the former Eastern Europe, 
such as Hungarian uprising of 1956, the Prague Spring of the Czecho-
slovakia of 1968, and Poland’s attempts to rid itself of Soviet control in 
1956, 1970, and 1980-1981.
Conflicts of the twentieth century produced mass destruction, collateral 
damage and loss of life by methods that had no historical precedent. 
Genocide was a goal to be carried out carefully and methodically, with 
the same careful attention to planning and logistics that an industry ex-
ecutive might develop to increase assembly line efficiency and speed up 
production. The purposeful and systematic extermination European Jews 
in WWII came to be known as the Holocaust. Under Stalin, the mass 
extermination of existing or presumed political enemies took the form of 
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persecution, starvation, and came to be known as The Great Famine, The 
Gulag Archipelago and The Great Purge. Hundreds of thousands per-
ished as Stalin’s Red Terror swept into the Eastern European countries 
under Soviet domination. 
The human catastrophes of the twentieth and early twenty-first centu-
ries left Europe with more questions than answers—painful legacies and 
collective memories still haunted in the aftermath of War. The concept 
of painful heritage contradicts the commonly held understanding of the 
term “heritage”, which in the conventional sense typically refers to a valu-
able and cherished legacy arising, phoenix-like, from the glorious nation-
al past. Following the brutality of the First and Second World Wars, the 
unspeakable and horrific memories of the survivors of battles, genocide, 
starvation, extermination and oppression, European nations are only now 
beginning to face a different kind of heritage, a heritage that for fifty 
years or more has been too painful to fully acknowledge. The sudden and 
radical end to the Cold War brought with it a relatively rapid shift in the 
ways in which heritage can be viewed. 
Countries that had suffered through war, famine and holocaust were 
ready to face a heritage that for political and social reasons was perhaps 
too difficult to face and had been long been falsified, ignored—or even 
denied. The pain of one group or nation can be the shame of another 
(Logan & Reeves 2009). For this reason, the inclusion or exclusion of 
particular aspects or sequences of the past can often be complex and con-
troversial for both national and international heritage management. In 
Europe, each nation is compelled as if by collective instinct to create its 
own modern identity, collective memory, national ethos, myths, and col-
lective understanding of its own heritage and legacy connected to wars 
and conflicts of the last century. This process is continues despite the 
integration processes created by the institutions of the European Union 
( Jasinski 2013, 147-148).
Traumatic, painful, and shameful issues revolving around events of the 
past are often the most complex and disturbing elements of contempo-
rary national identity. Complete upheavals in national and international 
politics, the fall of ideological systems and changes in political alliances 
can create a collective national view of past conflicts adjusted or even fic-
tionalized to fit within the new national ethos; historical engineering and 
the creation of necessary illusions. The process of creating a new, more 
sanitized past is a process that happens gradually but can be observed 
over decades. It can alter the priorities of national and international re-
search into the exploration of a past where the focus of the research might 
unearth some painful historical truths that the collective consciousness of 
a nation may not be ready to address, at least not now. Shameful aspects 
of the past, and their related national legacies and hegemonic narratives 
are the most difficult to address. Not all skeletons want to stay in the 
closet while the closet is being rebuilt to suit a new situation. The gaps 
between the collected (individual) and the constructed collective memo-
ries (Young 1993) can in many cases become too large for an easy change 
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of paradigm in the national consciousness ( Jasinski 2013, 147-148). The 
contents of particular material heritages of modern times are frequently 
tethered to the realities of national states. Some social groups may per-
ceive these heritages differently and even refuse to acknowledge specific 
aspects as their heritage (see Carr and Jasinski 2013). The historical time 
frame matters, as heritage considered as glorious in one epoch can be-
come quite problematic in another, and vice versa. An example is the 
on-going and sometimes overheated discussions centering around the 
heritage of the Vikings in Norway—once acknowledged as grand and 
impressive, now considered by many as a culture too brutal, violent, and 
problematic to be a source of national pride (Stalsberg 2010).

 æ Phenomenology of Memory 

As David Lowenthal wrote in 1985: “the past is everywhere … relicts, 
histories, memories suffuse human experience … whether it is celebrated 
or rejected, attended to or ignored … the past is omnipresent.” His astute 
observation that, “memories are not ready-made reflections of the past, 
but eclectic, selective reconstructions” (Lowenthal 1985, 20) retains its 
relevance. People remember or forget the past according to the expedien-
cies of the present. Social memory is not static; it is an active and ongoing 
process (Van Dyke and Alcock 2003, 3). According to James E. Young 
(writing on Holocaust memorials) “memory is never shaped in a vacuum; 
the motives of memory are never pure” (1993, 2). According to Alcock 
(2002), social memory is often used to naturalize or legitimate author-
ity, while Le Goff argues that, “collective memory … is one of the great 
stakes of development of societies, of dominated and dominating classes, 
all of them struggling for power or for life, for survival and advancement” 
(Le Goff 1992, 97-98). Another important aspect of collective memory 
is stressed by Alonso insofar as “memory is also used in the service of 
resistance. However, these processes are not straightforward, simple, or 
monolithic. Memory’s mutability makes it possible for multiply conflict-
ing versions of events to co-exist, sometimes in the interest of competing 
parties” (Alonso 1988, cited by Van Dyke and Alcock 2003, 3).
These observations by Lowenthal and other authors are important to the 
understanding of memories of painful, brutal and even bestial events, war 
and war-like conflicts, genocides, ethnic cleansing repression and subju-
gation. Traumatic and shameful issues of the past are a complex and dis-
turbing elements of the untold history of a nation, often hidden just be-
low the surface of national identity, or as Harold Pinter expressed it, “the 
past is what you remember, imagine you remember, convince yourself you 
remember, or pretend to remember” (Pinter quoted in Adler 1974, 462).

 æ Materiality

The concept of materiality is a quite complex issue in modern social the-
ory and material culture studies and as such it is not a domain of one par-
ticular research discipline. According to Miller (1998, 19; see also Buchli 
and Lucas 2001, 7), contributions from ethnography, history, archaeology, 
geography, design, and literature are equally important. This spectrum of 
disciplines should be broadened to encompass others such as architecture 
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and modern fine arts. As Miller wrote, the possibility of material culture 
studies lies not in methods but rather in understanding of the nature of 
culture (Miller 1998, 19). Referring to Simmel (1968) Miller writes that, 

we as academics can strive for understanding and empathy through the study 
of what people do with  objects, because that is the way the people that we 
study create a world of practice and as Simmel argued, human values do not 
exist other than through their objectification in cultural forms. (1998, 19-20)

Material culture has an enormous impact on social understanding of both 
the past and the present-day. In her engaging article, Objects in the Mirror 
Appear Closer Than They Are, Lynn Meskell states that when reflecting on 
a culture, for example, ancient Egypt, most individuals conjure up three 
of the most known aspect of Egyptian materiality: pyramids, statues, and 
mummies (Meskell 2005, 51). And, indeed, what would our understand-
ing and reflection upon the Egyptian civilization be if our knowledge of 
Egypt was based solely on written sources to the exclusion of symbols of 
Egyptian materiality such as pyramids, sphinxes, temples, paintings, etc.? 
In this paper I will re-formulate this question to apply to a more recent 
past: what would our understanding of Holocaust be without materiality 
of Auschwitz, Birkenau and other death and/or concentration camps? 
How will the Cold War be remembered without iconic symbol of the 
Berlin Wall, which in just a few decades has nearly disappeared from the 
cultural landscape of the German capital?
Physical structures, archaeological artefacts and objects once created by 
humans are nothing more and nothing less than social facts from the 
past. They hold the key to information waiting to be revealed by the 
trained eye of researcher.

 æ Cultural landscape

Time and space are the fundamental dimensions of people’s lives with 
regard to thought and actions. Christopher Tilley identified five different 
types of space of relevance to humans: somatic space, perceptual space, 
existential space, architectural space and cognitive space (1994, 15). In 
this paper the concept of space is being narrowed to dimensions of to 
the term “landscape”. To understand the term, one must recognize the 
complicated interactions between nature and culture, natural and cul-
tural. Human actions may or may not leave physical traces in a particular 
landscape.  If they do, the particular area of a landscape becomes a cul-
tural landscape. Natural landscapes and cultural landscapes are becom-
ing increasingly difficult to recognize, as the manipulation of the natural 
landscape by humans has been building upon itself since the dawn of 
human history. 
As I wrote in 1993, I believe that human’s behavior in relation to a land-
scape is to a large extent associated with our mental experiences. With 
few exceptions, they precede activities. Through such experiences we ob-
tain an association to the landscape while at the same time transform the 
object of our experience to a new category. An experience of landscape 
leads to a type of mental fertilization. It is the human psyche that is 
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fertilized at first. Each fertilization can result in a birth. The landscape 
acquires a qualitative new place in the ontological space of the person 
concerned, i.e., his/her philosophical perception of life and the world. 
Through experience we give our natural surroundings a human dimen-
sion. Once a part of human’s existence, a landscape begins to function as 
a cultural landscape with all the implications connected therewith. One 
implication is that culture becomes related to the landscape to some de-
gree both functionally and symbolically ( Jasinski 1993, 16-17). In time, 
the human response becomes part of nature’s structure. Each generation 
experiences the existing surroundings as “natural” and will likely add their 
own material contribution to the particular landscape. The landscape 
will be further imprinted by subsequent generations, who will contrib-
ute through experience and so forth ( Jasinski 1993, 17). A society or a 
group that assumes ownership of a specific landscape occupies that space 
and may leave traces of their occupation behind. Other groups will leave 
traces of their presence after a temporary stay. Dwellings, tasks, ceremo-
nies, social events and activities can result in material evidence left in 
the surrounding landscape as well as non-material evidence. Both these 
categories are of cultural character but have different meanings on the 
ontological and epistemological level ( Jasinski 1993, 17).
One of the most important aspects of the term landscape is its tempo-
rality (Ingold 2010). Tim Ingold adheres to that school of thought that 
social and cultural anthropology, physical anthropology and archaeology 
are necessary and complimentary in that they are all part of the same 
intellectual enterprise (2010, 59). Human life, according to Ingold, in-
cludes the passage of time and the process of formation of the landscapes 
in which people have lived. He argues for adoption of a “dwelling per-
spective,” which holds that, “the landscape is constituted as an enduring 
record of—and testimony to—the lives and works of past generations 
who have dwelt within it, and in doing so, have left there something of 
themselves.” (Ingold 2010, 59). In this way a landscape tells a story, or is 
itself a story, ready to be told if only someone is observant.

It enfolds the lives and time of predecessors who, over the generations, have 
moved around in it and played their part in its formation. To perceive the 
landscape is therefore to carry out an act of remembrance, and remembering 
is not so much a matter of calling up an internal image, stored in the mind, 
as of engaging perceptually with an environment that is itself pregnant with 
the past. (Ingold 2010, 59-60)

The passage of time is the key to understanding the concept of landscape 
as temporary. Older traces of human activity give way to the activity of 
subsequent generations, leaving behind archaeological evidence, or per-
haps no evidence at all. New elements and structures added by new gen-
erations necessarily alter the landscape and material evidence left behind 
by earlier generations. Each subsequent change to the landscape buries 
the story the generations that preceded it, unless material evidence is dis-
covered, preserved, interpreted and brought into the historical context of 
the landscape as it exists in the present. If not, the story of a once signifi-
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cant event or era is lost to the ages, disappearing along with the material 
evidence of existence and leaving a gap in the present understanding of 
the past.

 æ the REcall Project and Re–Appropriation of Conflict heritage in Europe 

The REcall project’s general premise was as follows: 

The First and the Second World Wars are a central part of the collective 
memory of Europe. However, their cultural landscapes and material culture 
have been given little attention from scholars and heritage management au-
thorities, and traits not connected to the national narratives of resistance and 
glory or to Holocaust are often neglected. This project seeks to invigorate re-
search upon the cultural landscapes of WWI and WWII and strengthen the 
attention on the management, documentation and reservation of war herit-
age … Our proposal embodies this aim as it weaves memory and imagina-
tion together: we believe in action (reuse and re-appropriation) as a therapy 
to overcome the never-healed trauma of difficult heritage. (Bassanelli and 
Postiglione, 2011) 

In our approach, the military ideology of boundary and control attached to 
war remains takes on a different meaning through a process of re-semanti-
zation. By turning borders into occasions of exchange, we open our heritage 
to the reality of the current European territory, where national boundaries 
disappear and permeability is both geographical and political. The conflict 
heritage becomes evidence for a recent history that has changed the power 
relations among European countries. In this context, it is therefore clear 
that the great challenge of the twenty-first century museography will be 
centered on the re-appropriation of our tangible and intangible patrimony 
to integrate the past in our life and encourage intergenerational exchange 
(Bassanelli and Postiglione, 2011). This is what our envisioned interaction 
between cultural heritage and contemporary art/design forms aims at. Fi-
nally: our project also recognizes intercultural dialogue as fundamental to 
keep the multifaceted identity of Europe alive. This is the reason why the 
outlook of the research goes beyond local, regional or even national interests: 
only by developing synergies at European level a transnational network will 
be created that will have the potential to share narratives of places unified by 
a common yet differentiated historical memory. (REcall, description of work 
2011: www.recall-project.polimi.it) 

The main methodological approach proposed by the REcall project has 
been “research by design” that joins a merely cognitive activity (the tra-
ditional theoretical research) and a purely operational one (the design 
practice).
The project has carried out three experimental workshops in Venice, Fal-
stad (Norway) and Rome where students, young researchers and artists 
working in international and interdisciplinary groups designed new con-
cepts for activating existing but sometimes neglected or partly forgotten 
landscapes of war and war crimes in these three locations.
The results were interesting and at times even surprising. The quality of 
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img. 02  —     The Monument 
to the victims of Stalin`s 
Red Terror in Kiev-Bykovnia, 
Ukraine. Photo Marek E. 
Jasinski.

proposals varied as always in such cases, but in my opinion some can be 
applied after some changes at the particular location of our three case 
study sites. My personal archaeological mind is very much bounded to 
the issue of authenticity characterizing archaeological material uncov-
ered during excavations. In that way there exists an instinctive contra-
diction between the authentic material culture (structures, artifacts, etc.) 
that survived “in-situ” at the sites of war traumas and re-appropriation 
of such sites by modern design. Re-appropriation by design is being used 
on many iconic sites of genocide throughout Europe; sometimes as a 
symbolic addition to authentic remnants or as the only representation of 
tragic events in places were the material remnants were erased by perpe-
trators seeking to remove evidence of their crimes, or by post-war socie-
ties.

During the workshops and during project group meetings I realized 
that my stricte archaeological approach would be rather useless or even 
disturbing during designing processes. My role at this stage was there-
fore limited to give as much factual information regarding the sites (es-
pecially the Falstad Camp site in Norway as possible to the designing 
groups, see img. 01). As a specialist in the archaeology of contemporary 
past with competence in the area of contemporary material culture, I 
recognized that studies of the material forms of designs for memorializa-
tion of, “places of pain and shame,” (Logan & Reeves 2009) or sites of 
painful heritage ( Jasinski et.al 2012; Jasinski 2013) coming from ateliers 
of artists or architects—and often constructed on the sites of pain and 
shame —are themselves examples of material culture that may be stud-
ied by present and future generations of archaeologists. The design of 
post-conflict monuments and installations on the sites of tragic events, 
as well as at places far away of sites of traumas, has changed along with 
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img. 03  —     Ruins of 
Birkenau. Photo: Marek E. 
Jasinski.

img. 04  —     Archaeological 
geo-radar survey of the 
barrack`s  area at the 
Falstad Camp. Photo: 
Marek E. Jasinski.

changing trends and attitudes that can be studied as material expressions 
of dynamic shifts within policies of memory, the paradigm in hegemonic 
narrative and the picture of the past created for the present.
Monuments and installations, whether permanent or temporary, can help 
create an atmosphere conducive to reflection, and play a role in education 
about tragic events.
The Holocaust Monument in Berlin and the Monument of the Red Ter-
ror in Kiev-Bykovnia,  Ukraine (see img. 02), are examples of the material 
expressions of a society willing to acknowledge and come to terms with 
the tragic events of the past. The authentic material structures or ruins 
that remain at iconic sites of the Holocaust and other locations of geno-
cide often provide the most moving and significant memorials for the 
victims as, for example, the Birkenau part of Auschwitz-Birkenau with 
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img. 05  —     The 
monument to pro-
communist Dabrowszczacy, 
approximately 100 meters 
from the Quarter Ł. Photo: 
Marek E. Jasinski.

ruins of gas chambers and crematorium (see img. 03). Other sites of hu-
man suffering have no visible evidence of the events that took place, as is 
the case with SS Strafgefangenenlager Falstad in Norway, where remains 
of the material structures of trauma, were erased from the surface of the 
camp at the end of 1940s. Archaeological surveys to uncover remnants of 
such structures beneath the surface, along with careful modeling of the 
landscape may provide the most accurate and effective method to present 
the painful past of that place to the public ( Jasinski forthcoming, see img. 

04-05).
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img. 06  —     Archaeological 
exhumations of the anti-
communist fighters buried 
in hidden graves at the 
Quarter Ł, May 2013. Photo 
Marek E. Jasinski.

Post-conflicts monuments often carry biased interpretations of past 
events, either by the author or by interest groups responsible for spear-
heading the monument, memorial or other form of material expression. 
The memories and recollections associated with a particular memorial 
may be intended to unify a nation or society in its common recollec-
tion of past events, but can just as easily exacerbate long-dormant con-
flicts between nations or social groups within a nation. The memorial site 
can itself become a cause of renewed conflict and hate when competing 
groups encounter each other at the same memorial site, as happened for 
few years ago in Auschwitz-Birkenau with the so-called “Crosses of Aus-
chwitz” (Zubrzycki 2006). More recently, the Quarter Ł and environs at 
the Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw, Poland, have revealed material inter-
pretations of history that are at opposite extremes. Environs of the Quar-
ter Ł contain pro-Communist monuments (like, for example the monu-
ment of Dąbrowszczacy—Polish pro-communist troops fighting against 
Franco in Spanish Civil War, see img. 06); graves of high ranking commu-
nist government officials of the Cold War era as well as high ranking of-
ficers of the Polish People’s Army, the former Communist military forces 
in Poland. Many officers of the People’s Army were interred in Quarter 
Ł, with high military honours during Poland’s period of martial law in 
the early 1980s under General Jaruzelski. Recently, these monuments of 
Communist era in Poland have given way to a new physical manifesta-
tion of historical truth—the discovery of hundreds of unmarked graves 
of victims (mainly members of Polish anti-Communist resistance 1944-
1956) executed by the Communist regime, buried in hidden graves years 
earlier in the same cemetery quarter. 
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img. 07  —    Archaeological 
exhumations of the anti-
communist fighters buried 
in hidden graves at the 
Quarter Ł, May 2013. Photo 
Marek E. Jasinski.

Recently, communist era monuments at the Powązki Cemetery have giv-
en way to a new physical manifestation of historical truth—the discovery 
of hundreds of unmarked graves. Many of those lying in the graves were 
members of Polish anti-Communist resistance that between 1944-1956 
were executed by the Communist regime. They were buried in hidden 
graves years earlier in the same cemetery quarter (see img. 07).
In Quarter Ł, for the last sixty years, the victims of Communism have 
lain in unmarked graves quite literally beneath graves of the very offi-
cials and regime responsible for their execution (Ossowski et.al 2013; 
www.pbgot.pl/en; Jasinski et.al 2013, see img. 08). The story of compet-
ing memories and competing monuments of the Quarter Ł area at the 
Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw has only just begun. A new, temporary 
monument to the memory of these anti-Communist fighters murdered 
in the famous Communist prison at Rakowiecka Street in Warsaw was 
placed in the middle of the area Ł the in late February 2014 (see img. 09). 
The murdered anti-communist fighters are in the process of becoming 
heroes for a majority of the Polish nation (see img. 10). Other types of new 
memorials and installations will probably be erected in the Quarter Ł 
area in the near future.
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img. 08  —     The temporary 
monument to the anti-
communist fighters who 
were found in hidden graves 
at the Quarter Ł. 28th of 
February 2014. People 
standing with photographs 
of the identified (by DNA) 
victims are marking exact 
places where these victims 
were found.  Photo: Marek 
E. Jasinski. 
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Crossing Borders of Memory

 æ Jon Reitan, the Falstad Centre

When you look at these hammocks in three heights [...] when it has become 
a museum here [...] it really does not say much. Because the inmates are not 
here, the stench is not here [...] At night, prisoners went out of the barrack 
and touched the electric fence, they could not take anymore. And in the 
morning dead prisoners were hanging on these fences [...] These experiences 
cannot be visualized by looking at these hammocks.

Robert Savosnick, Auschwitz survivor, November 1992

 æ After terror—the Challenge of Representation

In the autumn of 1992, fifty years after being deported to Auschwitz 
with 531 other Norwegian Jews, a seventy-seven year-old paediatrician 
from the city of Trondheim returned to Poland for the first time since 
the end of World War II. At the time, Robert Savosnick returned to a 
landscape which was in the limelight of intense international attention. 
A few months later, Steven Spielberg´s film Schindler´s List became a 
worldwide box office success. Simultaneously, international scholars from 
a range of disciplines gathered in Auschwitz to discuss the preservation 
and future development of the biggest death factory the world has ever 
witnessed. In spite of various views on the best practices for safeguard-
ing the memory of Auschwitz, there was—and indeed still is—a broad 
consensus that the material presence of these disturbing remains benefits 
international society and future generations. One example is the fact that 
Auschwitz is placed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. A second 
is that in recent years, an international Auschwitz-Birkenau Foundation 
has been tasked with raising 120 million Euros to finance the long-term 
conservation of the site.
In an era when Holocaust witnesses are passing away, preserving physical 
remains of former Nazi landscapes seems to be high on the international 
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agenda. At the same time, these remnants from the past constitute several 
challenges for representation. Perhaps it was the fear of trivialization, 
pedagogical or intellectual simplifications, which made Robert Savosnick 
exclaim in front of the Auschwitz barracks, “When it has become a mu-
seum here, it really does not say much.” This statement might be consid-
ered a reflection on the limitations and possibilities both of landscape, ar-
chitecture, art and texts displayed in Auschwitz. As such, the Norwegian 
Holocaust witness, unintentionally, positioned himself in a transnational 
discourse which artists and architects, archaeologists, historians, authors 
and film-makers have been grappling with from the early post-War years 
until today.
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 æ Memory Work for the Future: the Case of Falstad

In August 2000, the Falstad Centre was established on the grounds of 
the former SS Camp Falstad in Nazi-occupied Norway. The Centre is 
a state sponsored institution devoted to research, education and com-
memorating victims of Nazi terror. In total, approximately 4,200 peo-
ple were imprisoned at Falstad from November 1941 until Liberation 
in May 1945. The largest groups of prisoners were Norwegian political 
prisoners, Prisoners-of-War and forced labourers from the former Soviet 
Union and Yugoslavia. More than fifteen nationalities were represented 
in a multicultural community of prisoners at Falstad. Around 220 in-
mates were executed in a forest, close to the camp site.
For various reasons, the Falstad landscape changed slowly throughout 
the post-War period. The main building of the SS camp was renovated 
and reused for different purposes on several occasions, while the camp 
barracks, watch-towers, barbed wire fences and other objects were dis-
mantled and removed from the site from 1949 onwards. In short, the 
main building of the camp was used both before and after the war as a 
boarding school for so called “unruly boys”. Norwegian Nazis were in-
carcerated here from 1945-1949, as part of the post-War trials in the 
country. In the early 1990s, when a second school institution at Falstad 
was closed down, initial plans were made to create a memorial site and 
a human rights centre on the grounds. Thus, the Falstad Centre was for-
mally established with support from the Norwegian Parliament in 2000. 
Today, the site is one of very few remaining landscapes from the Nazi 
camp system, which was imported to occupied Norway in 1940.
In 2010-2011, the Centre unveiled its first strategic plans to re-concep-
tualize the former camp site. The challenges were immense on several 
levels; particularly in that, today, Falstad is encapsulated in a landscape of 
beauty, green surfaces, forests and picturesque, rural surroundings. On the 
one hand, the contemporary site might, in itself, represent a long-term 
development of memory, where healing wounds and destroying objects 
and buildings have been parts of a necessary social process. From this 
perspective, preserving the site as it is, hidden below a blanket of grass, 
would allow the memorial site to evolve in an organic way, without fixing 
the landscape in one particular time and memory. On the other hand, in 
a transitional and generational turn, where the memory of World War 
II becomes more of a cultural than a communicative phenomenon, the 
need for more knowledge about the topography and history of Falstad 
feels more pressing than ever. I have myself witnessed school pupils and 
students, entering the site from the parking lot with some kind of disap-
pointment in their faces saying, “Where is the camp?” 
When the Allies started to publish reports from liberated concentration 
camps in spring 1945, the world reacted with horror. The concrete visions 
and perceptions of what the SS had left behind in the camps exceed-
ed anyone’s imagination. Journalists of the time struggled hard to bear 
witness and communicate their authentic experiences in words, which 
strengthened the importance of film footage and photos after liberation. 
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The published images of terror, death and destruction from the ruins of 
the Third Reich made crucial contributions to the shaping of an early, 
collective memory and an international understanding of the camp uni-
verse.
Nearly seventy years after Liberation, experiencing a transformed camp 
landscape in the mid-Norwegian countryside, poses another set of chal-
lenges: how can memorial sites today encourage visitors to bear witness 
to what they learn? What kinds of material interventions are best suited 
to create a dynamic, and future oriented, memorial site? In what ways, 
and through what means, can landscapes and objects contribute to fight-
ing intolerance and xenophobia, to promoting and educating human 
rights and humanitarian engagement in the twenty-first century? 
It was in the middle of a process of “working through”, that the Falstad 
Centre became a joint partner in the REcall project. Through workshops 
and seminars, pro-active ways of memory work on transnational and not 
least interdisciplinary levels, the REcall project provided innovative in-
sights that will help framing a dynamic and sustainable future of Falstad.
Re-conceptualizing a landscape from World War II not only demon-
strates issues from a past reality in itself, but relates just as much to the 
present and the future—showing how we constantly use past events to 
re-figurate, organize and make sense of our own intellectual, moral, po-
litical and social lives. Hopefully, through an interdisciplinary chain of 
means from art, history, architecture and contemporary archaeology, it 
will be possible to experience the Falstad landscape both as evidence of 
past atrocities as well as an active, dynamic agent of social life: “When it 
has become a museum here, it really says so much.”
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REcall Project: Reinterpreting and 
Representing ‘Difficult Heritage’
Interview with Wolfgang Weileder

 æ Rebecca Farley

Rebecca Farley is a Doctoral Researcher at the International Centre for Cul-
tural and Heritage Studies, Newcastle University. Her current PhD research 
project “Looking beyond ‘The Angel ’: Framing and interpreting a public art 
collection in Newcastle-Gateshead” stems from her own professional back-
ground within public art commissioning, working as a freelance curator and 
project manager with Grit & Pearl LLP and Inspire Northumberland, and as 
Commissions Officer, Art Council England North East (2003-2010).

27 January 2014 - Wolfgang Weileder in conversation with Rebecca Far-
ley, Doctoral Researcher in public art, International Centre for Cultural 
and Heritage Studies, Newcastle University. 

What were the aims of the REcall Project from your perspective as an 
artist? 
We were trying to find a new collaborative and interdisciplinary way of 
reinterpreting and representing ‘difficult heritage,’ in a way that goes be-
yond the ‘memorial,’ the ‘monument’ or the ‘information centre.’ So it’s 
not just about memorialising or remembering, it’s more about finding a 
new way of interpreting this history. So, ideally these reinterpretations 
become a tool, ultimately, for human rights. 

How would you define this term ‘difficult heritage’? 
For me, this is about physical remains from certain periods of time that 
we don’t know how to deal with. Cultural heritage that is seen as be-
ing neither beautiful, nor useful, or that is linked to tragic events—our 
‘uncomfortable’ or even ‘painful’ heritage. What we meant by ‘difficult 
heritage’ in the context of REcall was specifically ‘conflict heritage’ from 
the Second World War. Not just material and physical remains, but also 
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‘intangible’ difficult heritage, the stories and events from that period that 
might be significant within a particular community and which might 
even define that community. 

Can you tell me a bit about how the REcall Project evolved?
The way we conducted the research was to set up a series of case stud-
ies around which the international groups—the different interdiscipli-
nary teams of artists, archaeologists and architects—could develop their 
proposals. At the beginning we just worked with them, providing them 
with initial information, and guiding them along with the development 
of their ideas. We identified two case study sites. The first one, Falstad, 
in Norway, was a former German concentration camp from the Second 
World War, which is now a centre for human rights. Rome was chosen 
as our second case study, focusing on sites related to the Nazi occupation 
during the 1940s. Within each site we selected five different events or 
locations, sometimes physical remains, sometimes only a story, for the 
different teams to respond to. We provided the interdisciplinary groups 
with access to sources, and linked them up with local contacts and histo-
rians. But ultimately it was their job to do the research and to come up 
with the design solutions. My own involvement was really to act as the 
Fine Art lead for the research, to prepare the ground, discuss the way 
forward, to develop the methodology. My colleague Irene Brown from 
Newcastle University helped me with this. We saw the project like a lab, 
an experiment with clearly defined rules and parameters, but with an 
open outcome. 

How did you recruit the interdisciplinary teams you worked with?
It was an open international call through various archaeology, architec-
ture and artists’ networks. Some teams were like blind date groups, who 
formed just for this project, others were already working together. We 
were looking for young artists, archaeologists and architects from differ-
ent European countries. Each group needed to be both international and 
interdisciplinary. The project partners and the design teams met on loca-
tion and worked together for a week to develop their approaches. We set 
REcall up as a public art competition but the proposals could be anything. 
It was completely open. They didn’t have to be ‘artworks.’

Much of the thinking about this ‘difficult heritage’ is about ‘not forget-
ting.’ What is the role of creative ‘reimagining’ in this context? 
What we did not want was to re-stage or re-enact an historical event. In-
stead, we wanted a reinterpretation that could take it to a different level. 
But we didn’t want to invent a new type of monument either. We wanted 
to go beyond the idea of a monument, or even an ‘anti-monument’ or 
‘counter-monument,’ to develop a new way of dealing with this ‘difficult 
heritage.’ Ideally we were looking for completely unexpected solutions.
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To try and learn from the terrible experiences that this ‘difficult heri-
tage’ represents?
Yes. What’s important for me is that we reinterpret this heritage in a way 
that it leads to something constructive. If this is ever possible? Not loos-
ing the memory of the event but turning it, seeing it as an opportunity to 
rethink our current and future actions. I’m not saying we shouldn’t have 
any memorials or information centres. This is all important. But REcall 
tried to explore something that goes beyond that. It’s about using this 
remembering as a catalyst for something that is proactive. I mean just the 
remembering of an event doesn’t do anything. There’s a lot of remember-
ing, a lot of monuments. But they haven’t changed anything. 

And often remembering has the opposite effect. It’s the remembering 
which continues to create conflict. Maybe in itself, remembering isn’t 
such a good idea?
Maybe it’s not. But at the same time you should not forget. We want to 
learn from our past. I think it’s important that the remembering is trans-
formed into a positive thing. But that’s very very difficult. How do you do 
that? That is ultimately what I want to find out.

How do the proposals that came out of REcall reflect or respond to that 
idea? 
It was very good to see that in the proposals we had a huge variety of ap-
proaches. Some were closer to the idea of a monument or memorial, oth-
ers pushed the boundaries, seeking a more direct engagement with local 
communities. Really trying to complete the work through a collaboration 
with the audience. So in some works the audience plays a vital part. The 
works wouldn’t exist without them, which I think is key. 

The two locations are very different. Falstad is a landscape and a heri-
tage site that people visit. It already has quite a defined audience. But 
in Rome it was more about making an intervention within the living 
networks and spaces of the city.
In Falstad we asked the groups to work with actual locations where 
events happened. In Rome we could only partly do this as the sites and 
events, the ‘difficult heritage,’ had very little physical presence within the 
city. Here the role of the artworks was also to remind us of these events, 
to keep the memory of them alive. This was not necessary in Falstad as 
the story is very visibly told there already. 

The Rome proposals seemed to focus particularly on stories about 
small acts of individual resistance. Trying to somehow bring the spirit 
of those individual acts into the twenty-first Century.
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Yes. I think it’s very good to see how the proposals try to take on the 
idea of going beyond what we already know, to really interact with the 
community. But the problematic aspect of these ideas is their practical 
feasibility. It was good to see ambitious ideas but feasibility was also one 
of our criteria for judging the proposals. But fundamentally REcall was 
a competition of ideas. We didn’t have the resources to realise these pro-
posals, but we very much wanted them to at least have this potential. 
For me the most convincing proposals were those where the teams had 
really done their contextual research but then took the information and 
applied it. Not just illustrating what they found out but instead taking 
the principals and concepts of the original location, event or story and 
creating a new object or situation out of it. Generating a new layer of un-
derstanding, which would allow the audience to look at the whole event 
differently and critically. It’s not about triggering emotions.

How could REcall capture this kind of longer-term impact? 
We can also say who does it have impact on? What is the main audi-
ence for our research? On the one hand it is obviously the participants 
themselves, but there is also the research community. An interested pro-
fessional audience who will look at the proposals and find out what this 
kind of international interdisciplinary approach has to offer. The most 
exciting part of this process for me was bringing the artists, archaeolo-
gists and architects together. We know collaboration between artists and 
architects isn’t new in itself, but bringing in archaeologists was very ex-
citing. The most successful proposals were those where you can see the 
influence of the three disciplines. The concept of this forced collaboration 
is not a guarantee for success, but it’s a good instance of a situation that 
can spark something new. I think the most interesting contemporary art 
projects are ones where we are working on the boundaries of what ‘art’ is. 
The boundaries of art are really wide, which makes that very difficult. But 
there are edges where you can’t tell if its ‘art,’ or ‘architecture’ or ‘archaeol-
ogy’… and this is where I think it becomes most interesting.

And do you think archaeologists think in the same way, that archae-
ology could be more interesting if it pushed the boundaries of what 
archaeology is?
The only thing I’m saying is that this kind of collaboration can help to 
move beyond our individual disciplines and to learn from each other. I 
hope that this is something the REcall participants from all the different 
disciplines learned. Of course it’s fun. But it’s not just that. This type of 
project helps us all to look beyond what we usually know and do. But it’s 
also the question of why we are doing this and what it can lead to. And 
ideally the ‘why’ is, through the combination of the disciplines, we find a 
new way to deal with this ‘difficult heritage.’ So there is a bigger agenda 
here. Changing the world through a small act. Can you do that? It’s a very 
big claim to make for an artist. But if you work with other disciplines I 
strongly think there is the potential to do this.
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Because your influence is wider?
Yes, especially for the art. To look beyond the self-referential process of 
art making, to really engage with the public directly, to try to be political 
in that sense. Which means to care about the society we live in and to 
actively make a statement about that through the work. Rather than just 
constantly referencing our own discipline, of relating back to art history. 

But that takes a lot of confidence and ambition, and belief in the idea 
of art in itself and the role of the artist. That there is a real power there.
Well maybe this sounds naïve. But for me working with other disciplines 
forces us to rethink our position as artists and also to see the potential 
that you can do something that could change things. Art shouldn’t just 
be decoration. When you make something physical in the public domain, 
you create places and situations that allow new things to happen. 

There were some really well researched proposals put together for this 
project. I can see that many of the teams really got engrossed in the 
stories and the sites.
The real challenge is often in the transition from the research to the solu-
tion. This is where it gets difficult. If the solution stays too virtual, too in-
tangible, that is not what we wanted. We were interested in solutions that 
interacted with the real world, not with a virtual one. Proposals that could 
have a real presence in our society. For me, the best proposals offered a 
material and physical solution that goes beyond the literal translation of 
the idea. Where you can see that the real creative work started after the 
research phase. It was not just about illustrating what they found. 

There’s a whole industry of literature and filmmaking about this par-
ticular kind of ‘difficult heritage.’ It’s really challenging for an artist to 
contribute to that, to make a statement about these awful events.
Exactly. The writer, the filmmaker, deals with the story itself, retells it, 
keeps the memory alive. They are concerned with the virtual remem-
brance. But as fine artists we can do something physical. This makes a 
good connection with archaeology, which is very much focused on physi-
cal heritage, with ‘material culture.’ This is why I think a collaboration 
with this discipline is especially good at bringing something new to our 
practice. As artists we can re-appropriate these things. It’s the openness 
of a sculpture, which through its physicality can also take on different 
meanings. It’s not just illustrative. In my work it’s about the material and 
the stories imbedded within it. But it’s the audience that completes the 
work. They interact with it. 

What do you mean ‘the audience completes the work’?
Well, the meaning of an artwork is defined by a range of different pa-
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rameters. I’m a sculptor so I will try to explain this in a ‘spatial’ way. 
For example, there is the shape of the sculpture, which gives me certain 
information. Then there is the material of which the sculpture is made. 
For example, if I make a huge bowl out of paper or out of gold, the form 
is exactly the same but the artwork is a completely different one, because 
the material itself inherits so much information. Then there is the overall 
‘context’ in which the artwork is displayed. For example if it is displayed 
in a gallery or in a urban space, it completely changes the meaning of the 
work. But another important parameter in this set up is the viewer, the 
audience itself, because every viewer will bring their own knowledge, un-
derstanding, and cultural background to the interpretation of the work. 
So one artwork can mean different things to different people. As an artist 
I have to consider this and to work with this. If I place something with, 
or work within, a certain community context I need to be aware of that. 
How they will see the work. This is what I mean by the audience ‘com-
pleting’ the work.

So how did this awareness of audience and ‘cultural context’ work 
within REcall, when you had distinct and specific sites, but were delib-
erately working with artists from many different countries?
The heritage we were dealing with in REcall was ‘European’ heritage. It 
may be locally specific in the two sites we worked in, but the ‘difficult 
heritage’ we were dealing with, from the Second World War, comes from 
our shared European history. Obviously each country brings something 
different to it but overall it’s a European and an international concern. 
We thought that working in international, as well as interdisciplinary, 
groups would be the best way to address this. 

We talked before about a need for distance, and we have this with the 
Second World War, but I’m wondering whether, if the ethos is to make 
a better world, is there not a challenge to change things that are hap-
pening now, rather than reflect on historic events that we can’t change?
Absolutely. The vision for REcall was to make that link with contempo-
rary society and current issues. And through that to commemorate what 
happened. Some of the proposals did try to do that. Interestingly, during 
the time we were working on this project, there was an open call from 
the Norwegian Government for a memorial to commemorate the tragic 
events of the Utøya island massacre in 2011. With my REcall colleagues 
we discussed what ideas we would come up with for Utøya in light of 
what we were trying to do with our research. How we might mark the 
day [22 July], on which this terrible event happened. Instead of mak-
ing a physical memorial, which is what the Norwegian Government was 
asking for, to try to re-imagine it as an annual day for human rights, for 
integration and social tolerance. Basically, to do the opposite of what the 
guy [Anders Behring Breivik] intended. The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
disaster, [11 March 2011] could be seen as another example of this con-
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temporary ‘difficult heritage,’ this time one which had potentially enor-
mous implications for our global environment. Why doesn’t Japan ‘com-
memorate’ this as a national holiday for the benefit of the environment? 
For example, when people aren’t allowed to drive and the factories are 
closed to save energy. For me, it’s very simple ideas like this that can have 
huge impact, but also huge implications, that could be the answers. Surely 
you wouldn’t forget a day like that. The remembrance has a direct positive 
impact. Is this not something that we all ultimately want? To learn from 
our past to do things differently in the future?

Would you see those new memorial days as ‘public artworks’? 
Ultimately it doesn’t matter what you call them. If it develops out of an 
artwork, a public art framework, or out of a political one, fine. It doesn’t 
matter where it’s coming from. 

Of course, with REcall you were acting more as a project initiator and 
mentor to the design teams rather than acting as an artist yourself. Are 
there any projects where you are directly working with ‘difficult herit-
age’ within your own practice?
Yes. But ‘difficult heritage’ in a very different sense. Not ‘conflict heritage.’ 
More in the sense of architectural remains that tell a story about a place. 
A place which doesn’t have a function, or doesn’t seem to fit into our 
contemporary society any longer. For example I am currently working on 
‘Jetty,’ a research project which is focused on Dunston Staiths, the former 
coal pier on the banks of the River Tyne in Gateshead [North East Eng-
land]. The Staiths is a monumental listed timber structure that no longer 
has any industrial use. The project is about using the site as a catalyst for 
discussion about the meaning of sustainability—in a social, environmen-
tal and heritage context. Working with this existing architecture and its 
material heritage provides us with a chance to explore these relationships 
in a very tangible sense. This is also what I really like about archaeology. 
The way archaeologists see that the context is engrained in the material. 
It’s about the material heritage, the thing itself, its history. As an artist 
I find that very interesting because I think that this is essential to the 
way we construct meaning in the work. As I’ve explained we work with 
materials that shape a very specific meaning. In my work it’s more and 
more important that this context, this story, is ingrained in the material 
that I use, and becomes part of the artwork. Recently I’ve started using 
materials which have ready-made stories embedded within them. This 
is one of the parameters that I want to juxtapose in order to create the 
meaning within the work. That is why, for me, this more archaeological 
approach to material heritage and the involvement of the archaeologists 
alongside the artists and architects in the REcall project was so crucial, 
and so inspiring. 

Interview by Rebecca Farley
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Minor Geographies of Day-to-day 
Resistance

 æ Viviana gravano and giulia grechi, Routes Agency

The Audiovisual Museum of the Resistance in Fosdinovo, in the province of 
Massa and Carrara, is born from the desire for a new vision of the Resist-
ance, one that speaks not just to an adult audience, but predominantly to a 
young one. The large-scale projections of witnesses’ faces highlight and em-
phasize their expressiveness; thanks to such an emotive language not merely 
a story is handed down, but memory.  Studio Azzurro 2000

So begins the inset published on the website of the artistic group Studio 
Azzurro: creators of the Audiovisual Museum of the Resistance of the 
province of La Spezia, Massa and Carrara, in Fosdinovo in 2000. In this 
description two essential themes are immediately brought to the fore: to 
whom the history of the Italian Resistance is communicated, and how to 
communicate it today, in a contemporary moment dense with systems 
of transmission and dialogue. Referring to the website of the museum 
(requested by a group of partisans who were already very elderly at the 
beginning of their work with Studio Azzurro), the homepage presents 
itself in a very emblematic way:

A museum isn’t a place for dusty old memorabilia, but for the preservation 
and elaboration of historical memory. And the memory of the Resistance 
not only belongs to the partisan but also to the farmers, to the deportees, to 
the prisoners, to the women, to the people struggling for survival. It’s not 
just armed resistance and political opposition to the German occupiers and 
their Fascist allies, but also the resistance of the civilian population against 
the war, the bombings, the hunger, and the massacres. This Museum of the 
Resistance suggests a pathway that unites the narrative of moments that 
were tragic but decisive for freedom and democracy in Italy with the images 
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of those events that have been left to us: thus establishing a place where the 
memory of the witnesses meets the visitor, inviting him to interact with 
stories, pictures, and movies. (2000, online)

For us at Routes Agency, this self-presentation of the museum is pro-
foundly related to what took place during the REcall workshop entitled, 
“Small Geographies of Day-to-day Resistance”; more specifically, to the 
idea that the museum is intended as a place of elaboration of historical 
memory, and not just a place of conservation. Shortly after the workshop, 
in a presentation of the Museum of the Resistance by Studio Azzurro, 
it was reiterated that the Resistance was truly a people’s movement in 
the broadest sense of the term, having involved not only an enormous 
amount of fighters, but also a broad gathering of ordinary people who 
made “their” resistance within the quotidian and small, yet steady opposi-
tion constantly present in their everyday life—something that is essential 
precisely for this reason. 
The above quote speaks clearly of the “resistance of the civilian popu-
lation” to suggest what today, often mistakenly, is called “civil society” 
and what, at that time really fought its battle of civilization against the 
internal enemy of fascism and the Nazi invaders. The vivid description 
emphasizes the need to know how to combine oral histories and narra-
tives with the images and the physical presence of the visual witnesses of 
those times. But what makes this museum truly a unique case, not just in 
its actual presence, but also in its mission statement, is the notion of the 
encounter between visitor and memory as an interactive moment, where 
one can be a living element and agent, contributing to make memory 
itself alive. 
We began with a reflection on this example, present in Italy, to articulate, 
right from the start, what our theoretical coordinates are, and to then turn 
to the practices which guided the construction of the workshop in Rome. 
We can summarize our intentions in a question and, rather than answers, 
two possible suggestions that open themselves up to the possibility of 
many answers: who should transmit and make alive the memory of the 
Italian Resistance against Nazi-fascism, and how? The first answer, or 
rather the first direction of reasoning, led us to ask the question of “how” 
we can overcome a traditional celebratory vision—albeit one that abso-
lutely had its own meaning (and still does in some institutional contexts) 
but is no longer sufficient to ensure that the difficult task of transmission 
reaches the desired result, especially when it comes to new generations 
of users. The question of “who” must do this has struck us as another es-
sential issue.
For years in Italy, a misunderstanding that was far from innocent—and 
indeed very political—has created the condition that when one speaks of 
the Resistance, one refers only to those who were armed; those who had 
miraculously returned from a concentration camp; or those who, in one 
way or another, were a direct witness. Only now (very late in our opin-
ion), we realize that this approach could only bring us to a slow silence 
on these themes as a result of the sad, but inevitable, disappearance of the 
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witnesses of that time, due to their advancement in age. In other words, 
there had been no thought about the passing of the baton, exactly to 
“whom” would have to continue these narratives, once the witnesses had 
disappeared. We are talking about a political fault, because, once all the 
witnesses pass away, the impossibility of continuing to talk about that 
period seems to be perfectly functional for all historical revisionisms, and 
even to infamous, horrible current negation. So, in response to our ques-
tion of “who” needs to perpetuate the memory, a possible answer for us 
is that famous “civil society” who at that time constituted the Resistance, 
and who now must transmit it through feeling, even for those who were 
not there—even for the children and for the children of the children of 
those who were there.
In The Human Condition, in the chapter dedicated to action, intended as 
a characteristic particular to the human being as a producer of relations, 
Hannah Arendt writes: 

The perplexity is that in any series of events that together form a story with a 
unique meaning we can best isolate the agent who set the whole process into 
motion; and although this agent frequently remains the subject, the “hero” 
of the story, we never can point unequivocally to him as the author of its 
eventual outcome. (1998, 185)

Arendt’s vision helps us to clarify that returning the responsibility of the 
memory of the Resistance back to the community does not take it from 
its live witnesses, but, on the contrary, serves to amplify its echo—re-
moving the memory from the aura of heroism that seems to ennoble it 
but in fact, moves it further away from being a possible model for today. 
Historiographic models of the nineteenth century produce the hero as an 
exceptional being and therefore unattainable, and inimitable in practice 
for most of us. Today, in a time in which we yield to the oppression and 
arrogance of power, the quotidian, civil resistance—made up of many 
small anti-heroes who have never taken up arms but made small daily 
gestures of opposition—appears as a model that is accessible, imitable, 
and therefore also powerful. Women who attack ovens out of starvation; 
the daily sabotages in the Quadraro district; the petite bourgeois Ro-
man boy with a highly developed social conscience; a sense of belong-
ing among the young police officers; the silent opposition of the church 
based in the convents—for an “official” history that is waiting for the 
death of his heroes in order to bury them, allowing them to speak only 
in annual ceremonies or on marble tombstones, these examples are too 
“possible” to not be dangerous.
Arendt insists on the fact that the narration of stories must be a kind of 
continuous echo that exists precisely because it shows everywhere how 
men “live together”. However, concerning the possibility that these sto-
ries will not become monuments but rather documents, that is, instru-
ments of continual re-reading and re-actualization (in the Benjaminian 
sense of the term), Arendt writes:
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These stories may then be recorded in documents and monuments, they may 
be visible in use objects or art words, they may be told and retold and worked 
into all kinds of material. They themselves, in their living reality, are of an 
altogether different nature than these reifications. They tell us more about 
their subjects, the “hero” in the center of each story, than any product of 
human hands ever tells us about the master who produced it, and yet they 
are not products, properly speaking. Although everyone started his life by 
inserting himself into the human world through action and speech, nobody 
is the author or producer of his own life story. In other words, the stories, the 
results of action and speech, reveal an agent, but this agent is not the author 
or producer. Somebody began it and its subject in the twofold sense of the 
word, namely, its actor and sufferer, but nobody is its author. (1998, 184)

Again, we want to clarify that this is said not to diminish the direct nar-
ratives in any way, but rather to prohibit them from being made “excep-
tional”, which would crystallize them into a mythical past, unrepeatable 
today. That past would slowly erase itself and become useless for future 
generations.

It is necessary at this point to define who this “community” is that must now 
take care to continue and constantly re-elaborate the memory of those facts. 
We propose to borrow the title of a seminal book on this topic by Giorgio 
Agamben, The Coming Community. In this text, Agamben defines commu-
nity as a kind of process-in-progress, composed not of individuals but of 
whatever beings, understood, not as collective man, un-identified man, but as 
a being-such. This definition interests us because it fits in perfectly with the 
idea of a small daily resistance: the whatever being in Agamben’s community 
isn’t the hero but one who, remaining himself, without exception, partici-
pates in a collective movement that makes history without being aware of it. 
The same whatever being not only tells that story but, in narrating it, makes 
today’s history. Agamben writes: “The singularity exposed as such is what-
ever you want, that is, lovable” (2007, 2). 

Therefore, a single person that does not have to adhere to a model in or-
der to become part of the community, but that in and of itself, as itself, it 
becomes a part of it. In our example of the Italian Resistance to the Nazi-
Fascist occupation, we would like to translate Agamben’s “loveable-ness” 
as the participation and desire for sharing, and even emulation. The com-
ing community is made up of those single individuals that decided at that 
time to be a community of resistance and today should be a community of 
memory/resistance, becoming witnesses, that is to say, those who through 
current, small, daily resistance constantly narrate the Resistance—with a 
capital R—not only in their words but in their everyday acts.
It is now necessary to indicate which theoretical model of collective 
memory we are referring to, in order to understand how certain events 
can always remain current and not appear as petrified “exempla” in their 
exceptionality linked to a state of exception, which keeps them away from 
our present. In order to better position ourselves, we’ll refer to Giorgio 
Agamben when he says that Nazism advanced by radicalizing the very 
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concept of the “state of exception” (Agamben 2007, 15). After the dec-
laration of the “Decree for the Protection of the People and the State”, 
which effectively suspended the articles of the Weimar Constitution in 
Germany, Hitler left the country in a state of exception that suspended all 
democratic rights for the duration of Nazism. The concept of totalitari-
anism, as well as that of state power, underwent a major change after this 
episode in many European democratic states. Agamben writes:

And in this sense we can define modern totalitarianism as the institution, by 
way of a state of exception, of a legal civil war that permits the elimination 
not only of political adversaries, but whole categories of the population that 
resist being integrated into the political system. Thus the intentional creation 
of a permanent state of exception has become one of the most important 
measures of contemporary States, democracies included. (2007, 2)

Here, if we speculate, it is interesting to observe how the present is domi-
nated by a state of exception, imposed not by a real armed confrontation, 
or worse from a real war in process, but one that still suspends many 
democratic rights, or at least civil rights, without showing itself in a clear 
way and thus without provoking a real Resistance, understood as the 
heroic one against Nazi-fascism. A certain narrative of the Resistance 
of daily life of the Nazi-Fascist period can be seen today in those who 
implement a humble but constant form of everyday opposition to this, 
by-now eternally reiterated state of exception. Today, it is not military 
action—fundamental and clear in its extreme necessity, and cannot but 
remain indelibly central to the memory of the facts of the time—that 
should speak to those who practice or would like to practice this daily and 
minimal operation. It is rather the action of the individual, or the small 
spontaneous group, that has weakened the dictatorial fascist and Nazi 
system during the occupation in a puntiform manner by undermining it 
from within. So, from beyond the necessary memory of the battles and 
armed bands, it is necessary to restore the memory of the population that 
finally rebelled after September 8. 
This second memory must go through the process that Paul Ricoeur ar-
ticulates in a masterly manner in Memory, History, Forgetting. Ricoeur 
says that a witness to the fact, those who have lived the traumatic event in 
our case—, is reached and touched by the fact. That witness remains im-
pressed, precisely in the physical sense of carrying that vision imprinted 
in him or her: that lived feeling. But, for the one who must perpetuate the 
story, the receptor of that witness, how does he or she receive it? Ricoeur 
says: 
Through the narrative the listener, who becomes a witness in the second 
degree, finds himself in turn exposed to the effects of the event, to the 
energy and violence, yet sometimes even the jubilation, which are trans-
mitted in the testimony. (2004, 18)
If we accept this reading as correct, the primary witness must not appear 
as inaccessible, or present themselves as the exception that makes an ex-
ceptional gesture in a state of exception. Rather, this witness must trans-
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mit the possibility of assimilation; must pass along a vision that involves 
the empathic listener as a kind of “actor” in the original sense of the Latin 
“agree”: the one that will complete the action.
In Survival in Auschwitz by Primo Levi—a novel that remains an inter-
national cornerstone for all literature of those terrible years—what strikes 
us most, and what we continue to remember as a refrain in the deepest 
part of our memory, are the little questions that bring us closer to the 
daily life of the prisoners of Auschwitz, who could have been us, like 
we might still be in a future without memory of the past. Right at the 
beginning, recalling the “normal” gestures made by those who knew they 
were going to die, shortly before living his own terrible fate, Levi asks: 
“If they were going to kill you tomorrow with your child, wouldn’t you 
give him something to eat today?” (Levi 1989, 13). All at once, we forget 
each redeeming state of exception in our assured present state that says 
to us: they were Jewish, I’m not; they were political dissidents, I don’t 
do politics; they were homosexual, I’m straight; and so on. In front of 
that everyday gesture, Levi’s question appears almost rhetorical, like a 
lightening flash of epiphany, the mother and father who feed the child 
right before his death. That familiar gesture leads everything back to a 
terrifying realm of the “possible,” and thereby a gesture for the present 
and not for the past.
Some pages later Levi writes: 

In this place, washing every day in the murky water of the unclean sink is 
practically useless for the purposes of cleaning and health; instead it is im-
portant as a symptom of residual vitality, and necessary as an instrument for 
moral survival. (1989, 16)

The small everyday resistance in the camp is not the violent opposition to 
Nazi power, obviously impossible in that context, but it is one that resists 
the temptation to give in and accept the vision of themselves as animals, 
as waste, through the reiteration of gestures of “normality” outside of the 
camp. Once again, the simple concept of washing—an act of moral rather 
than physical survival—asks the listener to consider the memory of an 
everyday resistance, in the most extreme places of that time, the concen-
tration camps. This resistance consists of small individual gestures that 
are absolutely un-narratable among the great facts of history. Washing 
reclaims the self as worthy of more than mud, as more than diseased; and 
preserves a self-image that does not coincide with that which the violent 
power impresses on them every day, every minute, every gesture within 
the “normal” routine of camp.
We would like to conclude by quoting Hannah Arendt once again, and 
her definition of “action”:

Action, thought it may proceed from nowhere, so to speak, acts into a me-
dium where every reaction becomes a chain reaction and where every process 
is the cause of new processes. Since action acts upon beings who are capable 
of their own actions, reaction, apart from being a response, is always a new 
action that strikes out on its own and affects others. (1998, 190)
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We see the transmission of the Resistance to Nazi-fascism, and we un-
derstand the REcall project as the occasion for the beginning of a chain 
reaction in which those who are “resistant” today can perpetrate those 
small actions of daily life that, at one time, put an end to barbarities.

Translation by Diana Thow
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REcall Kick-off: Ideas and Challenges for 
Conflict Heritage

 æ Gennaro Postiglione

REcall—European Conflict Archaeological Landscape Reappropriation is 
a research project focused on the possible roles that design can play in 
dealing with difficult heritage (tangible and/or intangible), such as that 
issuing from conflicts and war in both natural and urban landscapes. The 
question posed by the REcall consortium (comprising four universities, 
two museums as well as a number of external consultants) concerns the 
challenge of searching for and envisaging new ways of handling pain-
ful sites, which supersede traditional commemorative forms. In reality, 
whether one finds a painful memory/site physically or phenomenologi-
cally removed/deleted from the contemporary experience of the site; or 
whether certain interventions have sought the realization of a museum, 
mausoleum, monument, memorial, etc.: all sorts of architecture of mem-
ory act strongly on visitors’ emotions. REcall aims to move beyond this 
by investigating new forms of intervention in conflict heritage and land-
scapes, with the aim of overcoming the trauma connected with many 
painful places and stories acknowledging history, without reducing or 
limiting their potential to that of a commemorative space. The consor-
tium believes there is a need to shift from “simply” commemoration to a 
more active involvement and participation of people in/with the places 
and stories, through an act of “reappropriation.” To accept the challenge, 
the consortium has also foreseen that, to achieve such an ambitious pro-
ject, it was necessary to introduce a high level of interdisciplinary skills 
within the domain of knowledge around conflict memories. 
The links between war, memory, identity and politics have increased sig-
nificantly over the past years. The desire to remember has grown particu-
larly around the major anniversaries of the First and Second World Wars 
(Carr 2010), directing a current of interest toward war traces across Eu-
ropean cities and landscapes. Linked as they are to unpleasant memories, 
these traces represent a patrimony that is difficult to manage. However, 
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REcall believes they have the potential to resonate beyond their local 
contexts and become part of the construction of a collective identity on 
a European scale (Bassanelli and Postiglione 2011). On the strength of 
this account, the project proposes the development of sustainable and 
innovative practices for reuse, valorization and communication of Euro-
pean tangible and intangible conflict heritage from the twentieth century.
Every conflict leaves its own legacy. Ruins, rubbles, but also entire build-
ings and infrastructures mark the European territory, reminding us of a 
past that most people would rather forget (Tzalmona 2011). The REcall 
consortium believes that by confronting ourselves with this traumatic 
patrimony, we could exploit its usefulness in the transforming of iden-
tity and memory dynamics. War memories and national identities are 
undoubtedly inscribed in the landscape through heritage (Carr 2010), 
and if we want to open our patrimony to new, meaningful narrations, we 
must critically face today’s process of historicization of twentieth century 
conflict remains. 
By establishing synergies between leading national and local institu-
tions, REcall has brought together diverse theoretical, methodological, 
phenomenological and operative contributions to the interpretation of 
conflict heritage. Such synergies provided a critical framework for devel-
oping innovative research strategies based on the power of doing. Indeed, 
the main objective of REcall is the re-use and “re-appropriation” of dif-
ficult heritage by reconciling people with their memories. 
Reconciliation neither implies the obfuscation nor the deleting of scars 
and painfully memories, but rather their transformation and elaboration 
in a different context—a change of framework that recovers memories 
from a voluptuary and perverse circle. Not unlike Zizek’s discourse on 
happiness (2002)—being the betrayal of desire—there is the need to 
sidestep the inclination to imagine a different story, wishing that painful 
events might never have happened or that we could have changed the 
course of history by making other choices. At the same time however, we 
must avoid “simply” forgetting, or deleting what we are not really able to 
acknowledge.
The strength of the REcall project extends beyond the timeliness of its 
contents, as it tries to establish innovative investigation praxes for con-
temporary cultural research. Far from being merely experimental in itself, 
the project’s practice-based approach is particularly suited to the research 
issue at stake. In fact, the project isn’t only an instrument of knowledge, 
conservation and valorization of difficult traces, diffused throughout Eu-
ropean territory. More importantly, REcall opens up a new propositional 
perspective capable of turning the painful heritage of twentieth century 
conflict into a resource for newly-conceived European identities.
Two considerations fall from the analysis of the consortium’s nature. On 
a strategic note, the consortium is built on the complementarity of the 
fields involved, to ensure the convergence of different perspectives in a 
network of excellence. In order to maximize this goal, the REcall network 
has been growing along with the project’s timeline, establishing creative 
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and critical collaborations with local stakeholders and audiences. 
In order to make full use of multidisciplinary approaches and to ensure 
the performance of active research, the REcall programme has been im-
plemented through three international workshops and two design com-
petitions, open to young practitioners with different educational back-
grounds and skills. All documents and results of these activities have been 
documented in the second part of this volume.

 æ Venice WWII Stories & Places Workshop

On Thursday 13 September 2012, the participants to the REcall—“Venice 
WWII Stories & Places” workshop (September 9-13 2012, IUAV Santa 
Marta) presented the outcome from four days of intensive work on Venice 
WWII forgotten memories. The six interdisciplinary teams, comprised of 
artists, archaeologists and architects, worked respectively on six specific 
forgotten stories/places related to the Second World War in Venice. 
The goal set for all teams was to elaborate and realize a work (perfor-
mance, installation, etc.) capable of “recalling” the forgotten story they 
had been assigned, while avoiding any “simplistic” memorialization. 
Teams all shared the idea and conviction that no memory can really be 
“recalled”—thus slipping into oblivion—without the participatory acts of 
people. Memory is an ever-dynamic object, always involving the subject 
in a continued action of negotiation: a dance always reconfiguring the 
relationship between object and subject. 
With the help of tutors affiliated with the four university institutions in-
volved in the workshop (AAU, POLIMI, NTUN, UNEW), participants 
trod the fragile and complex path of painful memories, developing their 
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proposal and realizing their contribution for a possible “recall”.
Beside this, the Venice workshop had several goals: it provided the op-
portunity to test the quality and the quantity of REcall research queries; 
but also the occasion to officially and publicly launch the project. The 
workshop’s kick-off-meeting occurred within an incredible framework, 
that of the 13th Venice Architecture Biennial—one of the most relevant 
events in the world of architecture. The choice of Venice was therefore 
not coincidental, but a carefully elaborated decision based on the specific 
concept behind the biennial, entitled “Common Ground”.
In the words of the curator, the international reknowned architect, David 
Chipperfield:

Within the context of the Architecture Biennale, “Common Ground” 
evokes  the image not only of shared space and shared ideas but of a rich 
ground  of history, experience, image and language. Layers of explicit 
and  subliminal  material form our memories and shape our judgements. 
While we  struggle to orient ourselves in a continuously  changing world, 
what we are familiar with is an inevitable part of our ability to understand 
our place. It is critical that our expectations and our history don’t become 
a justification for sentimentality or resistance to progress. We must there-
fore articulate better our evaluations and prejudices if we are not to regard 
what has come before as something to escape and if we are to give value to 
a cumulative and evolving architectural culture rather than a random flow 
of meaningless images and forms. (http://www.labiennale.org/en/architec-
ture/archive/13th-exhibition/chipperfield/)
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Each group was then invited to work on its site/story in the direction 
foreseen by the REcall project. We suggested the notion of 1:1 actions 
and/or performances that could be recorded and shown afterwards in 
the REcall—Biennale Session on 13 September 2012. Participants were 
allowed to use any media and any format to act on the assigned story/
site and to also to reproduce the event within the framework of the RE-
call—Biennale Session.

With thanks to Stina Holm Jensen (AAU); Tenna Olsen Tvedebrink 
(AAU); Elena Pirazzoli (POLIMI); Michela Bassanelli (POLIMI); Jon 
Reitan (FCN). The stories used in the workshop were taken from the 
book 1943-1945 Venezia nella Resistenza, edited by Turcato, Giuseppe 
and Agostino Zanon Dal Bo, Comune di Venezia in 1976 and rewritten 
by Elena Pirazzoli.
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Venice WWII ‘Places & Stories’
Selected sites

1. Marinaretti
Ex Convento della Celestia, Scuola allievi meccanici 
delle Regia Marina
2737/F Castello
September 1943

Since the annexation of Venice to the Kingdom of Italy, 
the former convent space adjacent to major shipyards of 
the Arsenale housed the school for non-commissioned 
mechanical officers, managed by officers and staff of 
the Navy. Many teenagers from all over Italy attended 
the school. 
The first German occupants in Venice, in the Autumn 
1943, considered the ‘sailor’ students as soldiers 
because of their uniform, and decided to deport them as 
IMI (Italian Military Internees). But during the walk 
from the Arsenale to the station, many Venetians 
reacted, urging the boys to escape. Arrived at Holy 
Apostles Church, some indicated safty ‘Calli’ where to 
slip out of lane. At the Ponte delle Guglie, women in 
the market began to scream to escape, many children ran 
to the Ghetto or along the foundation of Cannaregio, 
taking off their uniform and throwing it into the canal. 
Eleven entered an open gate and were saved, hidden by 
the inhabitants of the house.

2. Nazi calle arrow
Platzkommandantur, 
Calle Renier (Dorsoduro 3656)
September 1943

Only one sign of Nazi orientation system still remains 
in Venice, in a narrow calle near one of the most popular 
place of the city: campo Santa Margherita. The arrow 
showed the way to the “Platzkommandantur”, that is the 
Nazi command located in Piazza San Marco, where a Nazi 
flag flew constantly.
Many prisoners had to pass here to reach the Nazi main 
head quarter since the little calle is also on the way 
from railway station to the central square on Venice.
Just a step from Campo Santa Margherita, now new yellow 
signes suggest other paths to reach the station or 
Piazza San Marco and the Nazi arrow remains, almost 
illegible, on the crumbled plaster of an old house, as 
a melting memory.

3. Harry’s bar
Calle Vallaresso 1323 (San Marco)

Venice, a town filled with romance and mystic, a city 
with a dedicated and unique local “kitchen” influent by 
century’s commercial trade with the East. This local 
kitchen is also unfolded at Harry’s Bar - a high class 
restaurant and at the same time a really spectacularly 
bar. Through history Harry’s Bar has been a meeting 
place for big personalities; artists, models, royalties 
and other celebres. This sounds as an adventure. 
But everything has not always gone smoothly. Around WWII 
where fascism was in power, fatal rumors were spread 
about Harry's and the owner Giuseppe Cipriani, i.e. that 
he was a guardian that shamelessly defied the Jewish 
segregation laws. When World War II broke out, Cipriani 
was obliged to put up a big sign that said: "Jews not 
wanted here". In October '43, the fascists installed a 
mess hall for their sailors at Harry’s Bar.

4. Anti-raid shelter
Campo Junghans (Giudecca 494)
1940-1945

Usually during the aerial bombings people protected 
themselves in underground shelters: this is impossible 
in Venice. So, the municipality started to construct 
air-raid shelters at the center of main “Campi”, or near 
factories, schools, hospitals. Often they were 
constructed in hurry and with very poor materials: the 
concrete was made by sand, little stones, pieces of wood 
and fragments of bricks. 
Actually Venice was never bombed, but the presence of 
these structures disseminated in the Venice Laguna still 
remind of the time people was rushing out from homes 
looking for safer places where to recover.

5. Operation Bowler
Santa Marta Harbour (Dorsoduro)
21 March 1945

After years of war, at the beginning of 1945 the road 
and rail network of North Italy was damaged and 
unusable. Consequently, the Germans used for their 
supplies the Port of Venice and the system of canals 
that branched off from here in the Po valley. The Allied 
command decided to bomb the port to stop the enemy 
activies, despite the risk for Venice and its immense 

Cultural Heritage. 
Therefore, the operation was planned in detail to avoid 
any hitting to artistic and architectural heritage. 
Soldiers who should have made any kind of mistake, would 
be removed from service, returning to civilian clothes, 
hence the name "bowler" for the action. The dive bombing 
of RAF fighters was actually correct, just hitting 
stores and ships, while some residents climbed on 
rooftops to watch the attack. However, the shock-wave 
invested and distryed a house in Santa Marta, where 25 
people died.

6. Jewish deportation
Civic Hispital, Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo
(Castello 6363)
7 October 1944

Between the end of 1943 and 1944 the Jews of Venice were 
deported to the camp Fossoli, to be then sent to 
Auschwitz. In the city, men, women and children were 
rounded up in prisons or in other areas, such as 
Foscarini School, as a plaque posted in 2000 rimindes. 
Especially dramatic was the summer of 1944, when the SS 
command (leaded by Franz Stangl) moved to Venice. The 
machinery of deportation did not stop even in front of 
elders and sick people. In August 1944, seventy people 
were deported from the Elderly Care House of Israelite 
along with the hospital's chief rabbi who had refused to 
leave. While in October, the patients at city hospitals 
(Santi Giovanni e Paolo, San Clemente and San Servolo) 
were to be locked up in the chamber-room of the Main City 
Hospital, waiting to be sent first to Trieste, then to 
Auschwitz. Out of the 246 deported prisoners, only 8 
returned to Venice.

7. Piazzale Roma
Piazzale Roma and Ponte della Libertà
1933-1945

Venice is connected to the mainland with a relatively 
recent bridge: realized in part by Austrian in 1846 
(railroad bridge) and completed during the Fascism with 
the road part, in 1933 it was named “Ponte Littorio”. 
After the Armistice between Italy and Allied armed 
forces of September 8, 1943, the northern Italy remained 
under control by Nazi forces and by the new fascist 
Republic (RSI). In all the cities of northern and 
central Italy acted the Resistance. In Venice, the 
peculiar structure of the city made the underground 
resistance very difficult: the island could have been a 
trap. Who controlled the bridge and Piazzale Roma, 
controlled all the presences in Venice. 
After WWII the bridge became “Ponte della Libertà” 
(Bridge of Freedom).

8. Ca' Giustinian
San Marco, 1364 / A
26 July 1944

After the birth of theItalian Public Republic (RSI), the 
National Republican Guard settled its command in Cà 
Giustinian together with some German military offices. 
On 26 July 1944 a partisan bomb exploded in the building 
killing 14 people, but none of the GNR commander was 
among them. The retaliation came few days later, on July 
the 28th, when 13 supporters taken from the prison were 
shot on the ruins left by the explosion.

9. Riva dei sette martiri
3 August 1944

Called ‘Shore of the Empire’ (Riva dell’Impero) because 
it was built by the Fascists, this portion of the Riva 
degli Schiavoni was the scene of major Nazi reprisal in 
August 1944. Some units of the Kriegsmarine were moored 
at the Riva: a German soldier disappeared the night 
between the 1st and the 2nd of August. Since in that 
summer the Allied were advancing and there were many 
conflicts with the Italian Resistance Units, the Nazi 
troups thought it was an outrage by Partisans, and 
therefore it was given the order to shoot, as 
retaliation, seven antifascists. 
On the morning of August the 3rd residents and Arsenal 
workers were forced to witness the execution of the 
seven Partisans who were tied to lampposts on the Riva 
dell’Impero bank . Only a few days later it was 
discovered the sailor had drowned in the canal, were he 
died, probably because he was drunk.

10. Ex Cinema Italia
Campiello de l'Anconeta
Cannaregio
6 July 1944

On July the 6th 1944, Sergeant Marina Bartholomew Asara 
was killed by a group led by the Chioggia shareholder 
Aldo Varisco. Soon the reprisal was activated: the 
Colonel Morelli (head of the GNR - National Republican 
Guard) on the night between the 7th and 8th of July 
killed five people suspected of anti-fascism who lived 

near the site of the attack to Asara. The victims were 
Ubaldo Belli Luigi Borgato, Bruno Crovato, Piero 
Favretti, Augusto Picutti, while Joseph Tramontin was 
seriously wounded. In Ramo Colombina you can still see 
the plaque for Piero Favretti, while in Campo San Felice 
the one for Ubaldo Belli.

11. Arsenale
1943-1945

For centuries a military settlement, the Arsenale with 
the occupation of Autumn 1943 was transformed into a 
site at the service of Kriegsmarine. But actually its 
workers, the "arsenalotti" were amomg the major 
supporters for the Resistance, supplying arms and 
explosives and gathering information. Inside the bunker 
is being built both German air-raid shelters. In the 
days of liberation, the fleeing Germans tried to set 
fire to the facilities, but arsenal, fire fighters and 
partisans were able to save and liberate the Arsenal.

12. Bunkers in the Laguna
Lido
Autumn 1943

After the 8 September, the German army start to create 
a line of extended protection on the upper Adriatic 
coast, otherwise unguarded. The beaches were fortified 
with a bunker system with function anti-landing: at the 
Lido di Venezia is still possible to see many of them.
  
13. Scalera film and Cinevillaggio 
Giudecca, Calle Convertite 
Giardini della Biennale
Autumn 1943 - Winter 1944

In October 1943, the institutions dealing with films 
production in Italy were moved from Rome to Venice: 
there was a need for a new Cinecittà since Rome was under 
the controll of the Nazi troups. Therefore were created 
the Cine-villaggio (being much smaller than Cine-città) 
between the National pavilions in the Biennale Giardini 
and the studies of Scalera Film in Giudecca, both used 
to shoot films. However, directors and actors preferred 
not to move and not bind to the new regime. Only a few, 
including Valenti and Ferida, went to Venice for modest 
film shooting, between traditional stories and low cost 
production, useful only to prevent Germans took away all 
the camcorders and the technical equipment.

14. Santa Lucia train station
Autumn 1943

The railway is one of the two channels of connection 
with the land. Immediately after the armistice the 
railroaders began to sabotage German convoys. They 
helped also confused soldiers and former prisoners, 
helping them to flee the city to safer areas. The SS in 
November 1943 arrested the engineer Bartolomeo Meloni, 
head of the first National Railways conspiracy 
organization: he was deported to Dachau, where he died 
together many other prisoners. Between platforms 7 and 
8, a plaque commemorates his sacrifice and other 
railroaders for their efforts towards the Liberation.

15. Ca' Michiel delle Colonne
Strada Nuova 4314 
1943-45

Ca' Michiel delle Colonne (later called Ca' Littoria)  
during the Fascit dictarship  was the headquarters of 
the National Fascist Party, but in 1943 after September 
the 8th with the Nazi-Fascist occupation of Venice 
became a place of torture for Partisans. Among these, 
Victorinus Boscolo, who was the bomber of Asara. Boscolo 
during the interrogation jumped from the window in the 
Grand Canal and he was able to swim across in spite of 
the handcuffs, reaching a safety place where to recover.

16. Liceo Convitto Foscarini
Fondamenta Santa Caterina
1939-1945

Several students were active in the Resistance, some in 
cities and others in mountain operations. In December 
1943, part of the Liceo Convitto Foscarini was used to 
imprison Jews rounded up in Venice, before deporting 
them to Fossoli. The other side of the school (in Calle 
Lunga Santa Caterina 4965) was used as a barracks for 
the military sailors (10ma Flottiglia Mas).

17. Fusina ferry bombed
Riva degli Schiavoni
14 August 1944

One of the few attacks took place in the historic city 
by three bombers, after hitting at Malamocco a ship of 
the line Venice-Chioggia (where 24 people died), they 
headed towards the Bacino di San Marco: between Punta 
della Dogana and the Island of San Giorgio where was 

moored the German hospital ship ‘Freiburg’, that was 
also the mission target. The allies, after a first 
attempt to hit by dropping four bombs, began to strafe 
the ship. But at the same time a ship of the line ‘Fusina 
Venezia’ - carrying civilians direct to loof for food in 
the countryside – was passing by: the bursts of guns 
killed 15 people while 50 were wounded.

18. Campo del Ghetto Nuovo
Cannaregio, 2892
November 1943 - January 1945

The arrests and deportations of Venetians Jews took 
place mainly between the end of November 1943 (in 
particular, during the raid of the 5th December) and the 
Summer of 1944, but actually continued until the early 
months of 1945. 246 Venetian Jews were captured and 
deported between 1943 and 1944, and only 8 returned. A 
plaque commemorates their names forever in Campo del 
Ghetto Nuovo, along with the sculptor Blatas monument 
dedicated to the Holocaust.

19. Teatro Goldoni
S. Marco, 4650/ B
12 March 1945

A group of Partisans occupied the stage of Teatro 
Goldoni during a performance, they stopped the show and 
Cesco Chiniello, the leader of the group, gave a short 
speech to shake the anti-fascist climate of tension and 
fear generated by the arrests of many of them during the 
previous months. The public, including military fascists 
and Nazis, did not have a chance to react and the 
Partisans could leave safety without getting caught.

20. The Monument to the Partisan Woman
Riva dei Partigiani
1957-1969

Just outside the Gardens, emerging from the water at the 
Riva Partisan, you can see the Monument to Venetian 
Partisan Woman created by the sculptor Augusto Murer and 
opened on April the 25th of 1969. In fact, a first 
similar monument, designed by sculpturer Leoncillo, was 
located in the Giardini della Biennale on September the 
8th of 1957, but it was blown up by neo-fascists on July 
the 27th of 1961. It took a long time before the new 
monument was commissioned and placed on the actual spot, 
just very close to the Biennale entrance.
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Venice WWII ‘Places & Stories’
Selected sites

1. Marinaretti
Ex Convento della Celestia, Scuola allievi meccanici 
delle Regia Marina
2737/F Castello
September 1943

Since the annexation of Venice to the Kingdom of Italy, 
the former convent space adjacent to major shipyards of 
the Arsenale housed the school for non-commissioned 
mechanical officers, managed by officers and staff of 
the Navy. Many teenagers from all over Italy attended 
the school. 
The first German occupants in Venice, in the Autumn 
1943, considered the ‘sailor’ students as soldiers 
because of their uniform, and decided to deport them as 
IMI (Italian Military Internees). But during the walk 
from the Arsenale to the station, many Venetians 
reacted, urging the boys to escape. Arrived at Holy 
Apostles Church, some indicated safty ‘Calli’ where to 
slip out of lane. At the Ponte delle Guglie, women in 
the market began to scream to escape, many children ran 
to the Ghetto or along the foundation of Cannaregio, 
taking off their uniform and throwing it into the canal. 
Eleven entered an open gate and were saved, hidden by 
the inhabitants of the house.

2. Nazi calle arrow
Platzkommandantur, 
Calle Renier (Dorsoduro 3656)
September 1943

Only one sign of Nazi orientation system still remains 
in Venice, in a narrow calle near one of the most popular 
place of the city: campo Santa Margherita. The arrow 
showed the way to the “Platzkommandantur”, that is the 
Nazi command located in Piazza San Marco, where a Nazi 
flag flew constantly.
Many prisoners had to pass here to reach the Nazi main 
head quarter since the little calle is also on the way 
from railway station to the central square on Venice.
Just a step from Campo Santa Margherita, now new yellow 
signes suggest other paths to reach the station or 
Piazza San Marco and the Nazi arrow remains, almost 
illegible, on the crumbled plaster of an old house, as 
a melting memory.

3. Harry’s bar
Calle Vallaresso 1323 (San Marco)

Venice, a town filled with romance and mystic, a city 
with a dedicated and unique local “kitchen” influent by 
century’s commercial trade with the East. This local 
kitchen is also unfolded at Harry’s Bar - a high class 
restaurant and at the same time a really spectacularly 
bar. Through history Harry’s Bar has been a meeting 
place for big personalities; artists, models, royalties 
and other celebres. This sounds as an adventure. 
But everything has not always gone smoothly. Around WWII 
where fascism was in power, fatal rumors were spread 
about Harry's and the owner Giuseppe Cipriani, i.e. that 
he was a guardian that shamelessly defied the Jewish 
segregation laws. When World War II broke out, Cipriani 
was obliged to put up a big sign that said: "Jews not 
wanted here". In October '43, the fascists installed a 
mess hall for their sailors at Harry’s Bar.

4. Anti-raid shelter
Campo Junghans (Giudecca 494)
1940-1945

Usually during the aerial bombings people protected 
themselves in underground shelters: this is impossible 
in Venice. So, the municipality started to construct 
air-raid shelters at the center of main “Campi”, or near 
factories, schools, hospitals. Often they were 
constructed in hurry and with very poor materials: the 
concrete was made by sand, little stones, pieces of wood 
and fragments of bricks. 
Actually Venice was never bombed, but the presence of 
these structures disseminated in the Venice Laguna still 
remind of the time people was rushing out from homes 
looking for safer places where to recover.

5. Operation Bowler
Santa Marta Harbour (Dorsoduro)
21 March 1945

After years of war, at the beginning of 1945 the road 
and rail network of North Italy was damaged and 
unusable. Consequently, the Germans used for their 
supplies the Port of Venice and the system of canals 
that branched off from here in the Po valley. The Allied 
command decided to bomb the port to stop the enemy 
activies, despite the risk for Venice and its immense 

Cultural Heritage. 
Therefore, the operation was planned in detail to avoid 
any hitting to artistic and architectural heritage. 
Soldiers who should have made any kind of mistake, would 
be removed from service, returning to civilian clothes, 
hence the name "bowler" for the action. The dive bombing 
of RAF fighters was actually correct, just hitting 
stores and ships, while some residents climbed on 
rooftops to watch the attack. However, the shock-wave 
invested and distryed a house in Santa Marta, where 25 
people died.

6. Jewish deportation
Civic Hispital, Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo
(Castello 6363)
7 October 1944

Between the end of 1943 and 1944 the Jews of Venice were 
deported to the camp Fossoli, to be then sent to 
Auschwitz. In the city, men, women and children were 
rounded up in prisons or in other areas, such as 
Foscarini School, as a plaque posted in 2000 rimindes. 
Especially dramatic was the summer of 1944, when the SS 
command (leaded by Franz Stangl) moved to Venice. The 
machinery of deportation did not stop even in front of 
elders and sick people. In August 1944, seventy people 
were deported from the Elderly Care House of Israelite 
along with the hospital's chief rabbi who had refused to 
leave. While in October, the patients at city hospitals 
(Santi Giovanni e Paolo, San Clemente and San Servolo) 
were to be locked up in the chamber-room of the Main City 
Hospital, waiting to be sent first to Trieste, then to 
Auschwitz. Out of the 246 deported prisoners, only 8 
returned to Venice.

7. Piazzale Roma
Piazzale Roma and Ponte della Libertà
1933-1945

Venice is connected to the mainland with a relatively 
recent bridge: realized in part by Austrian in 1846 
(railroad bridge) and completed during the Fascism with 
the road part, in 1933 it was named “Ponte Littorio”. 
After the Armistice between Italy and Allied armed 
forces of September 8, 1943, the northern Italy remained 
under control by Nazi forces and by the new fascist 
Republic (RSI). In all the cities of northern and 
central Italy acted the Resistance. In Venice, the 
peculiar structure of the city made the underground 
resistance very difficult: the island could have been a 
trap. Who controlled the bridge and Piazzale Roma, 
controlled all the presences in Venice. 
After WWII the bridge became “Ponte della Libertà” 
(Bridge of Freedom).

8. Ca' Giustinian
San Marco, 1364 / A
26 July 1944

After the birth of theItalian Public Republic (RSI), the 
National Republican Guard settled its command in Cà 
Giustinian together with some German military offices. 
On 26 July 1944 a partisan bomb exploded in the building 
killing 14 people, but none of the GNR commander was 
among them. The retaliation came few days later, on July 
the 28th, when 13 supporters taken from the prison were 
shot on the ruins left by the explosion.

9. Riva dei sette martiri
3 August 1944

Called ‘Shore of the Empire’ (Riva dell’Impero) because 
it was built by the Fascists, this portion of the Riva 
degli Schiavoni was the scene of major Nazi reprisal in 
August 1944. Some units of the Kriegsmarine were moored 
at the Riva: a German soldier disappeared the night 
between the 1st and the 2nd of August. Since in that 
summer the Allied were advancing and there were many 
conflicts with the Italian Resistance Units, the Nazi 
troups thought it was an outrage by Partisans, and 
therefore it was given the order to shoot, as 
retaliation, seven antifascists. 
On the morning of August the 3rd residents and Arsenal 
workers were forced to witness the execution of the 
seven Partisans who were tied to lampposts on the Riva 
dell’Impero bank . Only a few days later it was 
discovered the sailor had drowned in the canal, were he 
died, probably because he was drunk.

10. Ex Cinema Italia
Campiello de l'Anconeta
Cannaregio
6 July 1944

On July the 6th 1944, Sergeant Marina Bartholomew Asara 
was killed by a group led by the Chioggia shareholder 
Aldo Varisco. Soon the reprisal was activated: the 
Colonel Morelli (head of the GNR - National Republican 
Guard) on the night between the 7th and 8th of July 
killed five people suspected of anti-fascism who lived 

near the site of the attack to Asara. The victims were 
Ubaldo Belli Luigi Borgato, Bruno Crovato, Piero 
Favretti, Augusto Picutti, while Joseph Tramontin was 
seriously wounded. In Ramo Colombina you can still see 
the plaque for Piero Favretti, while in Campo San Felice 
the one for Ubaldo Belli.

11. Arsenale
1943-1945

For centuries a military settlement, the Arsenale with 
the occupation of Autumn 1943 was transformed into a 
site at the service of Kriegsmarine. But actually its 
workers, the "arsenalotti" were amomg the major 
supporters for the Resistance, supplying arms and 
explosives and gathering information. Inside the bunker 
is being built both German air-raid shelters. In the 
days of liberation, the fleeing Germans tried to set 
fire to the facilities, but arsenal, fire fighters and 
partisans were able to save and liberate the Arsenal.

12. Bunkers in the Laguna
Lido
Autumn 1943

After the 8 September, the German army start to create 
a line of extended protection on the upper Adriatic 
coast, otherwise unguarded. The beaches were fortified 
with a bunker system with function anti-landing: at the 
Lido di Venezia is still possible to see many of them.
  
13. Scalera film and Cinevillaggio 
Giudecca, Calle Convertite 
Giardini della Biennale
Autumn 1943 - Winter 1944

In October 1943, the institutions dealing with films 
production in Italy were moved from Rome to Venice: 
there was a need for a new Cinecittà since Rome was under 
the controll of the Nazi troups. Therefore were created 
the Cine-villaggio (being much smaller than Cine-città) 
between the National pavilions in the Biennale Giardini 
and the studies of Scalera Film in Giudecca, both used 
to shoot films. However, directors and actors preferred 
not to move and not bind to the new regime. Only a few, 
including Valenti and Ferida, went to Venice for modest 
film shooting, between traditional stories and low cost 
production, useful only to prevent Germans took away all 
the camcorders and the technical equipment.

14. Santa Lucia train station
Autumn 1943

The railway is one of the two channels of connection 
with the land. Immediately after the armistice the 
railroaders began to sabotage German convoys. They 
helped also confused soldiers and former prisoners, 
helping them to flee the city to safer areas. The SS in 
November 1943 arrested the engineer Bartolomeo Meloni, 
head of the first National Railways conspiracy 
organization: he was deported to Dachau, where he died 
together many other prisoners. Between platforms 7 and 
8, a plaque commemorates his sacrifice and other 
railroaders for their efforts towards the Liberation.

15. Ca' Michiel delle Colonne
Strada Nuova 4314 
1943-45

Ca' Michiel delle Colonne (later called Ca' Littoria)  
during the Fascit dictarship  was the headquarters of 
the National Fascist Party, but in 1943 after September 
the 8th with the Nazi-Fascist occupation of Venice 
became a place of torture for Partisans. Among these, 
Victorinus Boscolo, who was the bomber of Asara. Boscolo 
during the interrogation jumped from the window in the 
Grand Canal and he was able to swim across in spite of 
the handcuffs, reaching a safety place where to recover.

16. Liceo Convitto Foscarini
Fondamenta Santa Caterina
1939-1945

Several students were active in the Resistance, some in 
cities and others in mountain operations. In December 
1943, part of the Liceo Convitto Foscarini was used to 
imprison Jews rounded up in Venice, before deporting 
them to Fossoli. The other side of the school (in Calle 
Lunga Santa Caterina 4965) was used as a barracks for 
the military sailors (10ma Flottiglia Mas).

17. Fusina ferry bombed
Riva degli Schiavoni
14 August 1944

One of the few attacks took place in the historic city 
by three bombers, after hitting at Malamocco a ship of 
the line Venice-Chioggia (where 24 people died), they 
headed towards the Bacino di San Marco: between Punta 
della Dogana and the Island of San Giorgio where was 

moored the German hospital ship ‘Freiburg’, that was 
also the mission target. The allies, after a first 
attempt to hit by dropping four bombs, began to strafe 
the ship. But at the same time a ship of the line ‘Fusina 
Venezia’ - carrying civilians direct to loof for food in 
the countryside – was passing by: the bursts of guns 
killed 15 people while 50 were wounded.

18. Campo del Ghetto Nuovo
Cannaregio, 2892
November 1943 - January 1945

The arrests and deportations of Venetians Jews took 
place mainly between the end of November 1943 (in 
particular, during the raid of the 5th December) and the 
Summer of 1944, but actually continued until the early 
months of 1945. 246 Venetian Jews were captured and 
deported between 1943 and 1944, and only 8 returned. A 
plaque commemorates their names forever in Campo del 
Ghetto Nuovo, along with the sculptor Blatas monument 
dedicated to the Holocaust.

19. Teatro Goldoni
S. Marco, 4650/ B
12 March 1945

A group of Partisans occupied the stage of Teatro 
Goldoni during a performance, they stopped the show and 
Cesco Chiniello, the leader of the group, gave a short 
speech to shake the anti-fascist climate of tension and 
fear generated by the arrests of many of them during the 
previous months. The public, including military fascists 
and Nazis, did not have a chance to react and the 
Partisans could leave safety without getting caught.

20. The Monument to the Partisan Woman
Riva dei Partigiani
1957-1969

Just outside the Gardens, emerging from the water at the 
Riva Partisan, you can see the Monument to Venetian 
Partisan Woman created by the sculptor Augusto Murer and 
opened on April the 25th of 1969. In fact, a first 
similar monument, designed by sculpturer Leoncillo, was 
located in the Giardini della Biennale on September the 
8th of 1957, but it was blown up by neo-fascists on July 
the 27th of 1961. It took a long time before the new 
monument was commissioned and placed on the actual spot, 
just very close to the Biennale entrance.
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 æ The Story

The former Celestia Monastery, adjacent to 
major  shipyards of the Arsenale, tradition-
ally housed  the Royal School for non-com-
missioned Mechanical  Officers, managed by 
officers and staff of the Navy. Many teenagers 
from all over Italy attended the school. The first 
German occupants in Venice, in the  Autumn 
1943, considered the ‘sailor’ students as  sol-
diers because of their uniform, and decided 
to deport them as IMI (Italian Military Intern-
ees).  But during the walk from the Arsenale 
to the station, many Venetians reacted, urging 
the boys  to escape. Arrived at Holy Apostles 
Church, some  indicated safty ‘Calli’ where 
to slip out of lane. At the Ponte delle Guglie, 
women in the market  began to scream to es-
cape, many children ran to the Ghetto or along 
the foundation of Cannaregio, taking off their 
uniform and throwing it into the canal. Eleven 
entered an open gate and were saved, hidden by 
the inhabitants of the house. 

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/marinaret-
ti-story/

1.The Marinetti Story
Sara Borges, Birgitte Fjørtoft, Esben C. Nørgaard, Francisco J. Rodríguez
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The ‘Marinaretti‘ school was located on one of the sides of Campo 
della Celestia, on the Eastern part of Venice. The approximate 
distance from there to the Santa Lucia station was 2.5km through a 
complex route through winding streets in which getting lost is easy.

Before the impossibility of driving the children to the station, through 
a city full of canals, the soldiers were forced to accompany them 
through those streets.

THE ROUTE

Mechanical school, Campo della Celestia, Venice

The methodology used during the research process consisted on 
experiencing the route itself by walking through the same streets the 
children walked on 1943. No major archive research was conducted 
due to the lack of numerous written testimonies. However, brief 
interviews with locals gave the team the possibility of hearing first 
hand stories from people that survived the World War II.

The team noticed the fragility of the stories, mostly conserved 
through oral testimonies, but discovered the importance on their 
sense of hope that inevitably belong to the history of the city and 
its citizens.

METHODOLOGY
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Campo SS. Apostoli, VeniceThe proposed strategy consists on inviting the 
visitors to experience the ‘Marinaretti‘ story through 
a marked path that represents the path supposedly 
taken by the children in 1943. With a number of 
stops on the way, each point giving the opportunity 
to discover oral testimonies, archive images or 
sounds, that bring our memories back to the events 
in the exact places where they occurred.

The proposed strategy is intended to use a 
combination of signage showing visitors part of the 
story and QR-codes that allow users to deepen into 
the story through multimedia contents.

STRATEGY

Fruit market close to Ponte delle Guglie, Venice

The purpose of the group work was to provide a flexible proposal 
able to echo the memories from past times right on the place in 
which they took place, enabling visitors to experience some city 
stories that otherwise may fall into oblivion.

The group believes that this focus is not limited to this story and that 
it could be used as a suggestive strategy for other forgoten stories in 
cities dealing with a delicate past.

INTENTIONS

Mechanical school, Campo della Celestia, Venice
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 æ The Story

Only one sign of Nazi orientation system 
still  remains in Venice, in a narrow calle near 
one of the most popular place of the city: cam-
po Santa  Margherita. The arrow showed the 
way to the  “Platzkommandantur”, that is the 
Nazi command  located in Piazza San Marco, 
where a Nazi flag flew constantly. Many pris-
oners had to pass here to reach the Nazi main 
head quarter since the little calle is also on the 
way from railway station to the central square 
on Venice. Just a step from Campo Santa Mar-
gherita, now new  yellow signes suggest other 
paths to reach the station or Piazza San Marco 
and the Nazi arrow remains, almost illegible, on 
the crumbled plaster of an old house, as a melt-
ing memory. 

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/nazi-calle-
arrow/

2. Nazi Calle Arrow
Martina Faccio, Silje Hårstad, Hans Ramsgaard Møller
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PLATZKOMMANDANTUR

Lighting the dark
As we stand in front of painful remnants from the past, questions arise. If we do not embrace the dark 
parts of history as important events, how are we to learn from them? How are we to understand the 
state of things at this present time, if pieces of the historical puzzle, making up the world today are left 
out?

Even though he does not himself speak the language, he easily identifies it as English.

The old man’s story
He recalls the sound of steps in the streets. Not like the steady march of leather 
boots, but lighter. Friendlier, perhaps. 
The sound of voices, not Italian, not German. 

In Campo Santa Margherita he sees the group of English navy soldiers mark their 
presence on the wall. “NAVYAFICLUB”. The sign is painted immediately above the 
sign showing the way to the former Platzkommandantur, though not interrupting it 
in any other way. 
Was this act a symbol of victory and defeat?  Was it a conscious act of preserving 
what once had been, so that people would remember?
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Calle Corrier, 

On the eastern side of Campo Santa Margherita, 

on a warm summer evening in the fifties. An old woman, or perhaps an adolescent 
boy, is standing on a ladder. Is it anger that adds force to the chisel? Or is it driven 
into the stone wall for practical reasons? In either case, the writing on the wall is not 
willing to succumb. The attempt to remove the sign, showing way to the Platzkom-
mandantur, adds to the sign’s life story as it is presented for us today.

at a different point in history (or maybe not): the paint brush sweeps across the 
wall leaving a beautiful, smooth yellow colour. There is, however, a part of the wall 
that will not experience a face lift on this day. Two signs, one in German and one 
in English, the one below the other, are still visible when the paint job is done, and 
they still are today.
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 æ The Story

Venice, a town filled with romance and mystic, 
a city with a dedicated and unique local “kitch-
en”  influent by century’s commercial trade 
with the  East. This local kitchen is also un-
folded at Harry’s Bar – a high class restaurant 
and at the same time a really spectacularly bar. 
Through history Harry’s Bar has been a meet-
ing place for  big personalities; artists, models, 
royalties and other celebres. This sounds as an 
adventure. But everything has not always gone 
smoothly. Around WWII where fascism was in 
power, fatal rumors were spread about Harry’s 
and the owner Giuseppe Cipriani, i.e. that he 
was a guardian  that shamelessly defied the 
Jewish segregation  laws. When World War II 
broke out, Cipriani was obliged to put up a big 
sign that said: “Jews not wanted here”. In Octo-
ber ’43, the fascists installed a mess hall for their 
sailors at Harry’s Bar.

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/harrys-bar/

3. Harry’s Bar
Toby Phips Lloyd, Claudia Toscano, Mads Harder Danielsen
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Seeking to reach beyond the metaphysical nature of memories and to 
reach a mean of communication of physical nature the project applies 
the use of an already existing element in the bar: The printed daily menu. 
By simultaneously compiling and opposing memories of pleasant and 
difficult heritage the menus seek to bring out the story of Harry’s Bar as 
a whole.
The juxtaposing is enhanced by utilising the international language of 
Harry’s bar with the Italian language preferred by Fascism. Besides the 
conceptual reasons for the bi-linguistic layout the menus also seek the 
incitement of dialogue beyond barriers as conversation and a common 
understanding is sought.

img. 02-03 Next Page — 
Preview of the menu.

img. 01  — Photo of the 
menu. 
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 æ The Story

Venice, during WWII, was luckily preserved 
by huge  and devastating air attacks: only the 
industrial  harbor was destroyed.  After the 
war, the shelters in the center of  Venice were 
demolished, but they still remain in  the edge 
part of the city, like the Giudecca Island or the 
Arsenale.  Usually during the aerial bombings 
people  protected themselves in underground 
shelters: this  is impossible in Venice. So, the 
municipality started to construct air-raid shel-
ters at the center of main “campi”, or near fac-
tories, schools, hospitals. Often they were con-
structed in hurry and with very poor materials: 
the concrete was made by sand,  little stones, 
pieces of wood and fragments of bricks.

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/anti-raid-
shelter/

4. Anti Air-Raid Shelters
Gaia Pigozzi, Arve Eiken Nytun, Elias Melvin Christiansen
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LINKSUPLOADHOW TO STARTBLOGSITES

C I T T A D I N I ! 
CITIZENS! YOU MUST TAKE CARE OF THE SHELTERS

HOME

Many air-raid shelters from WWII still exist, scattered across Europe. 
However they are disappearing rapidly, reappropriated, forgotten, and 
demolished. Recall Air Shelter aims to preserve this unique heritage 
by creating an interactive research network, powered by public 
involvement.

The catalyst for the project is the Anti-raid shelter on Giudecca Island, 
Venice. Build to protect factory workers and their children, it now lies 
derelict on the edge of a modern housing complex.

In floating Venice shelters had to be necessary above ground, 
requiring a particular design and construction, often made in a hurry 
and with very poor materials. The urban center of Venice was however, 
never actually bombed, but the presence of these structures remind 
people of this turbulent time in venician history.

With your help, Recall Air-Shelter will build a register of the sites of 
WW2 air-raid shelters across Europe creating a useful research facility 
on the cultural landscapes of WWII, preserving this fragile heritage and 
generating a new culture awareness. 

This is a dynamic research process where we ask you to visit any air-
raid shelter that you may know of, perhaps on your own, or preferably 
in a group and perform a sound installation which you video record 
using your phone and send to us. Go to the App link and download the 
characteristic soundtracks. Take this with you to the site,  create your 
own evocative sound event and by uploading onto the Blog you can 
share it with the world!

Recall Air-Shelter
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CITIZENS! YOU MUST TAKE CARE OF THE SHELTERS

SITES LINKSUPLOADHOME BLOG

C I T T A D I N I ! 
RISPETTATE E FATE 

HOW TO START

1. Download sound effects onto your mobile phone
2. Identify and go to your site
3. Play the sound effects while filming the site/air-raid shelter
4. Upload the short video (max. 2 min.) onto the Recall Air-Shelter Blog 
Site
5. Fill in the questionnaire

The more people who participate each time, the more effective is the 
experience.

How to start

Download

Bomb dropping
Air-raid sirene

Your video and the information you 
provide, is essential to create the Recall 
Air-Shelter Database.
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 æ The Story

After years of war, at the beginning of 1945 
the  road and rail network of North Italy was 
damaged and unusable. Consequently, the Ger-
mans used for  their supplies the Port of Ven-
ice and the system of canals that branched off 
from here in the Po valley. The Allied command 
decided to bomb the  port to stop the enemy 
activities, despite the risk for Venice and its im-
mense Cultural Heritage. Therefore, the opera-
tion was planned in detail to avoid any hitting 
to artistic and architectural  heritage. Soldiers 
who should have made any kind  of mistake, 
would be removed from service,  returning to 
civilian clothes, hence the name  ”bowler” for 
the action. The dive bombing of RAF  fight-
ers was actually correct, just hitting stores and 
ships, while some residents climbed on rooftops 
to watch the attack. However, the shock-wave 
invested and destroyed a house in Santa Marta, 
where 25 people died. 

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/operation-
bowler/

5. Operation Bowler
Julia Heslop, Enrico Forestieri, Patrick Ronge Vinther
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“ People don’t know anything about 
the war - children don’t even know 

that there was a war. “

Giuseppe Fossali, 78

img. 01-02 —  Recalling 
memories by creating a 
dialogue with the people in 
the neighbourhood.
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“ All the people who followed me are 
still alive, while the others are dead “

Angelina Fossali, 88
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 æ The Story

Between the end of 1943 and 1944 the Jews 
of  Venice were deported to the camp Fos-
soli, to be then sent to Auschwitz. In the city, 
men, women  and children were rounded up 
in prisons or in other areas, such as Foscarini 
School, transformed  into a place of detention, 
as a plaque posted in 2000 rimindes. Especially 
dramatic was the summer  of 1944, when the 
SS command (leaded by Franz  Stangl), based 
in Trieste, and before that at Treblinka, moved 
to Venice. The machinery of  deportation did 
not stop even in front of elders and sick people. 
In August 1944, seventy people were deported 
from the Elderly Care House of Israelite along 
with the hospital’s chief rabbi who had refused 
to leave. While in October, the patients at city 
hospitals (saints John and Paul,  San Clem-
ente and San Servolo) were to be locked up in 
the chamber housing of the Main City Hos-
pital,  waiting to be sent first to Trieste, then 
to Auschwitz. Out of the 246 deported prison-
ers, only 8 returned to Venice. 

http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/a-jewish-
story/

6. A Jewish Story
Isabel Lima, Rune Normann, Martin Andersen
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Next Page, img. 03-04 — 
Photos of the project.

img. 01-02  — 
Rapresentation of the 
concept: a yellow box which 
contained in its interior the 
story of Jewish people held 
in captivity in the hospital 
and consequently deported. 
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The Next Monument
Talk and installation1

 æ Gennaro Postiglione

As part of the REcall research project, I have been conducting a residency 
research programme at M4gastatelier in Amsterdam (www.m4gastate-
lier.nl) from 01.11.2013 to 28.02.2014, during which I have conceived 
The Next Monument programme, a Talk  and a Performance, to bridge 
the work delivered by teams involved in the REcall project competitions 
with local perspectives on the topic of commemorative forms in contem-
porary culture.
As starting point for the work, I used as a provocation some of the many 
questions raised by James Young in his many book, such as: are monu-
ments only records of recorded histories? How can they act as a prompts 
for on-going reflection? Could a traditional monument be the starting 
point for individual commemoration? Does a memorial have to be fash-
ioned out of bronze or marble to make a significant impression on our 
psyche? 
As a result of the residency, in collaboration with the coordinators of 
the M4gastatelier I hosted, on the 19th of February 2014, an evening of 
discussion guided by specialists in the fields of archaeology, art, anthro-
pology and history, from in and around Amsterdam at Gerhard Hofland 
gallery2 (www.gerhardhofland.com). During the talk, invited guests have 
been asked to present (in a few minutes) their responses to the concept of 
“Beyond the Monument,” being followed by feedback from the audience 
and further conversations.
Invited speakers were: Esther Captain (historian), Michaela Crimmin 
(RCA London), Ines Dantas (Architect, Innsbruck School of Architec-
ture) Marek Jasisnki (Archaeologist, Norwegian Tech University), Guno 

1   Amsterdam, February 2014.

2  19/02/2014, 18:00—21:00, Extra-West Wednesday programme, Curated by Gennaro Postiglione, 
Gerhard Hofland gallery, Bilderdijkstraat 165, Amsterdam.
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Jones (independent researcher), Mark Pimlott (Artist and Architect, 
TU-Delft), Ihab Saloul (Memory Studies, UvA/VU Amsterdam), Rob 
van der Laarse (Memory Studies, UvA/VU Amsterdam), Vincent de 
Boer (Stroom-den Hague), Florian Wurfbaum (independent architect).
The discussion acted as a precursor to the installation and the perfor-
mance The Jewish Resistance Monument revisited conceived as a col-
lective art work curated by Mikel van Gelderen, Marianne Theunissen, 
Gennaro Postiglione, Jeroen Werner and Jurjen Zeinstra (with the col-
laboration of the journalist and art historian Loes Gompes) presented 
at Amstel 41 gallery3 (www.amstel41.info) the 22nd, 23rd and the 25th 
of February 2014 (in occasion of the yearly celebrations of the Jewish 
Resistance and of the February strike).

 æ The Jewish Resistance Monument Revisited: Performance & Installation

The installation and the performance The Jewish Resistance Monument 
Revisited have been developed by the art collective Mikel van Gelderen, 
Marianne Theunissen, Gennaro Postiglione, Jeroen Werner and Jurjen 
Zeinstra, in collaboration with the historian Loes Gompes, during a four 
months collaboration. 
The work was presented at Amstel 41 gallery the 22nd, 23rd and the 25th 
of February 2014, in occasion of the yearly celebrations of the Jewish 
Resistance and of the February strike.
The installation takes off by a reflection on a possible new vision for mon-
uments, memorials and other commemorative forms exploited by the re-
search project REcall. REcall is a research project funded by EU-Culture 
programme that challenges the investigation of new forms of interven-
tions on Conflict Heritage and Landscape with the aim to overcome the 
trauma connected and with the precise goal to avoid the reduction and 
limitation of action around commemorative spaces. 
The Jewish Resistance Monument Revisited is willing to critical investigat-
ing the very idea of memorialisation and of commemorative forms role in 
the contemporary society. Taking for granted the assumption that mem-
ory needs participation and active involvement of citizen to be kept alive, 
the work challenges an intervention dealing with the Jewish Resistance 
Monument on the Amstel, just a few meters away from Amsterdam City 
Hall and Waterlooplein, the Jewish workers district of Amsterdam be-
fore WWII.
The monument was built in 1988 after the initiative of Benny Bluhm 
(1917-1986), a Jewish Resistance fighter and member of the Olympia 
boxer team set up by the local community to protect Jewish people from 
Nazi occupation forces. 
In the words of the Dutch Resistance Museum4:

3  22-23/02/2014, 12:00—17:00, 25/02/2014, 11:00—15:00/18:00—21:00, Curated by art collective, Amstel 
41 gallery, Amstel 41, Amsterdam.

4  http://www.verzetsmuseum.org/museum/en/tweede-wereldoorlog/kingdomofthenetherlands/
thenetherlands/thenetherlands-may_1940_-_february_1941/the_february_strike
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previous page img. 01, img.02-07  — Performance ‘The Jewish Resistence Monument revisited’, Amstel 41 Gallery, 
Amsterdam. Photo: Gennaro Postiglione.
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In early 1941, the members of the NSB in Amsterdam developed an aggres-
sive attitude towards the Jews. Members of the WA, the NSB’s uniformed 
commando group, marched through Amsterdam. Stopping at cafés, they put 
up signs saying ‘No Jews Allowed’ and they destroyed property in the old 
Jewish neighbourhood. Jewish and non-Jewish young men formed com-
mando groups to protect themselves, which resulted in fighting. In these 
fights, WA member Hendrik Koot was so seriously wounded that he died a 
few days later. In response, the Germans temporarily closed off the Jewish 
quarter. They set up a Jewish Council, which was supposed to help restore 
order. But a few days after Koot’s funeral, the Jewish owner of an ice-cream 
parlour sprayed a German patrol with ammonia gas.

The Germans used the incidents as an excuse for the first roundups on Jews: 
on February 22nd and 23rd 1941, 425 young Jewish men were rounded up, 
beaten and taken away. Many Amsterdam residents were shocked. The ille-
gal Dutch Communist Party [CPN] called for a protest strike. On Tuesday 
February 25th, the trams stopped running. Everyone in the city noticed that 
something was going on. The strike caught on. More and more businesses 
took part. The strikers marched through the streets.

The monument has therefore also a strong relationship with the National 
celebration to commemorate the February strike, and it bridges between 
Jewish Resistance and civil protest.
In this context, the team worked out, in collaboration with the histo-
rian and writer Loes Gomps, a systematic browsing of Jewish Historical 
Museum archives to find documents related to the monument and the 
stories it was meant to celebrate and make people to remember of. In-
deed, stories everyone has forgotten or, even more, completely ignore, as 
also the monument manifests in its neglected condition and use: nobody 
really cares about it and its stories are deepen sunken in its black granite 
structure. Only the golden letters from the holy Bible and the icon of 
the Tables of Low impressed on its surface, manifest the presence of an 
hidden meaning; meanings that need to come back to life by some sort 
of intervention.
And this was actually what the art collective set up as main goal of its 
whole project, as the will to take place on the same relevant days when 
the darkest period of Jewish history in Amsterdam started: the 22nd, the 
23rd and of the 25th February, in coincidence with the February strike 
celebrations.
The material collected from JHM archives and Loes Gompes book al-
lowed to put together quite a large amount of stories taken from the 
direct voices of Jewish Resistance fighters: the selected audio/video frag-
ments have been transcribed by volunteers who were caught up after a 
call among launched different personal networks the art collective had. It 
was the re-enacting of the need to have a network in order to fulfil a rel-
evant collective mission, as the Jewish fighters had. And at the same time, 
even this very first and simple act, was again pretending the audience to 
become actor, to take actively part in performing collective memory we 
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all agree need not to be forgotten. In a quite subtle way, the process of the 
making became integral part of the production and of the final product, 
the installation in programme at the Amstel 41 gallery.
The selected fragments have been arranged in the volume The Jewish Re-
sistance Monument transcripts, which has been brought just in front of the 
monument built after the will of Benny Bluhm. There, during an entire 
week, people were approached and asked to perform a story out of the 
book, giving voice to the fragment “as if ” they were the I, “as if ” they were 
there as the story read was telling. Becoming for a moment subjects of 
memory and not passive audience. Its producers. Taking actively part in 
the commemoration process and making the monument speak, unfold-
ing its memory by a plurality of voices, genders, age. Citizens of Amster-
dam or simply passers by.
For a week the monument came back to perform its real role that is, by 
the word of Alois Riegl: “A monument in its oldest and most original 
sense is a human creation, erected for the specific purpose of keeping 
single human deeds or events alive in the minds of future generations.” 
(Alois Riegl, The modern Cult of Monuments, 1903)
During the readings, people were recorded having the monument as 
background, with its black granite consistence filling the whole camera 
frame. One after another, reading fragment from the book, people be-
came both actor and witness, producing a new conflict heritage that will 
go to implement the JHM archive: their reading are in fact the produc-
tion of a new heritage coming from the use and the exploitation of what 
stored in the museum archives. An active approach to history based on a 
performative strategy.
All records have been mounted together to build a new document for the 
history and the memory of future generation.
But before delivering it to the JHM archive, the sequence of readings 
have been brought into the Amstel 41 gallery. Here, a copy of the monu-
ment at full size has been built. Keeping the same orientation and the 
same position, as it was shifted along a virtual line from its location at 
Amstel 1 to the new environment of Amstel 41. Almost a prison for the 
gigantic menir. White painted, the imprisoned monument has been used 
as screen on which to shot the reading records: a sequence of dozen peo-
ple of all kind storytelling to the audience their adopted fragment. With 
the monument as background, bridging the gap between its origin, the 
old stories hidden in its deep black colour and the new voice bringing 
them beck to life.
During the projection, the voice of the new testimonials filled all the 
gallery space, leaving nothing out of sound that almost an unknown prey 
became a mantra. On its waves and foretold daily life scene, a group of 
artists from the Tetterode art collective in Amsterdam spent the open-
ing hours to translate them in images on the wall. The ancestral act of 
leaving sign in the space human being dwell took place in the gallery: 
contemporary graffiti filled the wall of the gallery, giving a visualization 
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to fragments of fragmented stories projected on the monument. A loop 
between different media affirming the centrality of body into participa-
tory processes. The voice, the face, the hand as tool to access history, to get 
in touch with our difficult past and to overcome the connected trauma.
Audience accessing the gallery were allowed to take part at the drawing 
session, taking part at the writing of memory and not only at its passive 
fruition.
Heritage, also difficult heritage, is not only a product of the past we are 
invited to acknowledge but a an active production of the present for the 
future. This is the only way to keep collective memory alive: sharing them 
among the community.



img. 08  — Talk ‘Beyond 
the monument’ edited 
by Gennaro Postiglione. 
Photo:Gerhard Hofland 
Gallery.

img. 09-10  — T Amstel 41 
Gallery, Amsterdam. Photo: 
Gennaro Postiglione.
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About

REcall seeks to formulate a new role of the architectural environment 
based on invigorated research on the cultural landscapes of WWI and 
WWII, and to strengthen the attention on the management, documenta-
tion and fruition of such a heritage.
The project regards heritage as a dynamic process, involving the declara-
tion of our memory of past events and actions that have been refashioned 
for present day purposes such as identity, community, legalisation of pow-
er and authority. According to the project group, any cultural landscape 
or urbanscape is characterised by its dynamism, temporality and chang-
ing priorities in social perception.
We stress that the research we develop will generate the values to be pro-
tected tomorrow. On the strength of this account, our project proposes 
the development of sustainable and innovative architectural practices for 
reuse, valorisation and communication of the XXth Century European 
Conflict Heritage.

 æ Project Description

The project provides improved knowledge and advancement in the state 
of the art of Cultural Heritage diversity in Europe. By establishing syn-
ergies between leading national and local institutions, the project brings 
together diverse theoretical, methodological, phenomenological and op-
erative contributions on the interpretation of Conflict Heritage. Such 
synergies provide a framework to develop innovative research strategies 
based on the power of doing. Indeed, the main objective of our project is 
the reuse and reappropriation of difficult heritage through the reconcilia-
tion of people and their memories. This operation will support European 
policies in Cultural Landscape Interpretation in relation to the citizen-
ship formation processes of post-national societies. In order to ensure the 
success of the initiative, the following specific objectives will be pursued:

 æ Promotion of a cooperation among international Partners combin-
ing different yet cohesive Arts (UNEW, Newcastle, GB), Architecture 
(AAU, Aalborg, DK), Human Rights (Falstad Center, Falstad, N) and 
World War History (Museo Diffuso della Resistenza, Turin, IT). The 
interactions among these institutions will guarantee the multiregional 
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crosscutting nature of the project.
 æ Adoption of an operative typology of research inscribed in a wider cul-

tural frame to dismantle disciplinary boundaries and ground the design 
practice in a procedural mindset.  Part of the innovation promoted by 
the project resides in the creation of a critical link of theory and practice.

 æ Endorsement of the narrative value of art/design. Every reappropria-
tion project can be seen as both the narration of the past and its con-
temporary re–narration. By opening to all kinds of design expressions 
– from architecture to performative arts – those narratives will benefit 
from a wide gamut of tools and methods of interaction between people 
and landscape.

 æ Commitment to young practitioners. By promoting the strict collabo-
ration of recently graduated young practitioners with long experienced 
Partners and Associated Partners, our proposal will be consistent with 
the general scope of the 2012 European Year for Active Ageing and In-
tergenerational Solidarity.

 æ Promotion of the transnational mobility of people and circulation of 
products on the European territory through workshops, on site visits, 
virtual collaborations and an intensive closing seminar. The outcomes of 
the project will be diffused through a travelling exhibition, a catalogue, an 
online blog and a conference. 

 æ Creation of a communication network among Partners, Associated 
Partner and sponsors, and between Partners and practitioners. The pro-
motion of the project will be implemented through face-to-face meet-
ings and open source technologies (blog, Skype, Dropbox, Facebook, 
MyDrive, etc.) to maximize the dissemination of contents and results.

 æ Initiation of long-term period dynamics. Know-how and synergies 
created by the project will generate future initiatives of cultural coopera-
tion at both European and local level, which will drive the reappropria-
tion of Conflict Heritage remains.

 æ Target

The call for application is open to interdisciplinary and international 
young practitioners/researchers’ teams. 
Interdisciplinary: Teams must be compulsory composed by at least: one 
architect, one archaeologist and one artist; we warmly recommend to in-
clude at least one historian and any other profile useful for the elabora-
tion of the work (these extra profiles could be also involved as external 
advisors, but should in any case be mentioned when presenting the team 
composition, specifying their role and type of participation; they should 
deliver all the attachments required for full team members)
International: At least one of the full team members must be a practi-
tioner holding practice & education in a country different from the other 
two compulsory members (which means that at least two nationalities 
should be involved in each Team). Due to the involvement of EU fund-
ing, all members of groups must hold a EU citizenship.
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Young: Full Team members must have received an MA for each one of 
the three compulsory disciplines no more than 5 years ago; in case of an 
artist, it is possible to hold a BA (or equivalent) with at least 2 years of 
qualified practice (certified by CV and Portfolio): the BA title should not 
be more than 7 years old.

 æ The Process

The process is composed of two stages that are described hereafter:
First stage

 æ Objectives: Selection of 10 teams participating at the REcall Idea 
Competition & related workshops.

 æ Description: The first phase is a call for application for the selection 
of 10 young, international and interdisciplinary teams (see section_4) to 
be admitted to the second phase. The first stage will simply be a call for 
applicants.

 æ Relevant dates: - launching  04 DEC 2012; - closing: 15 FEB 2013;  - 
announcement of results 5 MAY 2013.
Second stage

 æ Objectives: The development of 10 design proposals (5 in Norway, 5 
in Italy) concerning tangible outcomes and related to design/financial 
frames that will be provided by organisers. Organisation of a show and a 
conference aiming at illustrating the results of the process.

 æ Description: 10 teams will be selected. 5 will be asked to work on a 
Norwegian site, 5 on an Italian site. The teams will be invited to partici-
pate in a workshop in their project area. The agendas and objectives of 
the two workshops are similar: surveying the sites, collecting information 
presented by the host institutions and the consortium through specific 
communications & lectures (by partners or invited guests), presenting 
any queries about the competition, arranging ad hoc individual meet-
ings to discuss initial ideas, stressing the innovative character that the 
consortium is envisioning for the proposals. At the end of the workshops 
all teams will be asked to develop their design proposal according to the 
competition brief. These designs will be collected during the final work-
shop in a location to be defined (under negotiation the MACBA Study 
Center exhibition hall).
All delivered work by each Team will be arranged in a show for evalua-
tion.

 æ Teams will be invited to present & illustrate their proposal (20 min 
presentation) in front of the Consortium + external invited critics.

 æ The jury will present the results in an open seminar/conference a few 
days after the presentation. The conference will be organised following an 
open call for papers.
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 æ Prizes

First stage
At the end of the first phase 10 teams will be selected to participate in 
the second phase. 5 teams will be asked to develop a project proposal for 
a site in Norway. 5 teams will be asked to develop a project proposal for 
a site in Italy.
IMPORTANT: REcall Consortium will cover all the accommodation 
and food expenses plus the travelling up to a defined lump sum for all 
participants admitted to take part in the summer 2013 workshops (valid 
for both locations). The admission to the workshop and refund is limited 
to the three compulsory profiles of each group (see section_4).
IMPORTANT: selected teams will be asked to confirm their participa-
tion to the second stage no later than 7 days after results announcement. 
Otherwise, the following teams in ranking order will be admitted to the 
second stage.
Second phase
At the end of the second phase the 10 teams will be presenting their 
proposals. The jury will evaluate all 10 proposals and award the following 
prizes:

- location Norway first prize: 3000€; - location Italy first prize: 3.000€;              
- location Norway second prize: 2.000€; - location Italy second prize: 2.000€.

IMPORTANT: All groups selected for this phase may obtain a refund 
of max 1.000€ each as a compensation for the expenses that this stage 
involves. Reimbursements will only be made upon delivery of related re-
ceipts/invoices to responsible Partners.
Publication
Results of the competition and the whole research process (from the 
Venice WS to final workshop) will be collected in a catalogue.
All participating groups applying to the ‘Call for applications’ formally 
accept to keep the authorship of their works, but give the organisation 
the right to use the material for any purpose connected to the dissemi-
nation of the process and the results of the workshops. The organisation 
reserves the right to use this material without any restriction or fee. 
Potential professional assignments
Institutions in charge of the workshop sites will have the possibility to 
decide if participants should be assigned any design charge to the project. 
This will be in any case external to REcall process since it would be an 
individual and independent decision taken by the two institutions.

 æ Competition Entries

First stage
 æ Individually, each member of the team has to deliver:

- 300 words statements about his/her own profile (filename: profile); - 1000 
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words CV (discursive and/or chronological list of items) (filename: cv);          
- a portfolio (for those members for whom it is relevant): either 10 images 
(about max 10 works) as JPG sequence - max 20 MB -, 1200X900 px, 96 dpi 
resolution, either a max 3 mins video (max 100MB), (filename: portfolio).

 æ Each team has to collectively deliver:

- a document containing (filename: administrative): - the list of Team mem-
bers and their role; - the declaration which identifies the Team leader (who 
has to be among the three compulsory profiles delivering all his/her contact 
details.

 - a conceptual proposal for an intervention on Difficult Heritage located 
wherever wished, even as completely abstract situation (by either 10 JPG im-
ages - max 20 MB - either by a max 3 mins video - max 100MB), 1200X900 
px, 96 dpi resolution (filename: proposal); - 1000 words concerning the pro-
posal and the conceptual collaborative approach (filename: approach)

Second stage
Final request for materials to be delivered:

- six rigid 5mm panels in A1 format (illustrating the proposal); - a max 6 
mins video (200 MB max) (Optional); - a model of the proposal at a large 
scale; - mock-up of part of the proposal (e.g.: an installation) (Optional); - a 
2000 words description; - a 64 pages booklet (the template will be delivered 
by organisers) illustrating the whole design process and the final proposal 
delivered.

 æ Evaluation Criteria

First stage

- quality of individual profiles; - coherence of the proposed team with com-
petition objectives; - innovation of the proposal presented regarding RE-
call research topics; - way of interpreting interdisciplinarity in the proposal;         
- quality of media and tools applied in the proposal description.

Second stage

- innovation of the proposal presented regarding REcall research topics;        
- coherence with the brief proposed for each site; - innovation in interpret-
ing the brief;  sustainability/feasibility of proposals; - way of interpreting 
interdisciplinarity in the proposal; - quality of media and tools applied in 
proposal’s description.

 æ Jury

The jury of the first stage will be composed of the project leaders of each 
partner institution.
The jury of the second stage will be composed of the project leaders of 
each partner institution + three external experts (one for each of the three 
main competition fields).





Falstad 
Workshop & Competition
24-30 June 2013
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The Falstad Landscape

 æ Tone Jørstad, Jon Reitan

Approximately 500 prisoner of war camps existed in Norway between 
1940 and 1945. After the war a vast majority of the camps were torn 
down and eradicated, partially or completely. Today, there is little physical 
evidence left from these camps. Thus, Falstad is one of the few places that 
still has a potential, nationally and internationally, for conveying this part 
of the Norwegian history of WW II imprisonment. At Falstad, the most 
extensive physical changes to the infrastructure and the main building 
took place in 1949-50. During the 1950s the prison barracks, fences and 
watchtowers were removed, whilst the main building has been rebuilt 
several times after 1945.

The Falstad Landscape is in general dominated by fields and spruce fo-
rest. Many of the elements that make up the wartime landscape, such as 
the camp area, the Falstad Forest, the Quarry, the Commandant’s House 
and the farm above the camp, is situated on a larger, flat stretch of land 
surrounded by wooded hills. To the east of the camp area lies river Byael-
va which follows the landscape from the south to the Falstadbukta bay in 
the north. There is a sight-line from the Falstad Forest towards the Fjord, 
with the camp area itself centrally situated in the landscape. A visible 
connection between the different places, however, is lacking, making the 
elements constituting the war landscape appear as separate units. One 
measure in connecting the camp area with the Falstad Forest, was the 
establishment of a new path in 2008-11, along the Byaelva river. This 
pathway constitutes one of the sites chosen for the REcall workshop at 
Falstad in June. The landscape is currently used for farming and recrea-
tion for the local population, and to a lesser extent used by visitors to the 
Falstad Centre.  Most visitors use a car to transport themselves between 
the prison area and the Falstad Forest. The mode of transport may in-
fluence how the landscape is experienced.

img. 01  —  Overview. 
Courtesy of Statsarkivet i 
Trondheim (The Regional 
State Archives in 
Trondheim).
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Today, traces of the history of the Nazi Camp are covered by vegetation, 
trees and green surfaces. The landscape may be considered beautiful and 
idyllic. Furthermore, it might be interpreted as a reflection of the hi-
story and development after the dramatic war years, where the healing of 
wounds was an important and necessary social process.
Visitors come to the Falstad Centre with different backgrounds which 
inform their experience of the landscape, and there is a need to provide 
visitors with better information and knowledge. Depending on the target 
group, prior knowledge and the purpose of the visit, different approaches 
need to be used in order to enable the visitors to experience the diffe-
rent stories of the landscape. An “explanation” of the landscape does not 
necessarily need great intervention to the various sites such as the Fal-
stad Forest, the Quarry, the Commandant’s House, or the Pathway. This, 
however, constitutes an important challenge to the REcall teams arriving 
at Falstad in June this year.

img. 02  —  Photographer: 
Oskar A. Johansen. Courtesy 
of The Falstad Centre.
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 æ Site 01: The Camp area

On 10 November 1941, the first prisoners arrived at Falstad. In total, ap-
proximately 4 200 people were imprisoned at Falstad in the years 1941-
1945. The largest groups of prisoners were Norwegian political priso-
ners, Prisoners-of-War and forced labourers from the Soviet Union and 
Yugoslavia. More than 15 nationalities were present in a multicultural 
community of prisoners.Approximately 200 people were executed in the 
Falstad Forest, the camp’s execution site.Today, there are few remnants 
and traces left of the SS Strafgefangenenlager Falstad. The barbed wire 
fences, the barracks, the watchtowers and most of the main buildings and 
work buildings were dismantled and removed from the site around 1950.

img. 03  —   The Falstad 
Centre. Courtesy of The 
Falstad Centre.
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 æ Site 02: The Falstad Forest

As far as we know, 43 Norwegians, 74 Yugoslavs and more than 100 
Soviet citizens were executed in the Falstad Forest during World War II. 
The exact number is uncertain. Other nationalities may also have been 
executed. According to witnesses, around twenty victims were exhumed 
and lowered into the Trondheim Fjord.After Liberation, over 40 graves 
were located and marked with wooden crosses. The Yugoslavian prisoner 
Ljuban Vukovic had an important role in finding the bodies. During the 
war he and three Soviet prisoners had dug most of the graves.After the 
war, all known graves were opened. The Norwegian victims were identi-
fied and buried either in their place of origin or in the Nidaros Cathedral 
Cemetery in Trondheim. In the early 1950s, Eastern European victims 
were moved to war cemeteries in Trondheim. There are probably still 
unopened graves in the old place of execution. In 1989 the Falstad Forest 
was given statutory protection as a World War II grave site.

img. 04  —   The Falstad 
Forest. Courtesy of The 
Falstad Centre.
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 æ Site 03: The Commandant’s house

The Commandant’s House was built by the prisoners and was habitable 
by the turn of the year 1943-1944. It contained an officer’s mess, a firing 
range, a bowling lane, a wine cellar and a sitting room with a fireplace. 
After the War the director of Innherad Forced Labour Camp lived here. 
The building later became part of the special school for the mentally 
deranged. By the end of the 1990s it was privately owned. Today the for-
mer Commandant’s House is owned by Statsbygg, the Norwegian Public 
Construction and Property Management. The Falstad Centre uses the 
building for exhibitions, offices and education.Falstad prison camp had a 
total number of six commandants in the years 1941-1945. None of them 
were prosecuted in the postwar trials. Their officer in command, Gesta-
po leader Gerhard Flesch, received the death penalty in the Frostating 
Court of Appeal. He was shot in Trondheim on 28 February 1948.

img. 05  —   The Falstad 
Centre. Courtesy of The 
Falstad Centre.
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 æ Site 04: The Fjord

In the days between 4 May and 6 May 1945, several graves in the Falstad 
Forest were opened by the Nazi Security Police. The bodies from the 
graves were transported to the quayside and from there transported in 
a boat along the fjord before finally being sunk into an unknown place. 
The boat has never been located. We do not know how many of the exe-
cuted Falstad prisoners who found their final resting place in this way. 
The quayside was also used regularly to transport prisoners to and fro the 
camp. Today, there are no material traces at the quayside, linking the area 
to the history of the SS Camp Falstad and the former site of execution.

img. 06  —  The Fjord. 
Nordland County. Courtesy 
of Riksarkivet (The National 
Archives), Oslo.
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 æ Site 05: The pathway from the Camp area to the forest

This is a recently established path from the former camp area to the for-
mer execution site in the Falstad Forest. The path doesn’t follow a speci-
fic historical route between the camp and the forest, but runs along the 
creek Byaelva. However, the path begins near the former waste dump of 
the camp. Furthermore an escape route used by three prisoners in 1943 
crossed the creek Byaelva somewhere along the path. The path is 1.7 ki-
lometres 

img. 07  —   The pathway 
from the Camp to the 
Forest. Courtesy of The 
Falstad Centre.
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Micol Rispoli, Lúa Coderch, Giovanni Murro, Daniela 
Iannella, Emanuela Murro.

The memories of the past and the official story 
leave their mark in the history of the landscape 
even in what is partially removed: those home-
less memories that create a space where the 
past translates through individual or collective 
emotions. 

In Shared Roots the trace is the landscape. We 
think of it as an expression of civilization and 
culture by translating into recognizable values 
at a given community and a definite historical 
period. Thanks to its ability to reveal the com-
plex relationship between nature and history, 
the landscape becomes a place of memory and 
interpretation of the story through nature. The 
traces of a territory create an emotional rela-
tionship between individual perceptions and 
history. 
We have tried to experience Falstad in its 
complexity: the landscape has witnessed many 
things and yet always manages to carry on, inte-
grating each new event and also changing.
As war affects human relations in many ways, 
we found interesting to focus on those bonds 
because the life of many people got linked for-
ever to Falstad. The idea of a beloved one dying 
in a remote place, ties you to the place. The pro-
ject will feature that people from other coun-
tries could send some seeds to the camp and 
start to take care of this memory garden. People 
would become part of a community through 
sharing and also understanding something that 
is partially concealed.
We don’t want to build an emotional landscape 

but bring out memories through a relational 
approach. The artistic intervention is trans-
formed into a shared process, a new space that 
produces relationships among all those who do 
take part, so the project transforms the place of 
memory in an area of social dialogue, through a 
shared and productive process of relationships, 
in which ourselves, the authorities and the pub-
lic could be a part of.

 æ Micol Rispoli 

Micol was born in Ischia where she currently 
lives. She graduates in Architecture at the Uni-
versity Federico II of Naples. In February, she 
earns a Master’s degree in Museum Curator. 
She have taken part in numerous seminars and 
workshops, including, finally, that of the PIDA 
2012- working with the Austrian architects 
feld72 on sustainable and low budget reuse of 
an abandoned village on the island of Ischia 
(Na). In addition to the design experience dur-
ing and after their university studies, matures 
a strong interest in contemporary art and art-
architecture relationship, with particular atten-
tion to urban and social context. She also is an 
amateur photographer and a member of the 
Circolo Culturale di Ischia Georges Sadoul- 
Italian Institute for philosophical studies.

 æ Lúa Coderch

She lives and works in Barcelona. Formed as 
a sculptor, nowadays her practice involves all 
kinds of formats and contexts, including lec-
tures, installation, sound works and perfor-
mances. Her work points at how things (such as 
ideas, images, regimes) get to have their shape, 

Shared roots
The Chalk Circle
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at how they are constructed, in a process of for-
malization of the real. Her main area of interest 
goes from history to economics, from politics 
to biography. As a practitioner, she’s interested 
in exploring ways of putting into practice this 
effect of impoverishment, deflation, separation 
or deactivation, an effect that occurs in many 
different ways, not only by accident or chance, 
and without necessarily provoking laughter. The 
aim is to act as an extremely attentive spectator, 
mainly provoking strategic shifts in perception 
through display, displacement and re-contextu-
alization of preexistent images and objects.

 æ Giovanni Murro

Born in 1980, currently lives and works in 
Rome. He earns a degree in Archeology at 
University La Sapienza in Rome and a PhD in 
Classical Archaeology at University of Salento 
in Lecce. He has been studying for some time 
now, together with the independent curator 
Emanuela Murro, the history of World War II 
and the resistance movements in Italy and Eu-
rope. He focuses particularly on in the history 
of the Polish II Corps (known as the Anders 
Army), from the formative period upon the ar-
rival in Italy. Giovanni is also interested in an-
thropological aspects of certain musical genres, 
most notably for the archaic Blues and its ties 
with the West African animistic religions. He 
has a strong passion for photography and for 
“self-made” travelling.

 æ Daniela Iannella

Daniela earns a degree in Scenic Design at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna. During the 
course of her study, she experiences both as As-
sistant Scenic Designer and as Costume De-
signer, within some videos making. She later 
went on to pursue her interest in Contempo-
rary Art (especially in Experimental Music and 
Theater) through the Master Course in Events 
and Museum Curator at IED in Rome, focus-
ing her research on the new possibilities of ex-
pression that contemporary art offers to relate 
with the public, and investigating especially the 

innovative display and performative methods 
that result, both from the point of view of or-
ganization than of setting.

 æ Emanuela Murro

She studied in L’Aquila Foreign Languages and 
Literatures. 
After her studies, she have been working abroad 
particularly in Event’s organization.
She has been studying for some time, together 
with the Archaeologist Giovanni Murro, his-
tory of the Second World War, with particular 
attention to the Polish II Corps (known as the 
Anders Army) from the formative period upon 
the arrival in Italy, and resistance movements in 
Italy and Europe. In the meantime, she grows 
an interest in Photography and in the anthro-
pological aspects of Contemporary Theatre.
Through the Master Course in Events and Mu-
seum Curator at IED in Rome, she focuses her 
research also on Contemporary Art, particularly 
on the representative and performative aspects 
and its documentation.
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img. 01-02 —  Maps of the 
main interventions.
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img. 02  —  Zoom of the 
project: the reconstruction 
of the Greenhouse and the 
pathway.
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img. 03  — The Greenhouse 
which preserves the life 
that remains in the seeds 
during the winter.
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img. 04  — Image 
representing the 
installation of a second 
stretch of the trail along the 
path, before the entrance 
to the woods, with a COR-
TEN steel plate at each end 
overlooking a field where 
you mix the flowers from all 
countries. Small COR-TEN 
steel benches allow for 
moments of rest along the 
two sections paved with 
teak iroko planks.

img. 05  — Location maps of 
the essences.
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img. 06  — Photo of the 
model.
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Falstad Forest is today a national cultural mon-
ument and a war grave site. Between 1942 and 
1943 a large  number of men were executed 
there. We still do not know exactly how many 
were executed, but certainly more than 200 
people.
With our project we want to approach a signifi-
cant site, as the Falstad Forest, respecting the 
objectives of the REcall project maintaining, 
however, our different identities.
Our intervention began with a long explora-
tion of the Forest. This survey was carried out 
both in a physical and emotional way. With the 
increasing of the time spent in the Forest our 
perceptions of the place have changed and, with 
they, also our proposals of project.
Our final idea combines the archaeological 
concept of “landscape archeology” with the 
emotional involvement of the visitor. We tried 
to superimpose a new layer to the historical di-
mension inserting lightweight structures ( re-
ticular sheets of rope ) stretched between the 
trees a short distance from the ground, that can 
be used as seating or shelter inside the voids of 
the forest. Elements permeable to the passage 
of time and the growth of vegetation , which 
change aspects, it appropriates the objects 
themselves in a spontaneous manner , losing al-
most their recognition and embedding them as 
invisible shelters.
The operation as well as to define a new way to 
“live”, makes you stop and look at the space of 
the forest, it wants to emphasize the temporar-
ity and the changing nature of events, the layer-
ing that leads to deepened awareness , involve-
ment , integration with the nature and history 

of the place. 
Our intervention does not want to ignore the 
issues or answer specific questions, but let the 
people who visit the forest turn these questions, 
both on historical events and the emotional.

 æ Ilaria Rondina

Ilaria Rondina is an italian architect, grown up 
in Lucca. After studying art in high school she 
chooses architecture to pursue and combine her 
interests about art, design, history. She studied 
in Florence and Milan where she graduated in 
2012 at Politecnico di Milano. 
She attended one year at Universitat Interna-
tional de Catalunya in Barcelona and partici-
pated in some working experiences about criti-
cal context requalification in Figuig Morocco, 
with Africa70ong and in Istanbul, in coopera-
tion with local institutions. Her final thesis “Is-
lands into the stream - City fragments drifting 
from Baltic to Black sea” investigates waterways 
regeneration through a floating architecture 
network. The work has been documented by a 
trip and it is still a work in progress research. 
Her main field of interest deal with urban reap-
propriation, multidisciplinary and participative 
projects.

 æ Federica Romoli

Federica Romoli is an Italian archaeologist 
with a specific interest in prehistory and mate-
rial productions. 
During the studies at the University of Flor-
ence she worked in a archeological museum, 
teaching prehistory to children and adults also 
through practical laboratories. From this expe-
rience born a strong interest in musealization 

Invisible shelter
Ilaria Rondina, Federica Romoli, Pau Garcia
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and in putting people in contact to archeologi-
cal evidences. For this reason, she attends an 
education course about universal accessibility 
to museums. There she learns how to make a 
museum accessible to everyone, even to persons 
with disabilities, and works as a guide in multi-
sensorial exhibitions.
In the meantime she continues to be an ar-
chaeologist, working on many archaeological 
excavations and by research activities, lessons, 
seminaries and laboratories in connection with 
a Ph.D at the University of Siena, still ongoing.

 æ Pau Garcia

Pau Garcia is a spanish Designer. His research 
is based on the areas of graphic arts and new 
media technology. Pau was born in Barcelona 
in 1989. In his early college days, he was geared 
towards the Bio field in hopes to become a 
dentist. He then realized that life is too short 
to have your hands inside the mouth of other 
people so he finally studied Social Science at 
Jesuites de Casp and continued his education 
at Elisava School of Design and Engineering, 
where he graduated Magna Cum Laude in a 
B.A. Graphic Design. After career in 2012 he 
won an European Prize, to develope an ex-
perimental cartography project in collabora-
tion with Istituto Europeo di Design, in Mi-
lan. Since then he has developed different art 
and communication research projects in Italy, 
France and Spain.
Nowadays he leads the art collective Domes-
tic Data Streamers working with installations 
for contemporary art fairs and museums such 
as SWAB or CCCB. Pau is the art director of 
Colortracks Gallery and Ús Barcelona, a festi-
val about art and urban space which brings to-
gether the best creative talents in the urban art 
scene throughout Europe.

img. 01-04  — 
Rappresentations of the 
project-concept.
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img. 06  — Plan of the 
project.

img. 05  — Localization of 
the project site.
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img. 07 — Sketches of the 
project.

img. 08  — Collages of the 
project.

Next pages, img. 09-10  — 
Photos of the model.
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Landscape: a cultural affected, subjective per-
ception of a region in its aesthetic entireness.
This project is about the decentralisation of the 
memorial place to a network, including the om-
nipresent landscape. The former concentration 
camp and the history‘s places will be widened to 
places of arrivals, working, exchanges, meeting, 
dying. The pathway, which is linking the loca-
tions, will be on its own, playing with the visi-
tors, ticking their interest, because it will open 
their perception. Some „choreographic objects“ 
will offer the visitors practical resources for their 
actions and will engage at the same time their 
capacities of expression. From this exchange, 
intimate and generous, physical and sensorial, 
will ensue dialogues with other people and the 
history. 
The meaning of freedom.
The prisoners were separated in categories 
depending on their cultural or political back-
grounds, which implicated different enclosures 
and thus unequal possibilities of contact with 
the outside. This entailed a diverse perception of 
their physical boarders - and also on their threat 
of freedom.  Realising that this is also valid for 
the guards and the people living around Falstad, 
we were mainly influenced on our project by the 
existencialists and the phenomenology.
Choreographic object 1.
The pathway will be punctuated with `sculp-
tural architectures´. It should be understood 
as `choreographic landscaping‘.  Like spatial 
allegories, each architectural gesture will influ-
ence the body of the observer. These contacts 
between the object and the body will activate 
the mechanism of perception, sensation and the 

memory. The quality of each architectural object 
will be found in the quality of visual expression, 
but also in transmission through other senses, 
as a good balance between demonstration and 
imagination. These objects will be developed 
during an Open Call within Norway, but also 
in the countries been involved in history. This 
competition will be used as ‚tool‘ to include par-
ticipation in our work. It is important for us, 
that the place and the subject will be discuss 
with all people concerned, and not only from 
one point of view. It is a good chance to achieve 
acceptance and processing.
The choreographic object we propose is the 
`first step‘ for the `choreographic landscaping`. 
It defines the entry of the center. Its first well 
seen gesture is the welcome gesture, nearly as a 
signal. While coming closer, the visitor has to 
decide between a comfortable walk along the 
shiny black painted object, reflecting the sur-
rounding landscape or to take the object itself 
and to walk through two wooden walls, which 
are nearly closing towards the courtyard. It gets 
very narrow on a certain point but at the very 
end, the visitor can see the tree in the reflection 
of the wall. This tree survived to all stories of 
Falstad and is nearly the only visible trace left. 
But for us a tree is also a symbol of life and 
freedom.

Landscaping
Christine Guerard, Julia Hutzler, Stephan Fiebig, Thurid Andreßen
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 æ Thurid Andressen

Thurid Andreßen, born in 1981 in Kiel, started 
by taking a trip into the fashion world in St. 
Petersburg and there studied Russian. following 
studied architecture at the University of Ap-
plied Sciences in Potsdam, made an internship 
in Buenos Aires and Stavanger. After 3 years 
of involvement in LSW Architects she found-
ed her own architectural office AHA together 
with Julia Hutzler in Berlin.

 æ Julia Hutzler

Julia Hutzler, born in 1980 in Berlin, studied 
architecture and urban planning in Potsdam 
and in the Politecnico di Milano, moving fur-
ther south to Malaga to make her internship. 
After two years of professional experience at 
Sedeno Architects, BDA and 1 year at Mettler 
Landscape Architects, she founded her own 
architectural office AHA together with Thurid 
Andreßen in Berlin.

 æ Stephan Fiebig

Stephan Fiebig, born in 1989 in Berlin, stud-
ied architecture at FH-Potsdam and BHT in 
Berlin. He was working for AHA and is now 
graduating about a project focussing on design-
ing within cultural heritage. 

 æ Christine Guérard

Christine Guérard, born 1984 in the south of 
France, graduated from the ENSAA Boulle 
in Paris (Applied Art) and from the ENSP in 
Versailles (Landscape Architecture DPLG). 
She made an internship at Atelier Marc Her-
trich in Paris and the Agence Paysages in Avi-
gnon. After her degree she moved to Berlin and 
worked at Mettler Landscape Architects and at 
100Land. Since two years she is working as a 
freelancer on international landscape and art 
competitions and projects.
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the cell

the main building

the enclosed camp area

the near surrouding

the region
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img. 01-02  — 
Rappresentation of the 
project-concept.
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smoke of burning leaves

cries of playing children

smells from the kitchen

cracks from the old wood house
smell of woodfire in the fireplace

sound of falling leaves

sap‘s smell

cracking boles
forest‘s crown stroking

touch of the treebark

clawing branches

needle on the floor

taste of the wild fruits

water leaking throught the shingels
steps sinking in the sand

feet‘s tracks
muffled sounds

metallic sounds of the tools

farm s‘ smells

warmth and growls from animals

sounds of workers

smoke from burning garbage

colour and smell of the vegetable garden

pucked fruits‘ flavour

still water
rain on the surface

pool of water‘s sound under the feet

sticking muddy textures

smells from mosses

odour of stagnant water

flowing water

wind through the ferns

running water
taste of fresh clear water

waves
salty haze

seasickness

sounds of boats
lapping water

spreadings‘ odour
hum of a tractor

ringing from animals‘ bell

caress of the corncob on the legs
smell of fresh cut grasses

wind throught the grasses

traffic‘s humming noise

sounds from the railway

feets‘ slamming on the asphalt
warmth‘s radiation from the bitume

sunbeam on the face
appearance of the sky warbling birds

sea smell of the fjord

waves meeting the cliff
sound of the water between the stones

More of 200 prisoners 
were exectuted there. The 
way between the camp and 
the Falstad forest wasn‘t 
desperately rarely the last one.

Prisoners were transported 
regulary through the fjord. At 
the end of the WWII, several 
corpes from the forest were 
sunk there.

Some prisonners did have 
a direct contact with the 
inhabitants, working in their 
farms, fields and forests. They 
received help there.

Most of the prisoners arrived 
at the train station. On the 
way they took to join the 
camp, they saw the whole 
landscape surrounding and 
probably also inhabitants.
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img. 03-04  — 
Representation of entrance 
wall.
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img. 05  — Plan of the 
ground floor.
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What is eminent is the diversity of the Com-
mandants Houses different historical layers. It 
functioned as a home for different types of peo-
ple from the most diverse backgrounds, from 
Lagerkommandanten of the German occupa-
tion forces to Norwegian pupils.
It is not itself a difficult space where difficult 
things happened, it is rather a space where 
difficult historical episodes were planned and 
thought of. Because of that, the space is more 
complex and commemoration is more complex: 
Things worth of commemoration have to be 
carved out and placed in context.
With the massive refurbishments of the build-
ing in 1993/1998, most of the „historical“ arte-
facts of the original structure were removed. In 
general, what we have now is a building from 
the early 1990s. This fact should not be ignored.
In our concept, most of the south-east part of 
the building is transformed into one big open 
space. The walls of today’s living rooms, the 
kitchen and further rooms are removed.
The space should be disposed of all needless-
ness. Only in several broad stripes original ma-
terial elements of the building are shown. These 
stripes function like archaeological layers or 
strata. Different layers of time are getting in a 
relation to one another.
In our concept we tried to have a collection of 
historical details which is as undefined as pos-
sible. The viewer should not be guided, but 
should discover. We don‘t want a valuation of 
details or to establish the one possible reading 
of history, which always also means a blurring 
of other histories.
The keyword in contemporary Norwegian deal-

ing with difficult heritage is plurality. As many 
different histories as possible should be remem-
bered, as many different views as possible. And 
to create a working way of remembering, you 
have to indulge in this contemporaneity.
Our design tries to live up to that: The stripes, 
our archaeological windows, don‘t want to 
only highlight certain layers of time but want 
to show them all at the same time, make them 
comparable and let the viewer make up the 
complex relations between them.

 æ Tobias Doll

Even as an archeologist working on the past, I 
always tried to use the methodology of the subject 
not only in archeological digs, but in a broader 
sense. Like the layers of the earth, every landscape 
shaped by mankind can be interpreted in an arche-
ological sense. A city for example, can be understo-
od as a succession of building periods. Everything 
built has its context and to understand this context 
is a very important step towards the understanding 
of culture.
Living in Berlin, one is surrounded by a city which 
in bears the signs of a difficult heritage. Not only 
are there individual remains of war and terror, but 
the city itself is stamped with the difficult past it 
has. Working with these remains sharpened my 
sense for difficult heritage. Most of the time it isn‘t 
all black and white, but it consists of a multitude of 
different histories. And to remember for a society 
should include remembering all the histories.
I think dealing with difficult heritage needs a mas-
sive theoretical and conceptual basis. It’s not so 
much about the actual intervention but about their 
background. The number one question always is: 
How does a society want to deal with the past? 

Stratigraphy
Tobias Doll, Cecylia Skwirzynska, Elisabeth Eulitz
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How are difficult periods in time incorporated into 
the history of a society?
Writing my master thesis about former socialist 
embassies in Berlin I had the chance to work with 
a heritage that made a radical change from a very 
positive place to a very difficult place. I want to play 
a part in this workshop and help to try to answer 
these questions.

 æ Cecylia Skwirzynska

Having studied and worked in three different Eu-
ropean countries, Poland, Spain and Germany, I 
had the advantage to see these different countries 
with their different conceptual approaches to he-
ritage, remembering and the past. This was a huge 
influence on my thinking.I can’t just see heritage as 
a national thing with all of Europes history being 
dependent on one another like that.
For me, architecture has to be strongly based on 
context. That’s where I see the part archeology has 
to play in the handling of cultural heritage. Ma-
king an abstract intervention is easy, but it’s diffi-
cult to work with a site in full respect of its history. 
I try not to change or destroy the context, but to 
acknowledge it and work with it. Sometimes it just 
has to be shown to develop its power and and vigor.
During my postgraduate programme in Heritage 
Conservation the question of how to deal with 
difficult heritage was often discussed. Luckily be-
cause of the interdisciplinarity of the different po-
stgraduate students with a big variety in opinions.
I hope to be a part of this workshop and to be able 
to realize my ideas about the preservation and pre-
paration of cultural heritage on a really internatio-
nal, interdisciplinary, European level.

 æ Elisabeth Eulitz

As a native of Dresden I was surrounded by the 
Second World War‘s traces all my life. Examina-
tion about history has always been related to re-
construction, undo gaps caused by the war up to 
restoration of the war‘s damages to recreate the 
prewar state of the city‘s center. For those who 
experienced the destruction of Dresden and know 
its unspoiled face this matter, even more, has a spe-
cial importance.
At least visually, this seems to be the final step wi-

thin the process of overcoming sorrow, suffer and 
even guilt of the past.
This kind of efforts of closing wounds remove visi-
bly reminder of what happened before. But in my 
opinion those leftovers shouldn‘t be removed but 
stay being visible for postwar generations. That‘s 
important because our past is part of our identity. 
It reflects our ideas, the things we wish to preserve 
as part of our culture and also is able teach us in 
terms of the future.
The Recall Project offers me the opportunity to 
discover a broader view on the complexity of this 
heritage and gives the chance to acquire my know-
ledge about this period‘s range. Furthermore it 
allows me to collect ideas how to realize a visual 
mark of this heritage, which unfortunately fre-
quently are still barely recognizable relicts. I also 
hope this project enables me to translate this infor-
mation into a freely accessible network.
Because of my personal interest concerning this 
topic and in relation to the work about difficult he-
ritage, it would be a pleasure for me and my team, 
to take part in this interesting challenge.
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img. 03 — Visualization of 
the project.

img. 01-02 — Mental 
background of the layout.
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img. 04 —  Connections of 
the commandants house 
with the other parts of the 
camp.

img. 05 —  Division of the 
house for the flats (yellow 
and blue) and the grand 
lounge (gray).
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img. 06 —  Sketch made in 
Falstad, 2013.

img. 07 — Exemplary layout 
for the stratigraphical 
stripes.
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img. 08 —  Visualisation of 
stratigraphy.
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img. 09 — Plan.

img. 10 —  Drawing of the 
facade.

Next Page, img. 11-12 —  
Photo of the model.
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A terrible story of a sunken boat in the fjord, and 
never found again. No tangible trace of this story, 
just some oral testimony and the memory of a 
community.
A fjord, beautiful in its wilderness, keeper of the 
myriad of animal species, the background of natu-
ral and exciting changes.
Nature, that normalizes all, absorbs the traces of 
mankind and leads to harmony in a beautiful land-
scape.
We can not change this, we can only work with 
nature, tides, seasons. We can keep this place as 
open-air museum, as a living and changing testi-
mony of events (even those no longer visible) and 
donate it to the community. 
Through a series of micro architectures arranged 
along the bay we want to give back to the inhabi-
tants (but also tourists, campers, children) a place 
to discover. A place to closely observe the wonder-
ful bird species protected in Falstadbukta, a place 
for hiking, a place to relax with friends or where 
you can walk to discover the muddy bottom of the 
bay.
No memorials, no commemorative plaques. 
A place freed from its past that leaves emerge, from 
time to time, thanks to the movement of the sea, 
some traces of micro-architectures for visiting the 
park. 
These tracks will remind us of something, or just 
linger there and think about all the truths hidden 
beneath the sea.

 æ Fabrizio Bellomo

Fabrizio Bellomo (Bari, 1982 ) graduated in In-
dustrial Design at the Faculty of Architecture 
in Florence, and attended the master’s degree 

in Photography at NABA in Milan following 
a scholarship from the Puglia region, Italy. He 
carries out projects aimed at involving the pu-
blic and to study the individual and his activi-
ties, both as a single entity and as a member of 
society, experimenting with languages such as 
video, photography, web, installation and print 
media, and combining the subversion of the 
linguistic rules to the storytelling and popular 
environment. Among the latest projects and 
events, in 2012 was selected for the 34th Cine-
med - Festival international du cinéma médit-
erranéen de Montpellier, he participated in the 
opening of the new Museum of Pino Pascali in 
Polignano a Mare and won the Premio Celeste 
in Rome with the video 32 Dicembre. In the 
same period he was selected by the Museum of 
Contemporary Photography in Cinisello Bal-
samo (Milan) and by Pirelli Foundation for 
ART AROUND, a project/commission on pu-
blic art. Achieved in 2011, in collaboration with 
Bruno Barsanti, the project amarelarte, public 
art in the ancient port of Bari, was invited by 
Luca Panaro exhibition on photography at the 
Rocca Malatestiana of Fano and by Francesco 
Zanot to the exhibition Milano, un minuto pri-
ma at the Fondazione Forma of Milan.
In 2010 he curated and designed two publi-
shing products as a result of a research on Pu-
glia region, and the way in which it is repre-
sented by photographers born in Puglia, and 
participates in Milan in some project activities 
at Isolartcenter.
He is currently planning his first film, a docu-
mentary set in Bari in the district of San Ca-
taldo.

Tidevannspark
Birgitte Margrete Fjørtoft, Fabrizio Bellomo, Piergiorgio Italiano
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 æ Birgitte M. Fjørtoft

My name is Birgitte M. Fjørtoft, and I am 25 
years old. I’m from the small island Fjørtoft, lo-
cated on the west coast of Norway, outside the 
city of Ålesund. Today I live in Trondheim.
I graduated from NTNU as an archaeologist in 
the summer of 2012. Within my education I 
also have a one year history study. My master 
thesis is a modern archaeological contribution 
to the interdisciplinary research project Pain-
ful Heritage, which focuses on increasing the 
awareness of the cultural landscape and mate-
rial culture from the prisoners-of-war (POW) 
camps in Norway. This is something that has 
received little attention until today. The main 
focus of my thesis was to locate, evaluate 
and analyze the conservation status of some 
POWcamps in Trondheim and Øysand, in the 
context of modern archaeology. The landscapes 
and material culture from the POW camps are 
an enormous source of knowledge that can in-
crease the understanding and insight on how 
people in captivity were treated during the 
Second World War. It is therefore very impor-
tant that such remnants are recognized as sour-
ce-material and not undermined.
I have experience in background research 
through archive searches, interviewing, and 
location of sites. I believe that such methods 
of acquiring material will be important in the 
REcall-project and as a foundation for an exhi-
bition.
As a eld- archaeologist I have participated on 
several projects in Norway, dealing with both 
registration of cultural heritage sites and exca-
vation of such in relation to road and railway 
development. In general, these have been 
projects on stone- and iron-age remnants.
Today I work at the Falstad Center. Here I 
mainly work on a project that deals with wo-
men’s lives in wars and conicts, which also is a 
topic that has received little attention. 

 æ Piergiorgio Italiano

Piergiorgio Italiano (Lanciano, Italy 1983) is an 
interior designer and visual researcher currently 
working in Milano.
He studied interior design at the Università de-

gli studi di Firenze and Politecnico di Milano, 
where he followed the laboratory of Prof. Pier-
luigi Nicolin and discussed the master thesis 
with a project in museography, supervisor Prof. 
Pietro Marani. He participated in an exchan-
ge program at the Department of Architecture 
at Chalmers Tekniska Högskola, Goteborg; he 
also had a course in typography at CFP Bauer, 
to deepen the interest in graphic design. He has 
been working as a exhibition designer for Artex 
in Firenze, and in a young team of designers 
for SVID (Swedish Designers Association) in 
Småland (SE), taking part in SommarDesign-
Kontoret 2009, where he was in charge of the
renovation and restauration project of an old 
tire factory spaces, Weland.
He worked for some architectural firms in Mi-
lan, such as Francesco Librizzi studio (www.
francescolibrizzi.com) and Nunzio Gabriele 
Sciveres (www.sciveres.com), mainly in the 
field of interiors restauration. He’s also invol-
ved in a research with a network of designers, 
U A A A U. They were mentioned in the “CO/
Auletta” competition, promoted by SNARK 
and RENA: the goal of the contest was to se-
lect ideas, design teams, and participants for 
the future development and transformation of 
Auletta, a small town located in the Campania 
region of Italy that fell victim to the devastation 
of the 1980 Irpinia earthquake.
He recently curated the exhibition “Gino Sar-
fatti. Il design della luce” at the Triennale di 
Milano.
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FOOTbRIDGE ISLAND PLATFORM

img. 01  — Drawings of the 
project devices.

img. 02-03  — Visualization 
of the project .
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PLATFORM HANDRAIL POLE FOR bIRDS ObSERVATION wALL
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img. 04-05  — Maps and 
schemes of the intervention 
area .
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img. o6-08 — Visualization 
of the project.

 img. o9 —Photo of the 
model.
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Rome Workshop
Workshop & Competion
8-14 September 2013
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Minor Geographies of Day-to-Day
Resistance

 æ Viviana Gravano, Giulia Grechi

The Minor Geographies of Day-to-Day Resistance in Rome analyses various 
symbolic episodes of the Roman resistance during the period between 
September 8th 1943 and June 4th 1944. The Armistice between Italy and 
the Allied forces, known as the “Armistice of Cassibile”, was signed in 
secret in the city of the same name on September 7th 1943. On Sep-
tember 8th, at 18.30, the armistice is first announced by General Dwight 
Eisenhower via Radio Algiers, and later confirmed at 19:42 by Marshall 
Pietro Badoglio in a proclamation transmitted via EIAR. On September 
9th, the Savoy Royal Family flees Rome and takes refuge in Apulia, an 
area already in the hands of the Allied troops. Rome is declared an “open 
city” due to the presence of Vatican City and the inestimable value of its 
historical monuments. In actual fact, the Nazis attack the city on the same 
day as the Armistice and occupy it. The occupation lasts 271 days, until 
the final retreat and the arrival of the Allies between June 4th and 5th 
1944. Given its status of “open city” (or “neutral territory”), Rome has long 
figured in the popular imagination as a city liberated ahead of its time, 
and therefore an area without any major form of resistance. In fact, during 
this period the city undergoes a vicious Nazi-Fascist regime which sets up 
five different areas of detention and torture, as well as perpetrating several 
mass killings (the best known of which are those of Fosse Ardeatine and 
Forte Bravetta). However, what is less well-known about this time is the 
day-to-day brutality which both minor and more powerful military lea-
ders and the Nazi-Fascists continued to impose on the unarmed civilian 
population – a total lack of freedom of expression, widespread hunger, 
continual confiscation of personal property and public humiliation. Many 
civilian groups, often appearing spontaneously from the grass roots and 
driven by basic survival needs, opposed this treatment, and constructed a 
complex network of day-to-day resistance. Many men, women and even 

img. 01  — Forte Bravetta, 
Rome, 2013, courtesy of 
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children were tortured to death, or suffered unprecedented violence and 
deported to extermination camps or German factories as slave labourers. 
This civil resistance has not always received the same attention as that of 
the armed resistance groups active in the city. Moreover, these numerous 
and far from insignificant episodes are commemorated today mostly with 
just a plaque or by the name of a location, or the awarding of medals for 
civilian courage more than sixty years on.
Five different stories were suggested to the groups participating in the 
ReCall project, all linked by a single idea – the actions of one or just a few 
citizens, who believed in the possibility of changing a history which appe-
ared, at the time, much bigger than they themselves. In two cases, that of 
Ugo Forno and the massacre of women at the Ponte dell’Industria, there 
is no political organisation as such involved, but rather the conscience of 
an individual or of a mere few individuals who saw their actions as a duty 
both to themselves and towards the community as a whole. In the case 
of Quadraro, we discuss how the everyday resistance of an entire district, 
consisting of both armed conflict but also of small daily disturbances, led 
the Nazi-Fascist madness to deport almost the total male population of 
the area. This a clear demonstration that a civilian community can push 
a powerful military organisation into crisis. Two other cases show how, 
in different ways, existing groups can partially waive their own rules in 
order to help their fellow citizens. We discuss the heroic resistance of the 
Carabinieri in Rome and the silent but powerful defiance of the Catholic 
Church.
We would like to cite here an illuminating text, The Coming Community. 
by the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, which we believe illustrates 
precisely how these episodes foreshadow his idea of a “coming communi-
ty”: “The fact that must constitute the point of departure for any discourse 
on ethics is that there is no essence, no historical or spiritual vocation, 
no biological destiny that humans must enact or realize. This is the only 
reason why something like an ethics can exist, because it is clear that if 
humans were or had to be this or that substance, this or that destiny, no 
ethical experience would be possible-there would be only tasks to be done. 
This does not mean, however, that humans are not, and do not have to be, 
something, that they are simply consigned to nothingness and therefore 
can freely decide whether to be or not to be, to adopt or not to adopt this 
or that destiny (nihilism and decisionism coincide at this point). There is 
in effect something that humans are and have to be, but this something 
is not an essence nor properly a thing: It is the simple fact of one’s own 
existence as possibility or potentiality . But precisely because of this things 
become complicated; precisely because of this ethics becomes effective.” 
(Agamben 2001; 39).
The individual choices of each resistance member were not dictated by 
conscience, or a will to surrender their lives to an epic destiny (something 
“worthy of being recounted” and therefore remembered), but were rather 
the actions of those who felt an urgent need to oppose the current state 
of affairs by choosing to pursue active participation. And the memory of 
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these episodes has a strong resonance in the present, inasmuch as it repre-
sents the idea of “community”, not a community which is pre-destined to 
achieve a heroic destiny, but one which lives, and by living expresses its full 
potential for resistance. The Jewish philosopher Hannah Arendt, in her 
essay on the concept of Active Life, writes: “And so the language of the 
Romans, perhaps the most dedicated population to political activity that 
has ever existed, took the words “living” and “being among men” (inter 
homines esse), and respectively “dying” and “ceasing to be among men” 
(inter homines esse desinere) as synonyms” (Arendt 1957, 9).
The importance of tracing these stories on the geography of Rome today 
relates to a need to try and create a new definition of “community” or “civil 
society” in a present which does not address its own recent past, which 

img. 02  —  The Attacks on 
the Ovens, Rome, 1944, 
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removes its historical black holes and, at most, “celebrates” instead of rein-
vigorating the places which were the scene of such significant events. The 
removal of the memory of these episodes, which are considered “minor” 
in the official history, is not an innocent act. Identifying those individuals 
who opposed living conditions which they considered unjust implies hi-
ghlighting the importance of voices from below; it implies reinforcing and 
reaffirming civil action.
In addition to the historical data and the common principles which unite 
these five areas of work, we believe it is important to remember that Rome 
bears very few traces of the horrors of the Nazi-Fascist period, and that 
the few that are preserved are celebrated in a very traditional, very low-
key and completely uncommunicative way. We therefore feel that these 
five “approaches” to the difficult memories of these dramatic episodes, and 
to the living, active memory of those ordinary citizens who opposed the 
horror, may construct a path which can be continuously implemented, and 
even project itself into the future. As well as Quadraro, there are entire 
neighbourhoods who lived their own history of civil resistance from be-
low. Alongside the heroes of Ponte dell’Industria, there were other women 
murdered for a loaf of bread, such as Caterina Martinelli, killed with her 
small daughter in her arms (who injured her spine as she fell with her 
mother). We remember also Teresa Gullace, portrayed in the film Rome, 
Open City; and others like Ugo Forno, such as the dozens of partisan run-
ners who were taken and murdered, often tortured even though they were 
merely children, the parish priests and police officers, the dozens of doc-
tors and nurses captured and tortured, summarily executed for assisting 
partisans or Jews, or the railway workers who risked their lives to open 
sealed trains to free the deportees. This Minor geographies of day-to-day 
resistence could turn out to be an infinite space in which to construct an 
“imaginarium” for the identification of those actions that were part of a 
“normality” made exceptional by the times.
Gesmundo Giacchino, shot at the Fosse Ardeatine, writes : “Be aware that 
our actions are not the isolated actions of a group of terrorists, the conse-
quences of which do not echo among the masses. We are the leading edge 
of a struggle of which the vast majority of people are a part. If it were not 
so, we could not survive these actions, and we would be cursed forever. But 
the people, the workers, love us, respect us and protect us; they are ready 
to rise up for us. Even our enemies know this, and that is why they resort 
to reprisals, and not only in Italy”(Bentivegna 1983, 93).
The five focal points of our work raise five different issues related to the 
difficult memories of the horror of the Nazi-Fascist domination of Rome, 
and Italy as a whole; they also recount five different attempts at opposition 
to that regime, ending in both victory and defeat. The five stories have 
tragic endings, but they also pinpoint five locations; they are physical and 
material, but also moral and ethical; they are waiting to be transformed 
into places of memory, not monumentalised, passive memory, but rather as 
places of experience which can be renewed and revived for the present day.
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 æ Story 01: The “Attacks” on the Women of Ponte dell’Industria

The winter of 1944 is characterised in Rome by the dramatic rationing of 
food. Each family, regardless of size, is permitted just 100 grams of bread 
per day. Many ovens cannot bake because the Nazi-Fascists commandeer 
the flour to make white bread for the Fascist hierarchy and the Nazi 
invaders. The women waiting at the bakeries are often denied even the 
100g of bread, after hours of queuing. Between January and April 1944, 
some of the mothers begin spontaneous attacks on the ovens. After these 
first attacks, the women are supported by the partisans, as told by Carla 
Capponi. On the April 7th 1944, a large group of women and children, 
from the Ostiense e Portuense neighbourhood attack the Tesei oven, 
which secretly produces white bread for the Nazis. The PAI, Police of 
Italian Africa, call the SS and ten women are taken. They are led onto the 
parapet of the bridge, Ponte dell’Industria, in Ostiense and shot in cold 
blood. Father Efisio, parish priest of the nearby Church of St. Benedict, is 
called on to try and stop the massacre, but arrives to find them lying dead 
on the ground. His testimony, along with others, recounts how one of the 
women, the youngest, had been dragged from the river and had suffered 
a gang rape by the Nazi-Fascist troops, before being shot in the head. 
For many years following the end of the war, the names of the murdered 
women remain unknown; they were ordinary people who were driven to 
attack the oven out of hunger alone. Subsequently, thanks to the patient 
reconstruction of events carried out over years by journalist Cesare De 
Simone, the full names of all the victims were finally known. Immediately 
after the war, the Italian Parliament has a plaque erected to commemo-
rate the massacre, at the request of the female parliamentarians of the 
Communist Party, but this is first vandalised and then destroyed perma-
nently. Recently, at the location of the shooting, a marble memorial stone 
has been erected surrounded by a small flower bed, placed at the corner 
of the bridge. This small monument is hardly visible and shows only the 
names of the women killed, and a bas-relief of anonymous female faces. 
The massacre at the Ponte dell’Industria is a significant event that de-
monstrates the importance of everyday, unarmed resistance, carried out 
by people who attempted to oppose the daily abuses and violence of the 
Nazi-Fascists. The women involved in the oven attacks are an impor-
tant symbol of resistance from below, often forgotten by the narratives 
of “wider” history, specifically because they represent clear evidence of a 
widespread dissent of civilian society in a time of dictatorship.
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 æ Story 02: The schoolboy partisan: Ugo Forno

Ugo Forno, known as “Ughetto” to his classmates, is 12 years old and 
lives in Via Nemorense 15, in the middle-class suburbs of Rome, with his 
father Enea Angelo, a clerk at the local Finance Office, and his mother 
Maria Vittoria Sorari . Having finished the second year of Middle Scho-
ol (Luigi Settembrini in via Sibenik) in May of 1944, he has just been 
accepted into the third year with full marks. On the morning of June 5th 
1944, the day after the official arrival of the Allies in Rome, Ugo leaves 
the house, saying that he is going out to play. He goes to the central squa-
re of the “quartiere” and hears that the Americans are arriving to liberate 
that area of the city. But several groups of Nazis are still fighting. Around 
the river Aniene, some Partisan groups are preparing the ground for the 
arrival of the Allies, but Ugo learns that there is a team of Nazi engineers 
who are planning to blow up the railway bridge over the river which is 
the main route for the Allied entry into Rome. Ugo takes up position 
in a farmhouse in vicolo del Pino, not far from his own house, armed 
with weapons that he has found hidden in a nearby cave, and convinces 
some other older youths to attack the Germans. These are Antonio and 
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Francesco Guidi, sons of the owner of the farmhouse and Luciano Cur-
zon, Vittorio Seboni and Sandro Fornari, three of their labourers. This 
small group of improvised resistance fighters prevents the Germans from 
blowing up the bridge. As they retreat, however, they fire three mortar 
rounds at the young partisans resulting in a direct hit on the head of 
young Ugo. He dies instantly. Ugo Forno is the last to fall in the battle 
for the liberation of Rome. Documents unearthed by journalist Felice 
Cipriani, who, as part of the Ugo Forno Foundation, has worked for years 
to keep the memory of this episode alive, attest that Ugo had applied to 
join the resistance a few days before, but had been denied the opportunity 
because he was too young. Recently, the National Railway has named the 
high speed rail bridge over the Aniene after Ugo Forno – the very bridge 
saved by his actions. There is also a small plaque in Nemorense Park, near 
the house of Ugo Forno. The Middle School he attended has dedicated 
its main hall to him and carries out activities in his memory with the cur-
rent pupils. The Ugo Forno Foundation has also identified a small garden 
in the same area which will be dedicated to Ughetto and his actions that 
day. The story of Ugo Forno was chosen because this young “man” put the 
common good before his personal well-being. Ugo represents the idea 
that one single action, though life-threatening and, ultimately, fatal, can 
change the course of history. The memory of this episode, which only this 
year has been honoured with the Gold Medal of Valour, speaks of that 
resistance from below which is often disregarded as it affirms the lack of 
consent of the common people in times of dictatorship.

img. 04  —  Ugo Forno, 
Rome, 1944, Courtesy of 
Ugo Forno Fondation, 
http://www.ugoforno.it/
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 æ Story 03: the Quadraro ‘Republic’ and Operation Whale

The Quadraro was (and still is) a working-class suburb of Rome. As with 
all the other similar suburbs, it was constructed by the Fascists to keep 
the peasant masses and the underclass outside the walls of the capital. It 
arose from slums built by the poor using scavenged materials. The Qua-
draro, however, soon takes on the appearance of a well-organised and 
well-constructed neighbourhood, home to many immigrants from the 
south of Italy and Abruzzo, mostly labourers and construction workers. 
Soon after the Armistice, and up until the Liberation, the Quadraro 
becomes a centre of spontaneous civilian resistance, where small daily 
actions, from attacks on the Nazi-Fascist vans to assaults on the bread 
ovens, create a situation which makes it difficult for the invaders to en-
ter the area. Everyone participates in this “light” resistance, consisting of 
conversations in bars and small acts of sabotage and attacks – entire fami-
lies, even Don Gioacchino Rey, the local parish priest of Santa Maria del 
Buon Consiglio. The Chief of Staff of the Reich, Kesselring, describes the 
Quadraro as a “hornet’s nest”. In Rome, it is said that to escape the Nazis 
you can hide either in the Vatican or the Quadraro. In close collabora-
tion with the Sicherheitsdienst [SD, Security Service], the intelligence 
service of the SS, Lieutenant Colonel Herbert Kappler organises a puni-
tive action aimed at the entire neighbourhood – the so-called “Operation 
Whale.” At dawn on April 17th 1944, the Quadraro is surrounded by 
Nazi soldiers and all men between 16 and 60 years of age, who are able to 
work, are rounded up (there is still debate about the exact figure, but we 
are talking about some 950 people, as evidenced by some survivors). They 
are first gathered together at the Cinema Quadraro, then in the buildings 
of Cinecittà Film, and then deported to the concentration camp of Fos-
soli in Emilia Romagna, from where they are sent to Germany and sold 
as slaves to various German factories. The men of Quadraro thus become 
part of a huge number of workers deported from all over Europe, now 
referred to as “Hitler’s slaves.” This is not just about people being forced 
into hard labour, but rather an actual form of organised killing – no pay, 
food only once a day, dormitories in wooden shacks full of insects and 
disease in temperatures as low as 20 degrees below zero, no form of me-
dical care. The workers are forced to march for miles outdoors in cloth 
shoes in order to reach the factories. Less than half of those deported 
from Quadraro get back home and most of the returning survivors will 
die as a result of the abuse suffered in Germany. The Quadraro deporta-
tion was the largest deportation of civilians in Italy after that of the Jews 
from the Roman ghetto. For decades these Roman citizens were not even 
given the status of victims of Nazism and Fascism, because the Germans 
had made them sign, at gunpoint, a letter testifying that they were going 
to Germany to work as volunteers. Although documentary evidence of 
the forced deportation was found almost immediately, there was a long 
wait before a Gold Medal for the Resistance was awarded to the quar-
tiere. Written and oral testimonies of the time clearly show that Kappler 
wanted to physically eliminate the men and boys of the neighbourhood 
because their continual resistance was both unbeatable and unbearable 
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for the Nazis. Currently in Quadraro there is a Monument to the de-
portees, and a very active District Committee dedicated to the memory 
of that time. The Carlo Moneta Professional State Institute for Trade 
and the Benedetto da Norcia State High School have carried out several 
studies on the events of 1944 in Quadraro. Claudio Siena, president of 
a local cultural association, also organises a popular annual cycle race to 
commemorate that terrible episode. The groups involved in the ReCall 
project will therefore be able to interact with different physical locations 
in the neighbourhood which commemorate the facts in a “traditional” 
way, as well as with associations, committees and citizens who are active 
“memory-bearers”.

img. 05  —  Parc 17th April 
1944, plaque in memory 
of the deportations in 
Quadraro, 2013, courtesy 
of Massimiliano di Franca/
Routes Agency.

 æ Story 04: the Silent Resistance of Priests and Nuns

During the Nazi occupation, Rome is home to the Pope and the Vati-
can state. There has been much discussion about the position taken by 
Pope Pius XII, on the papal throne in 1939, in relation to the German 
invaders. Two opposing theories explain the ‘silence’ of the Vatican at 
this time. One theory sees the Pope as close to the Nazis due to their 
role as anti-Soviets and anti-Communists in Europe; the other, however, 
explains the neutrality of the Vatican as a way of being able to stay in the 
city and provide clandestine assistance. For our purposes, it is not impor-
tant which is the correct explanation. In the project we do not intend to 
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discuss the higher echelons of the Vatican, but rather the dozens of nuns, 
priests and monks who secretly helped those in need during those terri-
ble days in Rome. Convents, seminaries, confraternities and even places 
of cloistered communities, hid Jews, gave shelter to military deserters, 
resistance fighters, fugitive political dissidents and their families, and to 
the partisans, regardless of religion or political views. Some of these even-
ts, which led to the deaths of clerics and other members of the Church, 
are both well-known and even commemorated, but many others have 
remained in the shadows, similarly to a multitude of other minor acts 
of day-to-day resistance in Rome. Priests were considered so dangerous 
that the fascist political police sent their men to listen to their sermons 
in church to assess whether they constituted incitement against the Na-
zi-Fascists. Everyone knows the story of Don Pietro Pappagallo, shot 
at the Fosse Ardeatine; that of Father Giuseppe Morosini, tortured and 
then shot in Via Tasso in Forte Bravetta, accused of hiding weapons for 
the partisans. But not everyone knows the incredible story of Don Paolo 
Pecoraro who, on March 12th 1944, stood up in the midst of the crowd 
listening to the Pope in St. Peter’s Square, with a red flag and began 
shouting his protest against the Nazi invaders. The Pope had him arrested 
and brought to the Vatican, but only to save him from the hands of the 
German military. We should also not forget Don Gioacchino Rey of the 
parish of Santa Maria del Buon Consiglio, who was violently beaten for 
his outspoken opposition to the Nazi round-up and deportation of the 
men from the Quadraro; he managed to ensure that the under-16s and 
over-60s were not taken. Many documents mention Don Volpino of the 
parish of Santa Maria della Provvidenza in via Donna Olimpia who took 
in and saved at least 65 Jews, as well as resistance fighters and politicians. 
A key role in this work of aid and rescue was played by all the parish prie-
sts and church members of the villages and the poorest neighbourhoods 
of Rome. These include the nursing sisters of the Ramazzini Sanatorium 
who even helped the men of the “Bandiera Rossa” partisan company; 
Don Adolfo Petriconi and his curate, Don Parisio Curzi, of the parish of 
SS. Redentore in Val Melaina who were arrested and sentenced to death, 
though ultimately saved by a last minute stay of execution; and Father 
Libero Raganella, parish priest of the poor district of San Lorenzo. Many 
remember the incredible episode of the Nazis who entered San Paolo 
Abbey (which had taken in about 620 fugitives) with weapons drawn 
and took away several politicians, escapees of the draft and Jews, despite 
a further attempt on the part of the monks to help them escape. A special 
role was also played by the nuns who hid many Jewish women and girls. 
We mention, as examples only, the Augustinians of Santi Quattro Coro-
nati, and the sisters of San Pancrazio al Gianicolo church . This section of 
the project will highlight those ‘minor’ episodes concerning the men and 
women of the church, Christians, Catholics, who, by acting in accordance 
with their beliefs, ended up tortured and/or killed. We also focus on a real 
and spontaneous network which allowed the refugees to escape, but also 
to work at organising the resistance from their hiding places in different 
centres of worship around Rome.
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 æ Story 05: the clandestine front of the “carabinieri”

On 7th October 1944, the German High Command in Rome definiti-
vely disbands the Carabinieri. The SS bursts into the barracks, deporting 
between 1500 and 2500 police officers (“carabinieri”) to concentration 
camps in Germany. In the documents of General Herbert Kappler, we 
read that the deportation of the Carabinieri was necessary in order to 
proceed with the round-up of the Jews in the Roman ghetto, because 
the Carabinieri were the only ones who could sabotage the operation. 
Marshal Rodolfo Graziani gives the order to disarm the Carabinieri, the 
most dishonourable thing for a military man, especially if implemented 
by other Italians, in this case the PAI (Police of Italian Africa). The Ca-
rabinieri felt that a fascist coup had taken place within the brigade. The 
Nazi-Fascists had every reason to neutralise the Carabinieri who, being 
fiercely loyal to the king, regarded the Germans as invaders. The Cara-
binieri have just fought against the Germans in Rome, on September 
10th 1943, at Porta San Paolo, and Naples, with offensive operations and 
sabotage (such as interruption of railway lines, roads and bridges, and the 
withdrawal of anonymous tip-offs about anti-fascists from censorship 
offices). The Carabinieri in Rome begin to desert in increasing numbers. 
The eleven thousand police on duty in early September have been redu-
ced to only five thousand a month later. The defectors take their weapons 
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with them to hand over to the partisans and begin sabotaging German 
operations. Over two thirds of the Carabinieri, who never wanted to swe-
ar allegiance to the Republic of Salò and the Nazis, go underground and 
form themselves into bands. To organise the different groups of military 
deserters, the Clandestine Military Front for Resistance (FMCR) is crea-
ted, coordinated by retired General Filippo Caruso and Captain Raffaele 
Aversa, and engages in active combat alongside the Roman Resistance. 
Many of these soldiers are captured and even tortured to death in the 
SS prison in Via Tasso. Most of the police, even under torture, do not 
provide any information to the Germans. Colonel Frignani is tortured 
in front of his wife so that she can encourage him to talk; but his wife 
pretends not to recognise him. Brigadier Angelo Ioppi, who specialises 
in acts of sabotage (such as throwing a bomb on a column of fascists in 
via Tomacelli on October 28th 1943, or the destruction of two German 
trucks at the Coliseum) is arrested, interrogated at the prison in Via Tas-
so and tortured 28 times – he will become a permanent invalid as a re-
sult of this treatment. During interrogation, Ioppi continually repeats the 
same phrase: “I am a carabiniere of the King.” A total of 35 carabinieri 
die in the defence of Rome, twelve are shot at the Fosse Ardeatine, 111 
are killed in retaliation for the bombings, and about 2000 are deported. 
The deportation of the carabinieri was an act of revenge on the part of the 
Germans for the desertions and sabotage. The deported carabinieri come 
from the Legioni Lazio, Rome, Allievi, the barracks of Podgora, Pastren-
go, San Lorenzo in Lucina and Piazza del Popolo, as well as a variety of 
other barracks. Some are warned first and manage to escape, becoming 
part of the FMCR. The carabinieri who are deported to the extermina-
tion camps in Germany have their status of military prisoners removed, 
on the orders of Hitler himself. They are thus considered simple priso-
ners, traitors, and become part of the “final solution”. The Nazis wanted 
the Italian soldiers to work in the factories and the German countryside 
in order to free up German men to fight at the front, but the Italian sol-
diers refuse any kind of collaboration, even at the risk of their own lives. 
The soldiers who manage to return from the camps are not understood. 
What they have experienced and the choices they have made, following 
a specific ethical code of never cooperating with the Nazis, seem im-
possible to communicate, impossible to understand, and for many years 
their experiences are removed from the story of the Roman resistance. 
Only in the 1990s do some German historians become interested in the 
stories of Italian soldiers in Nazi concentration camps. In this section 
the intention is to highlight stories that are seldom recounted, and often 
removed, about the active and important role that the Carabinieri played 
in the Roman resistance, preserved largely in the historical archives and 
the Carabinieri Historical Museum, established in 1925.
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On 7th April 1944 in the Ostiense neighbour-
hood of Rome, an attack was carried out on the 
Tesei bakery by a group of women. As a result, 
ten women were led onto the parapet of the 
nearby bridge – the Ponte dell’Industria - and 
shot by the SS. This attack was a spontaneous 
and unorganised assault, driven by pure des-
peration and hunger, coerced by the rationing 
of bread to only 100 grams per family, per day. 
An instance of unprompted civil resistance, 
this event led to further attacks on bread ovens 
throughout the city. 
Within this story there is a key material ele-
ment which we have made the focus of our pro-
posal: bread. The potency of the 100 gram piece 
of bread as a ration is a powerful one and we 
have explored the use of bread throughout Ital-
ian history as an influential social and political 
tool; one of rhetoric and propaganda.
Ostiense is now a post-industrial landscape and 
the site of a stop-start regeneration process. A 
cultural area - the Gasometro - lies alongside 
the River Tevere and provides entertainment 
throughout the summer months. We propose 
to use part of the Gasometro, next to the Ponte 
dell’Industria, to build a wheatfield. Five local 
schools will sow, nurture and harvest the wheat 
in collaboration with agricultural organisations. 
When the wheat is harvested the school chil-
dren will bake it into 100 gram pieces of bread, 
replicating the rations given to families during 
the war. The bread will be disseminated at two 
feasting events – a harvesting festival and a 
celebration on 7th April to commemorate the 
massacre.
As a permanent, cyclical process, the field will 
be renewed annually, reinvigorating the mem-

ory each year. This process enables the local 
community to take possession of their difficult 
heritage and the memorialisation of it. Fur-
thermore, the activities of the community in 
nurturing the wheatfield reinforce the notion 
of civil action in an everyday manner, which is 
so integral to our story, whilst the involvement 
of children will create an innovative space of 
shared learning and memorialisation which is 
relatable for a new generation. 

 æ Sophie Anderton

Sophie Anderton is currently the Assistant Cu-
rator at Bede’s World museum, Jarrow, Newcas-
tle upon Tyne. She has a BA in Ancient History 
and Archaeology from Newcastle University 
and is working towards entry to Glasgow Uni-
versity for an MLitt in Battlefield and Conflict 
Archaeology.
With a keen interest in conflict history and ar-
chaeology, her undergraduate dissertation was 
the first piece of academic work to study the 
Armstrong War memorial, within Newcastle 
University, in detail. This research, progressed 
by the university after her graduation, has now 
been published in the form of a digital memory 
book and teaching pack.

 æ Enrico Forestieri

Enrico Forestieri is an architect and researcher 
based in Milan, Italy. He obtained a Masters 
Degree in Architecture at the Politecnico di 
Milano in October 2011 with post-environ-
mental research about cyclical nomadism as a 
refined strategy of land resources management. 

The 100 Gram Cycle
Sophie Anderton, Enrico Forestieri, Julia Heslop



img. 01-02  —  View from 
the Ponte dell’Industria 
showing the wheat ready 
for harvesting.
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He has been Visiting (2009-10) and Erasmus 
(2007-08) student at ETSAM (Madrid); and 
Erasmus (2004-05) student at FAUTL (Lis-
boa).
He has collaborated with Italian, Portuguese 
and Spanish offices and has promoted and cu-
rated conferences and debates in Milan and 
Madrid (Material contexts; Around Robin 
Hood Gardens: the work and thoughts of Ali-
son + Peter Smithson; Alquimia: contemporary 
spaces for production, Tuning 07: European 
young architects).
He is a freelance architect and a teaching as-
sistant at Politecnico di Milano.

 æ Julia Heslop

Julia Heslop is an artist, writer and researcher 
based in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. She has a 
BA in Fine Art from the Glasgow School of 
Art and a Master of Fine Art from Newcastle 
University. She is currently undertaking a PhD 
in Human Geography at Durham University, 
examining participatory housing methods in an 
austerity context.
Previous artwork has included large scale archi-
tectural installations and cross art form perfor-
mances. Her commissions include work for Up 
the Wall festival of live arts at Chester Castle 
and at the Hortillonnages floating gardens in 
Amiens, France. She has also presented work 
at the Hatton Gallery, Newcastle and at the 
Lisbon Architecture Trienalle. Her research has 
been given at the conferences Connecting Prin-
ciple and Creative Methodologies at Newcastle 
and Durham Universities respectively. 
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Mobile bakery

Bread: 1000 kg per celebration

FP - Aubusson  2000m2 wheatfield

Grain yield: 1850 - 2000 kg of grain per year

FP - Aubusson seeds

Seeds: 35-40 kg
Seed density: 450-500 seed/m2

Sharing bread 
and sharing memory

Mobile thresher and mill

Flour: 1150 - 1250 kg

Madia

Wooden box traditionally used 
to mix and knead bread dough 

Ciriola Romana

Typical working class bread in Rome.
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img. 03  —  Cycle of 
transformation: from seed 
to loaf.

img. 04  —  Diagram 
showing the cycle of wheat 
growth, the role of the 
participating organisations 
and when the events will 
take place throughout the 
year.
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img. 05  — The growth and 
changing colour of the 
wheat throughout the year, 
and its relationship to the 
human scale.

img. 06  — The 7th April 
street party and feasting 
festival celebrating the 
memory of the massacre. 
The wheat is in full growth 
at this time.

img. 07  —Late June - post 
harvesting, showing the 
dismantling of the mobile 
mill and bakery, whilst the 
field is being prepared for 
the first plowing.



img. 08  —  Aerial view 
of the site, including the 
wheatfield, the Gasometro, 
the Ponte dell’Industria, 
the Ponte della Scienza and 
the site of the Tesei bakery 
and mill.

img. 09  —  An axonometric 
projection of the site 
including the wheatfield 
with the mobile bakery and 
event space.
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img. 10  —Section showing 
the viewpoints which the 
wheatfield may be seen 
from and the relationship 
between the bridge and our 
intervention.

img. 12  —Winter - the 
Gasometro is closed but 
the seeds are sown fort he 
next crop.

img. 11  —Section, detail.



img. 13  —  The model, 
based upon the Italian 
‘madia’- a large wooden box, 
which was traditionally 
used to mix and knead 
bread dough - shows the 
materiality of the wheat 
and the actual size of the 
100 gram piece of bread in 
relation to a child’s hand.

img. 14  —  Photo of the 
model.
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img. 15-16-17  —  Photo of 
the model.
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We propose for the Quadraro an open-air in-
stallation with a clear temporal character (last-
ing approximately two to three days) that makes 
the process of disappearance tangible and so 
metaphorically re-enacts the Rastrellamento.
On the night of the 16th of April, and until 
dawn on the 17th, 1000 transparent ice blocks 
(50 x 50 x 30) will be placed along streets and 
sites over the neighbourhood, spanning the 
whole of the Quadraro Vecchio.
Inside the blocks the Team will place small, 
everyday objects, either collected from the 
neighbours in the Quadraro or found there, but 
in any case with a clear relationship to the day-
to-day life in the quarter. The objects serve to 
underline the individuality of every block (eve-
ry block will also be catalogued and numbered, 
from 1 to 1000) while stressing the disruption 
of the daily routine inflicted by the Rastrella-
mento.
The installation creates a temporary presence, 
and materializes the process of disappearance 
that lies at the heart of the Rastrellamento; the 
experience of the installation breaks into the 
daily life of the Quadraro and recreates a sense 
of community for the time of its duration, since 
it is directed to and experienced by all living in 
the quarter.
The project conveys the magnitude of the event 
by recreating its numerical aspect throughout 
the neighbourhood, while at the same time de-
centralizing its structure to adapt to both the 
reality of the Quadraro and to be truthful to the 
memory of the event. Citizens are confronted 
with a relatively sudden event (an apparition, it 
could be said) that extends to the whole neigh-

bourhood. The fact that the installation can 
never be seen completely from a single point of 
view stresses the idea of diversity, and the many 
perspectives on the event, underlining the idea 
that such an event was comprised of many in-
dividuals, and can’t be rightfully expressed by 
reducing them to a single symbolic entity.

 æ Iñigo Giner Miranda

Iñigo Giner Miranda is a Spanish composer 
and musician/performer currently living in Ber-
lin. His work focuses on interdisciplinary que-
stions, both as a composer and as an interpreter, 
and he regularly collaborates with visual artists 
and performance groups (such as IIS Berlin or 
Yasuhiro Sakamoto). The main themes concer-
ning Giner Miranda’s work deal with the crea-
tion of meaning through the superposition of 
the visual and acoustical levels, and its unveiling 
by means of deconstructive techniques. 
He is co-founder of DieOrdnungDerDinge, an 
interdisciplinary ensemble with which he has 
toured in Europe presenting concert program-
mes that blend experimental theatre with music 
and sound art.
As a composer, he has received commissions 
from numerous festivals and ensembles (such 
as Münchener Musiktheater Biennale 2012, 
QNG Quartet, Adapter Ensemble, Alicante 
Festival 2011 among others). As a theatre per-
former, he has worked under  directors such 
as Barbara Frey and Ruedi Häusermann, and 
performed at venues like Schaupielhaus Zürich, 
HAU Berlin or Teatro Real Madrid.

Melting Traces
Iñigo Giner Miranda, Juan Mejía del Valle, Roberto Uribe Castro

Henar Rieviere Ríos, Horacio González Cesteros (External Advisers)
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 æ Juan Mejía del Valle

Juan has a degree in architecture from Los An-
des university in Bogotá and a M.Sc. in Europe-
an Urban Studies from the Bauhaus-University 
Weimar. Since 1999 collaborated with different 
architecture studios in Barcelona, Berlin and 
Basel and  worked as an independent architect. 
In 1999 he visited the studio of Enric Miralles 
and assisted the design of relevant international 
buildings as the Scottish Parlament Building 
and the Enric Miralles library in Barcelona. He 
has been project leader for several architectural 
interventions in listed buildings in Catalonia 
like the Cork Museum in Palafrugell.
Since 2010, Juan has focused in the field of 
Urban Studies, making a special emphasis in 
innovative planning processes for large scale 
development projects. He has also participated 
in critical projects concerning difficult heritage 
sites like the Gauforum in Weimar. In 2011, he 
collaborated with the City Planning Depart-
ment of the city of Basel in the redevelopment 
of the port areas in the Dreiländereck tri-na-
tional area.

 æ Roberto Uribe Castro

The work of Roberto Uribe consists in site-spe-
cific monuments and memorials made in places 
loaded with painful memories that are neglect-
ed or abandoned by society. His interest is focus 
on the relationship between architecture and 
politics. The projects are the result of an exhaus-
tive and careful research and analysis about the 
place. For that purpose achieves, city plans, old 
newspapers, interviews to locals, videos, etc. are 
consulted in order to unveil the spirit of a place. 
The pieces are temporary and because of the 
nature of the materials they decompose in the 
time. In this way Uribe’s work performs in the 
time accepting the fragility of life and the im-
portance to recognize our temporality in this 
world. More than to redeem the history of he 
building the actual goal of the pieces is to bring 
back acknowledgment to what is relevant, the 
human life.
After years working for Doris Salcedo and 

Mona Hatoum his work has been influence by a 
strong political and social engagement. He has 
been involved in the production and realization 
of Salcedo’s works such as Untitled (Istanbul 
Biennale 2003), Shibboleth (Unilever Series 
Modern Tate, London, 2007) among many 
others. His participation in Mona Hatoum’s 
Silver Lining (Bern School of Art 2010) has 
also deeply left a mark in his practice.
Also his brief experience working as field re-
searcher for urban studies made by Los Andes 
University (1998-1999) and as external adviser 
for the DAPD in Bogotá during the elabora-
tion of the POT in (2000-2001), has been of 
great importance in his understanding of the 
relationship between Politics and the public 
space.

 æ Henar Rivière Ríos - External Adviser

Postgraduate in Contemporary Art History 
and Theory and Master of Art History with 
“Summa cum Laude”, is researching for her 
PhD at the Freie Universität Berlin and the 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid thanks 
to different European fellowships and focusing 
on the international network of artists Fluxus, 
whose activity began in 1962. She co-curated 
the exibition “The lunatics are on the loose…” 
EUROPEAN FLUXUS FESTIVALS 1962-
1977, and extensively contributed to the ho-
monymous book.

 æ Horacio González Cesteros - External Adviser

Horacio González Cesteros is Postgraduate in 
History and Geography and Master of Classi-
cal Archaeology. Actually is researching for his 
PhD at the Catalan Archaeological Institute 
and the Berlin Academy of Sciences thanks to 
different European fellowships and postgra-
duate contracts. His main topic is the study of 
ancient economy through archaeological evi-
dences on the Rhine area, with special attention 
to pottery and amphorae. 



Previous Page, img. 01 
— Quadraro Vecchio, a 
network of memories.

img. 03  — Quadraro 
Vecchio. Aerial photo-
collage with the streets 
where the project would 
take place.

img. 02  — Collage of a 
christal clear ice-cube with 
an object founded in il 
Quadraro.
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img. 04-05-06-07  — Objects 
that are present in the 
Quadrato Vecchio.
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img. 08  — The installation 
of the piece itself 
becomes a key element 
of the project. The actual 
complication to coordinate 
the placement of the piece 
simultaneously, stresses 
the fact of a twisted nature 
of an event such as il 
Rastellamento.
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img. 09  — The Intervention 
on the Via la Tuscolana. 
Collage.
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img. 10  — General scheme 
of the project.
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img. 11-12-13-14  — The 
large installation in the 
Quadraro. Model scale 
1:200.
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During WWII partisan members, deserters 
and over 4000 Jews found refuge in Catholic 
convents and monasteries through the help of 
dozens of priests and nuns. These priests and 
nuns embraced endangered and vulnerable 
people disregarding their political views or re-
ligion. The majority of those priests and nuns 
remained in the shadows of history, with the 
exception of martyr-priests such as Don Pietro 
Pappagallo, who were captured and killed be-
cause of their acts of resistance. The focus on 
martyrdom, which the victims did not choose, 
emphasizes dramatic punishment instead of 
the act of successfully helping other people. But 
how to commemorate such a hidden and silent 
act? 
For the first monks, daily routines towards as-
ceticism executed by their founders, were mon-
uments which had to be maintained through 
ongoing repetition [Philo Judea’s “On Contem-
plative Life”, 40AD]. Also the act of embracing 
the endangered and vulnerable people by priests 
and nuns during WWII can best be commem-
orated through repetition, through helping the 
Lampedusa immigrants, the endangered and 
vulnerable of today, disregarding their political 
and religious background. The immigrants need 
protection, work and reciprocal contact with 
Italian citizens; relationships in which they do 
not just ‘ask and get’, but also give and share 
their culture, knowledge, food and talents. 
The implementation of this historio-analogic 
idea for the program on the concrete spot of 
the convent on Via dei Genovesi in Trastevere, 
leads to three interconnected acts of urban 
and architectonic intervention. First is the un-
folding of the convent’s wall, which facilitates 

public experience of the place where the com-
memorated acts happened. The second act is the 
meeting between the neighbourhood, the im-
migrants and the world in a ‘Syrian’ tea garden 
called “Santuario”, one of the gardens of the 
convent which becomes public due to the un-
folding of the wall. The third act is the telling 
of the rich, and still unfinished, (hi)story of the 
convent on Via dei Genovesi on a mural on the 
inside of the wall, in which the silent resistance 
of priests and nuns is commemorated as the 
initial point of unfolding, but at the same time 
as just one drop in the sea of (hi)stories which 
the inner walls of the convent have to tell. 
- Unfolding of the convent’s wall 
The walls that were erected to provide safety 
and seclusion, now make the actual places of 
commemoration inaccessible to the public. As 
this prevents the stories of the silent resistance 
to be told, the wall has to be opened-up. With 
this we hack the very essence of the convent’s 
typology, it’s seclusion. Therefore the open-
ing gesture underlines the awkwardness of the 
situation. The fold, reminiscent to the articu-
late shape of a nun’s hat, disregards the wall’s 
massiveness and is torn as if it were a piece of 
fabric. People entering through the fold can ex-
perience the sanctuary within and the convent’s 
history there where it really happened. Through 
this operation, the warmth and generosity of 
the inner convent world can become a part of 
the neighbourhood. 
- Meeting in a ‘syrian’ tea garden 
Convents can provide a home, as Pope Fran-
cis expressed when he asked convents to give 
shelter to immigrants, during his speech in 

The silent resistance of 
priest and nuns
Arno Geesink, Julia van der Krieke, Beata Labuhn
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September 2013.  Embracing the immigrants 
as new housemates within the convent con-
tinues the monumental act of helping peo-
ple in need. Through transforming one of the 
previously fenced-off convent gardens into a 
tea garden where refugees share their culture, 
foods and talents, the paradise-like inner court-
yard becomes a public oasis. Nolli’s vision on 
Rome’s public spaces comes true as the green 
carpet of the convent’s garden unrolls under-
neath the unfolded wall and connects the con-
vent and the neighbourhood. The low-key en-
counters between the nuns, the immigrants, the 
neighbourhood and the foreign visitors spread 
the message of the need for memorialization 
of good acts through their constant actualiza-
tion. The (hi)story-mural depicting the acts 
which have taken place in the convent encloses 
the garden and forms the background against 
which the garden can get filled with living old 
and new stories and acts of the nuns, the immi-
grants and the people from the ‘hood’. The con-
vent itself, the neighbourhood and the network 
of the convent provide work opportunities for 
the immigrants. First there is the regular work 
which is required to uphold a convent-house-
hold like the maintenance of the building and 
its gardens, cooking etc. as the self-supporting 
convent is no longer because of the diminishing 
and aging clerical population. Then there is also 
taking care of the occasional pilgrims and the 
three elderly sisters, who are going to continue 
to live in the convent together with the immi-
grants. There are also jobs which are connected 
to the neighbourhood: the Syrian restaurant 
in the convent and the arts- and crafts atelier 
and possibly other jobs in the area. Besides this 
there are also opportunities within the con-
vent’s network: other convents, schools, nurs-
eries, courts, municipalities and a lot of indi-
viduals of all kinds. The immigrants themselves 
bring in their own connections: Centro Astalli, 
other immigrants and family and friends from 
all over the world. 
- Story telling continues inside 
The first job-project for the immigrants is the 
refurbishment of the buildings for their hous-
ing, the refurbishment of the gardens (one tea 

garden and one garden with fruit trees and 
vegetables) and, thriving on the fine Roman 
tradition of painting- and sculpture craft, the 
co-design and execution of the mural on the 
inner side of the wall. The exact design, colour 
scheme, composition and sculpturallity are yet 
to be defined by the artists consortium. De-
pending on the technique (sculpturing, laser, 
painting, manual ‘printing’ or combination of 
techniques), the art work can be something like 
the Sistine Chapel of Michelangelo, a sculp-
tural mural, the photographs manually ‘printed’ 
on murals by Sten&Lex, The History of Mex-
ico by Diego Rivera, the work of the Chinese 
artist Yu Hong (who composes contemporary 
scenes according to the composition rules of 
renaissance and classical Italian fresco’s) or the 
art forms from one of the lands of the origin 
of the immigrants. The only ‘fixed’ idea for the 
content of the mural is that it should tell the 
rich, yet unfinished (hi)story of the convent on 
Via dei Genovesi: the story of St. Cecilia (193-
211), the patron of the basilica and the convent, 
the Umilitas Monks who made wool there up 
till the 16th century, the Benedictine sisters, the 
Franciscan Missionaries of Egypt who helped 
underprivileged teenagers and also Jewish chil-
dren during WWII, etc. The mural does not 
just focus on the dramatic acts of resistance 
during WWII, but places these acts in the sea 
of (hi)stories of this convent. The WWII act is 
depictured in a way which is characteristic to 
the topic - slightly hidden between the story of 
nuns helping underprivileged children. On the 
outside the wall is revealing only abstract fig-
ures, perforation of the parts of the figures from 
the mural, until you decide to walk through this 
intriguing opening to see what is inside. The 
story on the wall also tells the most recent tales 
of the immigrants, but stays open ended so that 
‘new acts’ can be added. As the massive wall 
unfolds, it literally turns inside out and upside 
down the one act on the wall which initiated it 
all: the silent resistance of priests and nuns.

 æ Arno Geesink

Arno Geesink, a 33-year old architect living in 
Arnhem, the Netherlands. Grown up in an area 
ridden with conflict heritage, resulting in a keen 
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interest in history and conflict studies, besides 
architecture. Now starting up his own practi-
ce, several years after graduating from Delft 
University. Always on the lookout for fascina-
ting historic sites with their intrinsic merits as 
a basis for new pro-active architectural inter-
ventions. Loves to combine historical research 
with architectural creativity. Presently working 
on several bunker conversion projects, potential 
re-use of disused rail tracks, derelict air defense 
towers and a sea mine loading dock. 

 æ Julia van der Krieke

Julia van der Krieke, 25-year old archaeolo-
gist from Amsterdam. Interests are history, art, 
folk- and blues music, philosophy and litera-
ture. Favorite book Grapes of Wrath by John 
Steinbeck. Best written songs by Bob Dylan. 
Loves to walk through a rainy Amsterdam. Has 
studied Jewish Heritage in Kraków, Poland and 
Archaeology at the University of Amsterdam, 
is currently finishing her masters in Archaeolo-
gical Heritage, in her spare time she works as a 
volunteer for the Portuguese synagogue in the 
old Jewish quarter of Amsterdam. Has a weak-
ness for everything with glitter or embroidery. 
Takes after her grandmother regarding most 
aspects. 

 æ Beata Labuhn

Beata Labuhn, architect and writer, born in Po-
land, living in Amsterdam. Specializes in urban 
transformations, re-use of old structures and 
site-specific design. Enjoys interdisciplinary 
projects which integrate historic research, ar-
chaeology, heritage protection, design and in-
novation. Recent design work includes projects 
like the conversion of a convent into a health 
care centre and the renovation of an Art Deco 
swimming pool. Concerned with the topic of 
how designers deal with history and heritage 
also from historiographical and philosophical 
perspectives, she writes about it in professional 
and academic journals. Since 2010 she teaches 
(re)design at TU Delft (NL), was also visiting 
tutor at MIT Boston (USA) and Sapienza Uni-
versity Rome (IT). Holds a Master degree from 
Architecture at TU Delft and a Bachelor degree 
from Philosophy at Leiden University. Enjoys 

traveling, taking photographs, dancing, hiking, 
watching films, street art, graphic art, sculpture, 
storytelling and quantum physics.

Previous Page, img. 01  — 
View of the main entrance.

img. 02  — View of the main 
entrance from the inside.
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Acts of silent resistance by priests & nuns: mostly helping & hiding 

HELPING & HIDING PEOPLE
SPEAKING UP DYING FOR IT

Commemoration of silent resistance: stress on dying

HELPING & HIDING PEOPLE SPEAKING UP DYING FOR IT
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img. 03-04  — Diagrams and 
sketches about the concept.
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img. 05-08  — Sketches for 
the implementation and 
the transformation of the 
traditional enclosed garden 
in the public garden in ‘our‘ 
convent. 
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img. 09-10  — Sketches and 
collages of “Unfolding of 
The Convent’s Wall”.
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Deeper grooves.

Points of perforation (to be seen from the outside).
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img. 11 — Photo-collage of 
the model.

img. 12-13-14 — Wall design 
examples.
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The Ugo Forno Pavilion’s aim of is to re-in-
scribe the marginal story of Ugo Forno into 
the contemporary historical, cultural and social 
landscape by re-inserting it into everyday life. 
Following Ugo’s example, this proposal is based 
on Small Acts which everyone can perform in 
order to contribute to community life, taking 
responsibility and ownership for their environ-
ment. This is achieved with the community’s 
active long-term involvement and participation, 
generating not only a recalling of lost memories 
of resistance but creating templates for civil ac-
tion; aiding in creating a more equal and just 
contemporary society. Human interaction will 
be used to engage with memories of this dif-
ficult past. 
The Ugo Forno Pavilion is a temporary ‘monu-
ment’, acting as a place of memory and lived 
experience. It is comprised of two structures, 
one fixed and the other mobile, where learning, 
teaching, socialising and the exercising of civic 
duties will unfold through the community’s ac-
tive participation.
The Ugo Forno Pavilion, based at Luigi Settem-
brini School is comprised of multi-function 
rooms where different activities will unfold 
such as UGO’s KITCHEN, UGOfm.com 
Radio Station and UGO’s allotment. The Pa-
vilion will be completely energy efficient, using 
photovoltaic solar panels to generate electricity 
to run all the equipment it contains and a rain 
water collection system to create drinking water 
and water for cooking and cleaning, at the same 
time feeding the vegetable patch, flower boxes 
and botanic cells.
The Ugo Forno Mobile Pavilion is a multi-
purpose tent that can be placed in any outdoor 

location accompanying children on public in-
terventions, performances, and events. These 
events will be an effective strategy to dissemi-
nate Ugo’s story and example to the wider 
community. Children will be able to do this 
by using methods they learn in the school’s 
extra-curricular activities, such as Drama, Per-
formance, Music. These events are inspired by 
Augusto Boal’s ‘Theatre of the Oppressed ’ and 
Smartmobs.

 æ Toby Phips Lloyd

Toby Phips Lloyd is an artist who lives and 
works in Newcastle upon Tyne, England. 
Originally from Cambridge, Lloyd fled to 
Newcastle to become an artist and escape a ca-
reer as a publican. In 2012 he graduated from 
the MFA course at Newcastle University and 
was selected as an AXIS MAstar. He has ex-
hibited internationally and collaborated with 
several artists, recently with Andrew Wilson on 
Convention, Habit <or> Custom, with Harry 
Palmer on ScartVideo. He is also a member 
of the fictional band Stabbing Les. He enjoys 
reading, drinking real ale and listening to loud 
Japanese drone music and The Fall.

 æ Elizabeth Garnett

Archaeology was introduced to Elizabeth at a 
young age as the only discipline to derive from 
treasure hunting. This instantly captured her 
imagination and led her to undertake a degree 
in Archaeology and Ancient History at New-
castle University. 
For her archaeology is not confined to excava-
tion. She is interested in social history, oral tra-
ditions and material culture; the concept that 
an archaeological object has a story to tell. It 

Small Acts
Toby Phips Lloyd, Elizabeth Garnett, Isabel Lima
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is a common misconception that archaeologists 
just ‘dig’, there is a side to archaeology that is 
more personal. Archaeologists not only recover 
and identify objects, they have to piece together 
who used the object and why, linking it back to 
the context in which it was found.
Having spent time as a classroom assistant in 
the Classics department of King Edward VI’s 
school she helped to introduce these ideas to 
students, as well as highlighting the importance 
of archaeology within historical and classi-
cal studies. She has also planned a number of 
object handling sessions that are to be carried 
out with school groups to run alongside their 
history lessons, with the aim of introducing ar-
chaeology and the role of the archaeologist to 
children. 
Though she does not have a specialist subject 
as yet, she has studied archaeological remains 
from the Egyptians, Ancient Greeks, Romans, 
Prehistory and Britain (from 1500 to the pre-
sent day). Though she plans to specialise in one 
area she is currently working in the learning 
and education sector, constructing lessons plans 
to introduce archaeology via object handling 
sessions.

 æ Isabel Lima

Isabel Lima is a Portuguese artist based in the 
UK since 2001. 
Lima develops socially engaged works, which 
question the sense of belonging, identity, place 
and culture. Her own family history of displace-
ment is the source of inspiration and research. 
In her practice Lima works collaboratively with 
other artists, film professionals, archeologists, 
architects, social groups and general members 
of the public. The outcomes of her projects usu-
ally take the form of film/video, performance, 
publication and/or installation.
In her current research, the artist is investigat-
ing the cross-cultural exchanges present within 
our multicultural society. The point of departure 
for this research is the displacement of people 
created by pivotal historical moments whereby 
different cultures have been forced to live to-
gether. Through the appropriation of historical 

material and the conception of new representa-
tions, this research aims to explore the legacies 
of these historical events within contemporary 
society.

Previous Page, img. 01  — 
Vision of the project.
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img. 02  — The Ugo Forno 
mobile Pavillon .
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img. 03  — External 
structure of the pavillon.

img. 04  — Interior of the 
ground floor.
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img. 06  — Interior of the 
middle floor.

img. 05  —Tridimensional 
scheme of the three floors  
pavillon. 
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img. 07  — Interior of the 
top  floor.

img. 08  — The folding 
table.
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img. 09  — Energy system of 
the pavillon.

img. 10  —The botanic cell.

img. 11-12  —Photos of the 
model.
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Michela Bassanelli
Michela Bassanelli is an architect and PhD in 
Interior Architecture and Exhibition Design 
at the Politecnico di Milano. Her PhD thesis, 
“The Form of Memory: Beyond the Memorial. 
Representing, narrating, communicating the 
Conflict Heritage”, focuses on forms of memo-
rialisation related to European conflict of the 
twentieth century. Bassanelli collaborates with 
professor Gennaro Postiglione on the research 
project about War Archaeologies—focussing on 
war remains in urban contexts and cultural 
landscapes developed within the framework of 
PRIN 2008: The intervention in archaeologi-
cal areas for activities related to museums and 
cultural communication (National Coordinator 
prof. Marco Vaudetti) performed by the MIB 
Group at Politecnico di Milano (coordinated 
by prof. Luca Basso Peressut); REcall—Euro-
pean Conflict Archaeological Landscape Re-ap-
propriation (financed by the EC-Culture 2007 
program in 2012): http://www.recall-project.
polimi.it/; MeLa—European Museums in an Age 
of Migrations (financed by EU with the pro-
gramme FP7): http://www.mela-project.eu/. 
www.michelabassanelli.com

Rebecca Farley
Rebecca Farley is a Doctoral Researcher at the 
International Centre for Cultural and Heri-
tage Studies, Newcastle University. Her current 

PhD research project “Looking beyond ‘The 
Angel’: Framing and interpreting a public art 
collection in Newcastle-Gateshead” stems from 
her own professional background within public 
art commissioning, working as a freelance cura-
tor and project manager with Grit & Pearl LLP 
and Inspire Northumberland, and as Commis-
sions Officer, Art Council England North East 
(2003-2010). 

Anna Maria Fisker
Anna Maria Fisker graduated from Aarhus 
School of Architecture in 1984, followed by 
studies at Kolding School of Design. After 
holding a number of positions, both as a prac-
titioner of architecture and later as part of aca-
demic circles, she completed her PhD thesis 
“Food and Architecture” in 2003. This work 
stood as a condensation of a longstanding de-
votion to the interrelation between the two 
fields; a devotion, which is highly evident in 
Anna Marie’s later career activities. Anna Ma-
ria Fisker currently holds the position as direc-
tor of the Center for Food Science, Design and 
Experience at the Department of Civil Engi-
neering, Aalborg University. This research cen-
tre is primary engaged in a multi-disciplinary 
understanding of how our physical surround-
ings affect the meal-experience and how archi-
tecture and design related tools can be applied 
deliberately in the development of better food 
experiences.
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Viviana Gravano
Viviana Gravano is Curator of Contempo-
rary Art and Professor of Art History at the 
School of Fine Arts in Naples, and at the IED 
(European Institute of Design) in Rome. She 
is also coordinator and professor of  contem-
porary art  for the IED masters programme 
in “Museum and Events Curatorial Studies 
- Contemporary Arts and Performing Arts”. 
She is on the editorial board of the journal 
Art’O_Cultura e Politica delle arti sceniche; and 
before that was photo editor and editor for the 
journal Gomorra-Territories and Cultures in the 
Contemporary Metropolis. Gravano was the as-
sistant director in the journal Avatar-Disloca-
tions between Anthropology, Communication and 
Visual Arts; as well as curator in the Nova Gal-
lery and in LopLop Gallery in Rome. She was 
the author of the radio programme “The Magic 
Eyes”, broadcast by RAI Radio3. She is cur-
rently director of the online journal roots§routes 
– research on visual culture. She also works in a 
team of independent curators based in Rome, 
called Routes Agency – Cura of Contemporary 
Arts.  She has published many essays in exhi-
bition catalogues, books and journals, such as: 
L’Arte fotografica, Fotografi da tutto il mondo nelle 
collezioni italiane (The Photographic Art- In-
ternational Photographers in the Italian Col-
lections), Fondazione Italiana per la Fotografia, 
Palazzo Cesi, Acquasparta (TR), Carte Seg-
rete, Roma 1996; L’immagine fotografica (The 
Photographic Image), Mimesis, Milano 1997; 
Crossing. Progetti fotografici di confine (Crossing 
Photographic Projects on the Border), Costa 
& Nolan, Milano 1998; Paesaggi attivi Saggio 
contro la contemplazione/L’attivismo paesaggis-
tico nell ’arte contemporanea (Active Landscapes. 
Essay against Contemplation/ The Activism 
in the Landscape in the Contemporary Art), 
Costa&Nolan, Milano 2008, II ed. Mimesi, 
Milano 2013.

Giulia Grechi
Giulia Grechi holds a PhD in “Theory and So-
cial Research” at the University La Sapienza, 
Rome, Italy. She is currently a research fellow at 

the University L’Orientale in Naples, as a mem-
ber of the EU Project Mela – European Muse-
ums in the Age of Migrations (EU-7PQ), where 
she is working on the relationships between 
museums, curatorial practices, anthropology 
and contemporary art. Her research interests 
include cultural anthropology, postcolonial 
studies, museography, contemporary art and 
embodiment. She teaches “Photography – So-
cial Communication” at the Fine Arts School 
of Brera (Milan, Italy), and “Sociology of Cul-
tural Processes”  at the European Institute of 
Design (IED) in Rome. She is also co-coor-
dinator and professor of  “Visual Anthropol-
ogy and Contemporary Art” for IED Masters 
Programme in “Museum and Events Curatorial 
Studies – Contemporary Arts and Performing 
Arts”. She is editor-in-chief of the online jour-
nal  roots§routes – research on visual culture. She 
works in a team of independent curators based 
in Rome, called Routes Agency – Cura of Con-
temporary Arts.     

Marek E. Jasinski
Marek E. Jasinski is Professor Dr. of archaeol-
ogy at the Institute of Archaeology and Stud-
ies of Religion at the Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology in Trondheim, Nor-
way. His main research interests are Medieval 
and Post-Medieval Archaeology of the Euro-
pean Arctic; Maritime Archaeology, Conflict 
Archaeology and Management of Cultural 
Heritage. He has been leader and Norwegian 
co-leader of several major research projects in 
Norway, Russia, Greenland, Greece, Argen-
tina, Mexico, United Arab Emirates and Bul-
garia. During the last three years he has been 
leading the interdisciplinary project ‘Painful 
Heritage: Cultural Landscapes of the Second 
World War in Norway. Phenomenology, Les-
sons and Management Systems’ financed by 
the Research Council of Norway. This project 
includes, among other aspects, archaeological 
documentation and investigations of the At-
lantic Wall fortifications and Nazi camps for 
foreign Prisoners of War and slave workers in 
Norway 1940-1945. Marek E. Jasinski is the 
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author and co-author of approximately 200 
publications, including books, articles, reports, 
etc., and of numerous presentations deliv-
ered at national and international conferences 
and seminars in Europe, USA, Canada, Latin 
America and Africa. 

Tone Jørstad
Tone Jørstad is Director of the Falstad Cen-
tre. She has a Master of Arts in Media Studies 
from the University of Bergen, focusing mainly 
on communication in Art and Culture. In her 
MA thesis “Traces in Landscapes”, she studied 
the process of implementing the international 
Art Project HemArt (a Land-Art project in the 
countryside of County Hedmark in Norway). 
She is a trained teacher with special compe-
tences within Art and Handicraft, Art History, 
Sports, Media and Communication. Jørstad has 
taught at different levels within the Norwegian 
school system. For several years Jørstad worked 
as Head of the Cultural Department, Levanger 
Municipality. 

Gennaro Postiglione
Gennaro Postiglione is Associate Professor of 
Interior Architecture at the Politecnico di Milano 
(activity: www.lablog.org.uk).  Researches focus 
mainly on domestic interiors (questioning 
relations among culture of dwelling, domestic 
architecture and modernity), on museography 
and on preserving and diffusing collective 
memory and cultural identity (connecting the 
museographic issues with the domestic ambit). 
In this field he carried out several research 
projects amongst wich: “The Atlantic Wall 
Linear Museum”, “Abarchive – archivio borghi 
abbandonati”, “One-hundred houses for one-
hundred architects of the XX century”, “MeLa 
– European Museums in an age of migrations”. 
Besides, he has a specific interest in the 
architecture of Nordic countries.From 2004, he 
is promoter of PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE 
@ POLIMI, an interdisciplinary research & 
operative group that puts the resources of 
Architecture in the service of the Public Interest 

and from 2006 is promoter of IFW-Interior 
Forum World, an academic network and a 
web platform for research edited by the PhD 
in Interiors at POLIMI.On going researches: 
besides “European Museums and Libraries in/
for the Age of Migrations” (EU-FP7 funded), 
“Dealing with Conflict Heritages” (National 
Grant).He seats in the editorial board of AREA 
(il sole24ore ed.) from 1997 and, from 2010 is in 
the Advisory Board of the Peer Review Journal 
‘Interiors’ (Berg Publisher Ltd). - See more at: 
http://www.recall-project.polimi.it/gennaro-
postiglione/#sthash.EVRYHbFP.dpuf.

Jon Reitan
Jon Reitan (b. 1973) is a Historian and Sen-
ior Curator at the Falstad Centre in Levanger, 
Norway. Reitan has worked as Historian and 
Curator at Falstad since 1999, Senior Curator 
since 2009. Reitan was chief responsible for the 
script production of the main exhibition of the 
Centre, opened by the Norwegian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs in October 2006. He has also 
done research and collected oral testimonies for 
the Jewish Museum in Trondheim in the years 
2000-2005. He is a member of the Board of the 
Jewish Museum since 2011.
Reitan got his MA in History at the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology (NTNU) 
in Trondheim in 1999. Currently he is occupied 
with finishing a PhD Dissertation in History 
entitled Along the Traces to Auschwitz. The 
Holocaust in the Norwegian Historical Culture 
1945-2010 (finished spring 2013). In the years 
2007-2008, Reitan developed and taught three 
MA University Courses on Memory Studies, 
Museology and Genocide at the Department 
of History and Classical Studies, NTNU.
Reitan has been a permanent member of the 
Norwegian official delegation to the Task Force 
for International Cooperation on Holocaust 
Education, Remembrance and Research (ITF 
for short) since 2004, and held the position 
of Chairman of the Memorial and Museum 
Working Group in the ITF in 2009. From Jan-
uary 2012 he holds the Presidency of the In-
ternational Committee on Memorial Museums 
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(IC MEMO) in the International Council of 
Museums (ICOM). Reitan has been involved 
in a number of international research, docu-
mentation and exhibition projects.

Tenna Doktor Olsen Tvedebrink
Tenna Doktor Olsen Tvedebrink is educated as 
a civil engineer with specialization in architec-
ture from Aalborg University. She completed 
her master degree from the Department of Ar-
chitecture, Design and Media Technology in 
June 2008, and is currently a PhD student at the 
Department of Civil Engineering. Tenna has 
furthermore obtained single courses in Sensory 
& Consumer Science, Food & Meal Sociology, 
as well as Food Culture and Food History from 
the University of Copenhagen, Departments of 
Human Nutrition and Food Science.
With a primary research interest in how spa-
tial settings influence the meal experience and 
overall wellbeing, her PhD dissertation focuses 
on the possibility of utilizing architectural de-
sign to improve the healing process of patients 
in Danish Hospitals through the design of bet-
ter eating facilities.
In 2010 Tenna was awarded a scholarship from 
Ejnar Packness Fonden, Aalborg. This gave her 
the opportunity for a research stay at Carleton 
University, Azrieli School of Architecture & 
Urbanism, Canada in 2012, where she joined 
the PhD program. Tenna was furthermore ac-
cepted as a Senior Member in the International 
order: Cordon Bleu du Saint Esprit in 2010, as 
well as appointed Danish Delegate at the Inter-
national Slow Food & Terra Madre Conference 
in 2010.

Wolfgang Weileder
Wolfgang Weileder’s recent work is primarily 
concerned with the exploration and critical de-
construction of architecture, public spaces and 
the interactions we have with the ubiquitous 
urban environment. Focusing on large-scale 
temporary site-specific architectural installa-
tion and sculpture in the urban environment 
his work also branches into performance, film, 

photography and sound installation. Wolf-
gang Weileder is currently Professor in Con-
temporary Sculpture at Newcastle University, 
UK.His work has been exhibited worldwide, 
recent shows and projects include:5×5 Project, 
Washington DC (2012); hub to hub, Singa-
pore ArchiFest (2011); Die Begnadigung / la 
Sospensione, Neon Gallery, Bologna (2009); 
Le Terme, Ciocca Arte Contemporanea Milan 
(2008); Fold-Up, Sunderland (2008); Transfer-
back, Milton Keynes Gallery (2007); Transfer, 
Milton Keynes Gallery (2006); You shall know 
our velocity, Baltic Centre for Contemporary 
Art, Gateshead (2006); house-birmingham, 
IKON Gallery, Birmingham (2004); house-
madrid, Madrid Abierto (2004).

Next Page  —Photos of the 
Nordic Embassy in Berlin 
during the Final Event of 
the Project. Photo: Michela 
Bassanelli.
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